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.CHAPTm I 
.THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
~dreds of people in the United States are injured or killed 
annually through some type of firearms accidents.1 Approximately 
2 
one third of this number are juveniles. 
3 According to Edson: 
"With more and more sportsmen taking to the field and 
increasing interest in target shooting, the probability 
that the outdoor recreation of some of them will end in 
tragedy is increased. Admittedly, the ratio of hunting 
accidents to the overall national accident scale is 
relatively small. This fact, however, should not deter us 
from dealing with the firearm accident problem on an 
intelligently planned and organized basis, especially since 
this is a problem that involves the lives of human beings." 
It would seem that proper education through school sponsored 
firearms safety education programs might reduce this toll of human 
life and injury. Edson 4 emphasizes this statement by saying: 
"Today, the public generally accepts the principle that, 
instead of a number of unreasonably restrictive regulations, 
the best way to reduce the number of automobile accidents is 
to make sure that the man behind the wheel has been properly 
trained in safe driving habits. Similarly, we believe that 
1 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Reports, 
1951-1952, Washington, D. C. 
2 Loc. cit. 
3 Merritt A. Edson, ttGun Safety Through Education", The American 
Rifleman (August, 1953), 101:12. 
4 Loc. cit. 
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the best way to reduce the number of gun accidents is to make 
sure that the man behind the gun has been properly indoctrinated 
in the rudiments of safe gun handling. The reasoning in both 
cases seems to be identical, for the records indicate that the 
vast majority of both automobile and gun accidents are caused 
by the ignorance or the carelessness of the operator." 
1. The Problem 
Statement of the Problem. It is the purpose of this study to 
construct and evaluate a course of study in firearms safety education. 
justification of the Study. During the progress of American 
education, safety education, either as a separate course or as a part 
of other courses has risen to a place of prominence in the secondary 
school curriculum. With the rapid growth of safety instructional 
programs in the schools, the problem of determining course content bas 
become complex. After a search was conducted for school programs of 
firearms safety education, it was found that objective evidence is 
lacking with regard to the content of subject matter and course of 
study materials for school firearms safety education programs. This 
study may serve as a guide for teachers and school administrators who 
are interested in curriculum construction in the area of safety 
education. 
Many authorities in the area of firearms safety education have 
indicated that there is need for this study and the resulting 
curriculum materials. A survey was conducted among the authorities 
2 
and the following statements resulted: 
Stack1 
"Large numbers of our citizens secure hunting licenses each 
year and many others use firear.s for target practice. Many of 
these are young people of high school age. In view of this, it 
is essential that instruction be provided as a part of the school 
program in the safe use of firearms. To provide this instruction, 
a course of study will be needed." 
2 
Edson 
"The National Rifle Association of America looks with favor 
on this study and its vast potential concerning the future of 
firearms safety education." 
3 
Abercrombie 
3 
"In tel'llls of the generally increasing use of firearms, there 
is a need for systematic instruction in their use, particularly 
among youth who have had little prior experience with them. In 
terms of the so-called accidental deaths involving firearms, there 
is also need for planned instruction in this phase of safety 
education. This need is indicated in accident statistics as shown 
in the National Safety Council's survey. 
Accident Facts. -- "There were twenty-five hundred deaths 
from firearms accidents in 1953. There is an increase of seven 
per cent from 1949. The number of deaths rises sharply for the 
15-24 year· age group. While material is available on the subject 
of firearms safety, there is need for a course of study to help 
teachers in organizing good instruction programs in the field." 
1 Herbert Stack, Director, Safety Center, New York University, 
Washington Square, New York, New York. 
2 Merritt A. Edson, Executive Director, National Rifle Association, 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
3 s. A. Abercrombie, Assistant Secretary, National Comm:i.ssion on 
Safety Education, National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth 
Street, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
"There is a great need for the development of educational 
experiences which will help youth make the best use of the 
interest in hunting for a leisure time activity. The great 
increase in the number of young hunters which gives the schools 
and communities much responsibility necessitates immediate 
concern for firear-ms safety education." 
Tiefenbrunn2 
"There is an ever-increasing need for a clear and concise 
text, under one cover, that will provide educators and group 
leaders with all essential material and references necessary to 
conduct courses in firearms safety education. While assorted 
materials are available, they have not been integrated. 
Teachers, civic and service clubs, schools, sportsmens' clubs 
and others, are constantly requesting helpful material for 
guidance." 
3 McNeely 
"Year by year the number of persons who handle firearms 
increase. Hunting and shooting are growing in popularity as 
forms of recreation. Many tragic accidents give grim evidence 
of the need for education in the safe use of firearms. Since 
the school has long ago acknowledged its responsibility for 
helping youngsters to live safely, inclusion of firearms safety 
in the school curriculum is highly appropriate and desirable. 
Whether firearms safety education should be presented as a 
separate course, a unit within a broader course in health and 
safety, or integrated in several school activities is best 
determined by the individual school." 
1 julian Smith, Associate Professor of Outdoor Education, School of 
Education, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan. 
2 v. j. Tiefenbrunn, Shooting Promotion Manager, Arms and Ammunition 
Division, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New Haven 4, 
Connecticut. 
3 Simon A. McNeely, Specialist for Health, Physical Education and 
Athletics, United States Office of Education, Washington 25, D. c. 
4 
1 
Kessel 
"The nUDlber of hunting licenses sold each year, the money 
spent for arms and ammunition and the number of hunting accidents 
give evidence that there is a need for an educational program." 
2 Hopkins 
"There is urgent need for careful evaluation of a course of 
study in firearms safety education. Such evaluation vi thout doubt 
will indicate the need for commencing firearms safety education in 
the grade schools and of expanding this safety training to include 
students of high school and college age. If evaluation determines 
the need for such a course of study, construction of such a course 
should include all possible advice fran coapetent authorities on 
this subject." 
5 
New York3 and california 4 have already indicated that knowledge and 
proper use of firearms before licensing for hunting has been effective 
in reducing the number of firea~s accidents in these two states. 
Accidents are almost non-existent among newly licensed hunters who have 
passed a firearms safety test before being issued a hunting license. 5 
These statistics seem to strengthen the philosophy of the need for knowledge 
and skill of firearms safety through education. In these two states, the 
educational program is limited to pre-licensees. 
In addition to the boys and girls who hunt and shoot on the target 
range, there are others who do not participate, but still become involved 
in firearms accidents. Firearms statistics info~ us that sixty-five per 
l j. Bertram Kessel, former Consultant in Recreation and Outdoor 
Education, American Association for Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, Washington, D. c. 
2 Charles H. Hopkins, Director of Conservation, Olin Mathieson Chemical 
Corporation, East Alton, illinois. 
3 1951-1952, 1952-1953 Hunter Accident Reports of the Conservation 
Department, Albany, New York. 
4 1951-1952, 1952-1953 HUnter Accident Reports of the Department of Fish 
and Game, 926 J Street, Sacramento, California. 
5 Merritt A. Edson, "An Opportunity For All of Us", The American 
Rifleman, editorial (May, 1954), 102:16. 
6 
1 
cent of gun accidents are of the non-hunting type. It is the situation 
in the home, in the city and backyard where fireams and ammunition 
come in contact with the uni.nfonned adolescent that tragedy results. 
Knowledge and respect for guns and ammunition could assist in decreasing 
this type of accident. 
It would seem that this phase of safety education should be taught 
in the schools. This would give students an opportunity to participate 
in the program and to acquire the knowledge and skill necessary for 
proper and safe handling of firearms. Bobbitt2 states, "Only as we 
list the errors and shortcomings of human performance, can we know 
what to include and to emphasize in the directed curriculum of the 
schools." 
An approach to imparting this type of safety information to 
students is through a planned course of study for the secondary schools. 
In SUIIIJIIar.Y, this study seems to be further justified in order 
that recent legislation may be executed. At the present time, one 
state, New Hampshire, has passed a permissive law3 which entitles any 
school district to raise and allocate money for an instructional 
program in the proper use of firearms. Five other states are con-
sidering similar legislation.4 
In order to successfully administer a statute relating to school 
instructional programs, a planned course of study, related materials 
1 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Statistical Bulletin, 
(September, 1953), New York, 34(9):8. 
2 Franklin Bobbitt, The Curriculum. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1918, p. 52. 
3 Appendix c. Firearms Legislation, I. State Legislation, New 
Hampshire Laws, p. 231. 
4 Legislative Service, National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island 
Avenue, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
7 
and trained teachers are necessary. At the time of this research, a 
recognized school course of study is non-existent. 
2. Definitions of Terms Used 
1 
Ammunition. -- The projectiles thrown against an enemy, such as 
bullets, shells, grenades and bombs with their necessary propellants, 
detonators, fuses and primers. Modern ammunitian for firearms consists 
basically of a priming charge of powder, a propelling charge of powder 
and some form of missle to be ejected from the firearm. 
Concept.2 --A generalized idea including all that is suggested 
to the individual by an object, symbol or situation. 
Consultant. 3 -- One who gives professional advice or services 
regarding matters in the field of his special knowledge or training, 
as a consulting physician or engineer. 
Caurse of Study. 4 -- An official guide prepared for use by 
administrators, supervisors and teachers of a particular school or 
school system(s) as an aid to teaching in a given subject or area of 
· study for a given grade, combination of grades or other designated 
class or instruction group; may include the aims of the course, the 
1 Webster's New International 
Second Edition, unabridged • 
Merriam Company, 1953, p. 87. 
2 Carter v. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 1945, p. 90. 
3 Webster's New International Dictionary, op. cit., p. 573. 
4 Carter V. Good, op. cit., p. 109. 
and c. 
8 
expected outcomes and the scope and nature of the materials to be 
studied, with suggestions as to suitable instructional aids, textbooks, 
supplementary reading, activities, teaching methods and measurement of 
achievement. 
Evaluation.1 -- The process of ascertaining or judging the value 
or amount of something by careful appraisal; the process of determining 
the relative significance of phenomena of the same sort in terms of 
some standard; the step in directed study of a subject or unit. 
Firearms. 2 -- Any weapon from which a shot is discharged by an 
explosive as gunpowder - usually applied only to small arms. {For 
purposes of this study, this will include air and gas operated guns.) 
Knowledge. 3 -- Awareness, mental apprehension, familiarity or 
acquaintance with facts, persons, places or things, of such a nature 
as to preclude reasonable doubt; may be derived from instruction, 
sense of experience or rational deliberation or may represent an 
integration from all avenues and sources both as priori and empirical. 
Post-tests. 4 (achievement tests).-- A test designed to measure a 
person's knowledges, skills and understandings in a given field taught 
in the school. 
5 Pre-tests. -- A test given in order to determine the status of 
1 lli,g,.' p. 156 
2 Webster's New International Dictionary, o~. cit., p. 951. 
3 Carter V. Good, o~. cit., p. 233. 
4 Ibid.' p. 414. 
5 Ibid., p. 307. 
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the testee or group in regard to some skill, aptitude or achievement 
as a basis for judging the effectiveness of subsequent treatment -
for example, in a controlled experiment to determine the effectiveness 
of a given method of instruction in English grammar, it would be 
necessary first to determine the initial knowledge of grammar of the 
groups in question. 
Purposes.1 -- A directed drive toward a goal; an object or aim 
that motivates or directs behavior. 
Reliabilitr. 2 -- The accuracy with which a measuring device 
measures; the degree of consistency or constancy obtaining between 
repeated measurements of individuals with the same device; usually 
expressed in coefficient of reliability, the index of reliability, the 
standard error of estimate or the standard error of measurement. 
Safety Education. 3 --Instruction relating to sources of potential 
physical injury and health hazards as well as the necessary steps for 
their control or elimination. 
Secondary school. 4 --The school division following the elementary 
school comprising most often grades nine to twelve or grades seven to 
twelve. 
Skill. 5 - Anything that the individual has learned to do with 
ease and precision; may be either a physical or a mental performance. 
6 Teacher. - A person employed in an official capacity for the 
1 Ibid., p. 322. 
3 ~., p. 353. 
5 ~., p. 373. 
2 Ibid., p. 341. 
4 Ibid., p. 201. 
6 Ibid., p. 409. 
purpose of giving instruction to pupils or students in an educational 
institution, public or private. 
Validity. 1 -- Measuring what it purports to measure; having a 
high correlation with a criterion; the extent to which the scores 
obtained from a test or measuring scale can be used for prediction. 
Workshop. 2 --An arrangement under which special facilities, 
including particularly a wealth of source material and specialized 
personnel for group and individual conferences, are provided by an 
educational institution for individualized or small group study of 
10 
educational problems that are of special interest to advanced students 
of education or to teachers in service; frequently provided in such 
areas as curricullDD, administration, guidance, higher education and 
secondary education. 
Following a review of the literature, it was concluded that a 
recognized definition of firearms safety education was not available~ 
In order to arrive at a comprehensive meaning of firearms safety 
education, the committee of firearms experts and educators which 
assisted in establishing the need for this study was surveyed for a 
definition. Their contributions are listed as follows: 
3 
Stack· 
"Firearms safety education is that phase of education for safe 
living that is concerned with the development of knowledges, skills and 
1 Ibid., p. 442. 
2 Ibid., p. 453. 
3 Herbert Stack, op. cit. 
attitudes in the safe use of all types of firearms." 
1 Edson 
"Instruction by precept and example in the proper methods 
of handling, keeping and operating firearms and their ammunition 
in order that those so taught may enjoy them on the shooting 
range, in the hunting field and in the home, without hazard to 
themselves or to the person or property of others." 
Abercrombie2 
"Firearms safety education may be defined as a series of 
varied learning experiences to help students learn to use 
firearms safely, efficiently and with enjoyment." 
Smith 3 
"Firearms safety education is a series of experiences which 
enable one to use guns safely and wisely in gaining pleasure in 
the out-of-doors." 
Tiefenbrunn4 
"Firearms safety education requires thorough instruction 
11 
in the identification and manipulation of various types of 
firearms, an understanding of basic types of cartridges and shells, 
a thorough knowledge of proper and safe gun handling in the home, 
in the field, on the range, and in transporting guns, thorough 
indoctrination in identification of game targets and courtesy and 
behabior habits wherever firearms are being used. Such education 
must, of necessity, include actual handling and firing of firearms 
to insure familiarity and confidence." 
1 Merritt A. Edson, op. cit. 
2 S. A. Abercrombie, op. cit. 
3 julian Smith, op. cit. 
4 v. j. Tiefenbrunn, op. cit. 
12 
1 McNeely 
"Firear.ms safety education is the total of all experiences 
that help people learn to use and care for guns, pistols, and 
other firearms safely and intelligently." 
2 
Kessel 
"Firearms safety education is the formal or informal 
instructional sessions offered to individuals by qualified 
persons on the subject of safe and proper use of firearms. 
The instruction should include the theory and practice of fire-
arms use and material on other items relative to their use." 
. 3 Hoplnns 
"Fireal'llls safety education may be defined as the training 
of .AJnerican citizens of whatever age in the care and handling 
of firearms, with the triple objective of reducing the number 
of accidents with fire~s, of increasing pleasure to be 
derived from the various shooting sports and of improving the 
national defense." 
Summarizing the above statements, the following definition will 
be used in this study: 
Firearms safety education is that experience required for the 
growth and development of knowledges, skills and concepts in the saf e 
use of firearms and their related equipment. 
l Simon A. McNeely, op. cit. 
2 J. Bertram Kessel, op. cit. 
3 Charles H. Hopkins, op. cit. 
CHAPTm II 
REVIEW OF LITmATURE 
;t. Literature 
The literature offers little evidence of previous study 
concerned with firearms safety education. 
1 Barra emphasized the importance of hunting activities in the 
physical education program. Types of hunting dogs were discussed 
in relation to good conservation practices. The history of hunting 
activities was related. 
james2 made a survey of rifle training in the high schools of 
Idaho, Montana, and Washington. This study was concerned with the 
conduct of rifle clubs and shooting. 
Due to the absence of educational research in the area of firearms 
safety education, it seemed necessary to explore other sources of 
information. After a study of related literature, a review of the 
following areas was made: The American Rifleman3, periodical literature, the 
1 Ned D. Barra, Hunting Activities and Conservation in Physical 
Education, Unpublished Master's Thesis, George Peabody College for 
Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, 1938. 
2 Raymond j. james, A Study of Rifle Training in the High Schools of 
Idaho, Montana, and Washington. Unpublished Master's Thesis, State 
College of Washington, Pullman, Washington, 1942. 
3 The American Rifleman, published by the National Rifle Association, 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
-13-
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Classified Book Index, state legislation and firearms accidents. These 
areas of review provided content and reference material for the 
proposed course of study. 
A review of The American Rifleman1 was made from 1940-1954. This 
monthly magazine is the official publication of The National Rifle 
Association2 and the accepted authority for gun hobbyists, hunters, 
range shooters and all interested in any phase of arms and awmunition. 
In the fifteen year review, forty-three articles were found to be 
related to firearms safety education. 
and the program was rarely mentioned. 
The relationship of the school 
3 Edson was the most popular 
advocate for the teaching of firearms safety education in the schools. 
His editorial, 4 "An Opportunity For All Of Us", emphasized the 
importance of the school approach. 
Fremault5 described the state of New Hampshire's program. 
6 Berryman narrated the importance of courtesy in safe hunting 
practices. 
l Bibliography D. The American Rifleman - Annotated. 
2 The National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Northwest, 
Washington 6, D. C. 
3 Merritt A. Edson, Executive Director, National Rifle Association. 
4 Merritt A. Edson, "An Opportunity For All Of Us", The American 
Rifleman, Editorial (May, 1954), 102:16. 
5 George Fremault, "The Logical Step", The American Rifleman (April, 
1954), 102:40-41. 
6 jim Berryman, "Hair Triggers- And Hare Brains", The American 
Rifleman (October, 1947), 95:24-25. 
Fisher1 explained the importance of education as the solution to 
safe hunting. 
Harper2 gave an account of specific causes of hunting accidents. 
Howe 3 described possibilities for obtaining shooting facilities 
for juvenile programs. 
Pulling4 related the importance of good sportsmanship in safe 
hunting. 
Shaffer5 believed that a physical examination should be required 
for all licensees. 
The articles described in the annotated bibliography are 
indications of firearms safety education being taught by interested 
citizens outside the school. 
15 
The review of periodical literature included material from 1920-1954. 
The one hundred sixty-eight articles in this group provided a rich source 
of technical information for the course of study. This bibliography6 
should also prove valuable to the teacher of the program for his and the 
l Robert H. Fisher, "Education, Enemy of Accidents", The American 
Rifleman (August, 1952), 100:22-24. 
2 j. A. Harper, "The Facts About Hunting Accidents", The American 
Rifleman (October, 1951), 99:17-19. 
3 Walter j. Howe, "The Youngsters Are Ready", The American Rifleman 
(June, 1954), 102:37-39. 
4 Pierre Pulling, "Field Sportsmanship", The American Rifleman 
(December, 1947), 95:33-35. 
5 W. C. Shaffer, "Fitness Examination For Hunters", The American 
Rifleman (September, 1954), 93:19. 
6 Bibliography c. Periodical Literature. 
students' reference. The periodical articles were written by authors 
who were emphasizing one phase of firearms or ammunition. Several 
writers were interested in firearms safety education. 
l Androvette described a typical high school program in which the 
rifle team and training for range firing was stressed as well as the 
safety elements. 
16 
Autz2 related the safety program as initiated by the state of New 
Hampshire. 
Averill3 was particularly concerned about hunting accidents. 
4 Bartlett gave an account of how a high school and college teach 
firearms safety education. 
5 Bruckman's contribution was in the area ·of color and its relation 
to safety. 
6 Burgess emphasized the importance of juvenile training in relation 
to firearms. 
l Edward Androvette, jr., "Rifles At School," New Hampshire Profiles 
(October, 1954), 3:29-32. 
2 Hugo G. Autz, "Teaching The Kids Good Gun Habits," The Sporting 
Goods Dealer (August, 1954), 110:112-113. 
3 G. Averill, "Butchery In the Woods", Readers Digest (December, 1948), 
53:92-94. 
4 M. A. Bartlett, "Teaching Safety With A Gun - College, High School, 
Greeley, Colorado," Parents Magazine (November, 1945), 20:66. 
5 F. G. Bruckman, "Color Dynamics and Safety", Safety Education 
(March, 1949), 28:7. 
6 M. D. Bargess, "Boy and A Gun", Parents Magazine (September, 1947), 
22:32-33. 
17 
1 
Crossman explained how guns blew up and caused accidents. 
2 ~rk approached the problem of guns and juveniles from the parents' 
standpoint. 
Two articles relating to school programs of firearms safety 
3,4. 
education were contributed by the writer. 
5 Halsey described the annual hunting accidents and human errors . 
involved. 
6 Kessel gave a summary of nation-wide efforts in the area of 
firearms safety education. 
7 Latham's study of color and safety in hunting was a pioneer effort 
in this phase of the program. 
1 E. C. Crossman, '~Y Hunter's Guns Blow Up; How To Avoid Accidents 
With Your Rifle, Pistol or Shotgun By Proper Care," Popular 
Mechanics (July, 1926), 46:104-107. 
2 H.· D. Erk, "Are You A Gun Shy Parent? Junior Rifle Clubs Teach Boys 
and Gi rls How To Handle Rifles With Safety And Skill," Parents 
Magazine (August, 1942), 17:31. 
3 J. F. George, "New Hampshire Pioneers Firearms Safety Education in 
Its Secondary Schools," .Journal of Education (February, 1954), 
136:130-132. 
4 J. F. George, "Straight Talk About Safe Shooting," Air Trails, 
Hobbies for Young Men (September, 1954), 42:40-41. 
5 Ashley Halsey, Jr., "Shot by Accident- They Didn't Mean To Kill,n 
Saturday Evening Post (November, 1954), 227:24-25. 
6 Bertram J. Kessel, "Safe Hunting Through Education," Journal of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation (September, 1954), 
25:10-11. 
7 Roger M. Latham, "Safety Colors For Hunting Clothing," Pennsylvania 
Game News, 23(3):44-46. 
Staum1 emphasized the danger of foreign firearms which were 
brought to America as a result of World War II. 
White2 was concerned with the hunting casualties during the deer 
season. 
A study of the Classified Book Index produced seventy-six books 
related to the area of firearms and ammunition. This bibliography3 
was compiled for the purpose of teacher and pupil reference in the 
course of study. Most of these volumes were concerned with hunting 
stories, technical gun and ammunition information, and history of 
firearms. 
A few books were concerned with firearms safety education. 
4 Colby's book is one of the recent contributions for the junior and 
senior high school student. It is primarily concerned with safety in 
shooting. 
5 Damon discussed the importance of safety in having fun with 
firearms. 
l R. J. Staum, "Know Your War Trophies", Safety Education (November, 
1948), 28:6-7. 
2 W. C. White, "I Thought It Was a Deer", Readers Digest (October, 
1953), 63:51-53. 
3 Bibliography B. Books - Firearms Education. 
4 C. Bill Colby, First Rifle - How To Shoot It Straight and Use It 
Safely. New York: Coward-McCann and Company, 1954. 
5 George F. Damon, Gun Fun With Safety. Huntington, West Virginia: 
Standard Publishing Company, 1947. 
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l 
Shaffer explained the basic causes of accidents - greed and 
carelessness. 
2 
Williamson's contribution, the history of firearms, is closely 
related with the early development of the United States. 
2. State and Federal Legislation 
As this investigation progressed, it became ·significant that 
state and federal firearms legislation was closely related to a study 
of firearms safety education. As a result of this finding, an 
exhaustive research of state and federal legislation relative to the 
subject of this dissertation was initiated. With the cooperation of 
. 3 
a state legislative reference serv1ce, an up-to-date record of 
legislation was assembled. 
A summary of this review of legislation follows. The detailed 
abstracts of all state laws relating to federal and state firearms 
4 laws may be found in Appendix C of this study. 
1 William C. Shaffer, Greed and Carelessness. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: 
Stackpole and Heck Company, 1946. 
2 Harold F. Williamson, Winchester- The Gun That Won the West. 
Washington, D. C.: Combat Forces Press, 1952. 
3 Legislative Reference Service, New Hampshire State Library, Concord, 
New Hampshire. 
4 Appendix C. Firearms Legislation - I. State Legislation, II. Federal 
Legislation. 
Legend: 
1 
Table 1. Summary of State Firearms Legislation 
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Column 1. Furnishing firearms to minor forbidden under age ____ , including 
sale, gift, loan, or delivery to minor (*indicates exception, with consent 
of parent) 
Column 2. Possession or use of firearms forbidden under age ____ (*except 
when accompanied by parent or other adult - or some states, with consent 
of parent) 
Column 3. Exceptions to foregoing restrictions in case of instruction or 
drill, or target practice under supervision of competent adult. 
Column 4. State law providing for instruction in safe use of firearms. 
Column 5. State law providing for instruction in safety and accident prevention 
in general (might be interpreted to include firearms safety, though that is 
not specifically mentioned). 
Column 6. Minimum hunting age (*except when accompanied by parent or properly 
licensed person - or in some states, with consent of parent). 
Column 7. carrying of firearms regulated by penal provision (P), or licensing 
(L). 
Column 8. Exceptions for carrying on own premises. 
Column 9. Blank cartridge firearms, toy pistols, etc., forbidden or regulated. 
(#) Air rifles, BB guns, etc. forbidden or regulated. 
Note: 1 - Items checked with * , **, #, please refer to Abstract of Laws 
in Appendix C for specific information. 
2- Firearms referred to in columns 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 are often 
defined to include only pistols, revolvers, and other concealable 
firearms. 
Sale Use- Instruc- Firearm General Hunt- Own Toy 
States etc. minimum tion safety safety ing Garry- premises pistol 
Min.age age excepted instruc. instruc. age ing excepted BB,&c. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
ALABAMA 18 L X 
ARIZONA 18 12 p 
ARKANSAS p X X 
l Data compiled from statutes of each state. June, 1954. 
(continued on next page) 
Table 1. (continued) 21 
Sale Use- Instruc- Firearm General Hunt- Own Toy 
States etc. minimum tion safety safety ing carry- premises pistol 
Min.age age excepted instruc. ·instruc. age ing excepted BB,&c. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
CALIFORNIA 18 X #16 L X 
COLORADO *18/14 L X 
CONNECTICUT 18 *16/12 L X # 
DELAWARE minor **15 L 
FLORIDA *16 *16 L # 
GEORGIA minor X L X 
IDAHO *16 12 12 L 
!LLINOIS 18 X *16 p X 
INDIANA #21 X L X X 
IOWA 21 L X X 
KANSAS minor minor p X 
KENTUCKY minor p 
LOUISIANA 21 .L X 
MAINE **16 X L # 
MARYLAND 21 p 
MASSACHUSETTS #15 X X *18/15 L 
** 
MICHIGAN 21 *17 L X X 
MINNESOTA *18 *14 p x# 
MISSISSIPPI minor 16 L X 
MISSOURI *minor L 
MONTANA *14 #12 L X X 
NEBRASKA #16 p 
.(continued on next page) 
(continued) 22 Table l. 
Sale Use- Instruc- Fireann General Hunt- Own Toy 
States etc. minimum tion safety safety ing Carry- premises pistol 
Min.age age excepted instruc. instruc. age ing excepted BB,&c. 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
NEVADA *14 *14 L 
NEW 
HAMPSHIRE *minor X ** L X X# 
NEW JERSEY 18 *16 X X **14/10 L X X 
NEW MEXICO p # 
NEW YORK 16 **16 **12 X *16/14 L x# 
NORTH 
CAROLINA minor 12 L X 
NORTH DAKOTA 17 *15 L X 
OHIO 17 17 X *16 p X 
OKLAHOMA minor p 
OREGON 18/14# *14 L X 
PENNSYLVANIA 18 *16/12 L X 
RHODE ISLAND 15 *'~15 X 15 L X X 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA minor 12 p X 
SOUTH DAKOTA 18 *15 **16 L X 
TENNESSEE #minor p 
TEXAS *minor #L 
UTAH 14 *14 **16/14 L X 
VERMONT *16 **16 X p 
VIRGINIA 18 L X 
WASHINGTON 21 *14 X L X X 
WEST 
VIRGINIA #21 L X 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table l. (concluded) 
Sale Use- Instruc- Fireann General Hunt- Own Toy 
States etc. minimum tion safety safety ing Carry- premises pistol 
Min.age age excepted instruc. instruc. age ing excepted BB,&c. 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
WISCONSIN minor minor X *16/12 p X 
WYOMING 21 x 14/*12 p 
TOTAL 41 21 8 5 6 23 48 22 23 
From a perusal of the summary data, it is interesting to note that only five 
states, California, New Hampshire, New York, Massachusetts and New jersey have 
passed legislation directly related to the teaching of firearms safety. Of these 
l five states, only New Hampshire's law permits instruction in this phase of safety 
education in the public schools. 
2 In February 1953, Plummer, a New Hampshire legislator, prepared firearms 
safety education legislation for the General Court. The proposed statute relating 
to f i rearms safety education was successful in being passed into law as permissive 
legislation. The establishment of this law was the initial effort in the present 
study. In order to comply with the law, a state-wide course of study was necessary 
for school instruction. The New Han~shire law is stated as follows: 
Amended chapter 138 of the Revised laws of the State of New Hampshire. Section 
16-a. Use of Firearms. Passed March 26, 1953. 
l Appendix C. Firearms Legislation - I. State Legislation, New Hampshire Law. 
C. 138, s. 16-a, p. 231. 
2 Bowdoin Plummer, Editor, Bristol Enterprize, Bristol, New Hampshire. 
Legislative Representative to the General Court - 1953 Session. 
"A school district may include instruction in the safe 
and proper use of firearms, including instruction in game laws 
and good hunting practices and may raise and appropriate money 
for said purposes." 
The New York and California legislation was directly related to 
the testing of the potential licensee in the proper and safe use of 
firearms before licensing. Competent authorities for the testing 
administration were designated by the Department of Natural Resources 
in California and the Conservation Department in New York. 
As indicated in the sUDmary, six states have written legislation 
pertaining to general safety and accident prevention (column 5). 
This might include firearms safety, kat it is not specifically 
mentioned. 
Sale of firearms statutes in relation to the age of the buyer is 
incl uded in the laws of forty-one states. Age requirements for use 
of f irearms and required hunting age are established by law in almost 
half of the states. 
It seems advisable for the student to have a knowledge of the 
24 
federal firearms laws as well as state legislation. 1 These laws govern 
the type of guns permitted by federal law and inter-state transportatiom 
of guns and ammunition. Many owners of firearms seem unaware of federal 
law relative to the subje~t of firearms and ammunition. In order to make 
this information available for the school instructor of firearms safety 
education, the data are included herein. 
1 Appendix C. Firearms Legislation, II- Federal Legislation, p.243. 
3. Accidents 
.Causes and circumstances of firearms accidents seem to be of 
considerable importance in this study. The prevention of casualties 
through education should consider past history of gun accidents. 
The data which follows were obtained from a compilation of the 
Unifo~ Hunter Casualty Reports.1 The statistics originate from the 
annual reports of approximately thirty states which participate in 
the national hunter casualty study. The figures contained herein do 
not reflect the total number of hunting casualties for these years. 
Some states do not use the Uniform Hunter Casualty Reporting Form, 
some accidents remain unreported and others produce little specific 
information. The data are based on only those casualties about which 
enough information bas been obtained on good authority to provide 
evidence for a study. It is a qualitative rather than a quantitative 
report, containing as much information as was possible to gather 
concerning the causes and circumstances of hunting casualties. 
It is important to note that approximately thirty per cent of 
firearms accidents are caused by hunting activities.2 Statistics 
25 
concerning non-hunting firearms accidents are practically non-existant. 
Life insurance companies seem to be one of the few sources of informati on 
1 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Reports, 1950, 
1952, 1954, Washington, D. C • 
. 2 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Statistical Bulletin, September, 
1953, New York, 34(9):8. 
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1 
for any evidence of this type. However, the National Rifle Associati0ft2 
initiated the hunting casualty reports in 1950. It is this evidence 
which the writer will use in the following data. 
Statistically, as CQIII.pared with other leading types of accidents, 
hunting casualties are of relatively minor importance in spite of the 
vast amount of newspaper and magazine publicitY .which they receive. 3 
While it is difficult to determine the total number who hunt each year, 
the United States Government figures for annual hunting license sales 
4 
total well over thirteen million. 
According to the report of 
accidental deaths from 1903-1952, published by the National Safety Council,6 
the causes for accidents are tabulated in this order of frequency: motor 
vehicle, falls, burns, drownings, railroad, firearms, poison gases and 
poisons (except gas). 
However, the tragedy of a hunting accident should not be measured i n 
' 7 
ter.a of relative statistical importance. As related by Shaffer, cause 
1 - Loc. cit. 
2 - The National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 
3 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Report, 1954, 
Washington, D. c., preface. 
4 Loc. cit. 
5 Loc. cit. 
6 National Safety Council, Principal Types of Accidental Deaths Report, 
1903 - 1952, Chicago, Illinois. 
7 William c. Sb.affer, Greed and Carelessness. Stackpole and Heck 
Company, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1946. 
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<Pld circ\Dilstances of hunting casualties seem to indicate that many are 
the result of carelessness or greed. 
1 The data presented here are a source of reference utilized in the 
construction of the course of ·study. The information is summarized in 
tabular form in order that the reader may better visualize the relative 
importance of the accident information. The Uniform Hunter Casualty 
2 Reports have been found to be the most complete record of hunting 
firearms statistics available. However, one will note that there are 
many discrepancies in the totals and percentages of the casualties. 
Inconsistent reporting, possible weaknesses in item construction of the 
report and annual changing in the format probably contribute to this 
error. Even though these discrepancies exist, a significant pattern 
seems to be established which contributes to the construction of the 
course of study. 
1 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casual!Y Report, 
1950, 1952, 1954, Washington, D. c. 
2 Loc. cit. 
Table 2. Hunting Casualties by cause ~ 
(Totals for period 1950-53) 
Number and Percent of Casualties 
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Item E( Total c l 
Number Percent Number Percent ~ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Intentional Discharge 
1 . Victim unseen by shooter 
a. By rifle 162 24 
b. By shotgun 525 76 
-------------------------------------------
c. Fatal 59 8 
d. Non-fatal 636 92 
2. Victim covered by shooter 
swinging on game 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
3. Victim mistaken for game 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
4 . Victim moved into line 
of fire 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
Total 
60 
354 
33 
389 
245 
126 
122 
256 
57 
144 
38 
164 
14 
84 
8 
92 
64 
34 
32 
68 
28 
71 
19 
81 
695 23 
422 15 
381 13 
202 7 
1700 59 
!/The National Rifl e Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Report, 1954, 
Washington, D. c., pp. 8-9, (revised form). 
b/ Indicated percentages in this column are calculated by using item 
totals. As a result of data inaccuracies, totals are not rounded. 
c/Item percentages in this column are cal culated by using the number of 
- accidents in the study, (2886). 
I 
I. 
rable 3. Hunting Casualties by Cause ~ 
(Totals for period 1950-53) 
.Number and Percent of Casualties 
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Item E/ Total y 
Number Percent Number Percent 
(1) 
Accidental Discharge 
1. Shooter stumbled and fell 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
2. Removing weapon from or 
placing in vehicle 
a. By .rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
3. lveapon f ell from insecure 
rest 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
4. Loading 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
5. Unloading 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun · 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
(2) 
126 
172 
78 
225 
36 
90 
51 
84 
36 
82 
23 
99 
41 
68 
14 
99 
50 
58 
16 
92 
Sub total 
(concl uded on next page) 
(3) 
41 
57 
26 
74 
26 
66 
38 
62 
30 
67 
19 
81 
31 
52 
11 
76 
46 
54 
15 
85 
(4) (5) 
304 11 
136 5 
122 4 
113 4 
108 4 
783 28 
2;./ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Report, 1954, 
Washington, D. C., pp. 8-9, (revised form). 
b/ Indicated percentages in this column are calculated by using item 
- totals. As a result of data inaccuracies, total s are not rounded. 
£1 Item percentages in this column are calculated by using the number of 
accidents in the study, (2886). 
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Tabl~ 3. {concluded) 
Number and Percent of Casualties 
I tem Total 
Number Percent Number Percent 
(l ) 
Accidental Discharge (continued) 
Sub total 
6. Trigger caught on brush or 
other objects 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
7. Crossing fence or other 
objects 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-f atal 
8. Riding in vehicle with loaded 
firearms 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
9. Clubbing game or cover 
a. By rifle . 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
10. "Horsepl ay" - didn't know 
i t was loaded 
(2) 
32 
62 
30 
65 
32 
57 
32 
57 
31 
43 
35 
47 
19 
47 
19 
50 
(3) 
34 
65 
32 
68 
36 
64 
36 
64 
38 
52 
43 
57 
27 
67 
27 
72 
a. By rifle 32 48 
b. By shotgun 29 43 
----------------------------------------------
c. Fatal 14 21 
d. Non-fatal 53 79 
Total 
(4) (5) 
783 28 
95 3 
89 3 
82 3 
70 2 
67 2 
1186 41 
Tabl es 2 and 3 seem to indicate that the causes of accidents as 
illustrated by these data are important in the educational approach to 
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the probl em of firearms safety. This information was especially 
valuable in the construction of motor skill items used in the course 
of study. It seems logical that accidents might be prevented by making 
students conscious of proper procedures in situations where a high 
accident rate is a matter of record. 
Table 4. Hunting Casualties by Age of Shooter ~ 
(Totals for Period 1950-53) 
Age Number of Casualties Percent 
(l) (2) (3) 
19 or under 872 38 
. 20-29 521 22 
30-39 412 18 
40-49 244 10 
50-59 153 7 
60 or over 118 5 
Total 2320 100 
~The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualt;y: 
Report, 1954, Washington, D. c., p. 10. 
The information in Table 4 indicates the importance of the 
program for the junior and senior high school student. Education at 
this age level should, in time, decrease the ·casualties. 
Table 5. Hunting Casualties by Hunting Experience 
y 
{Totals for Period 1950-53) 
Years Hunting Experience Number of Casualties Percent 
(l) (2) (3) 
Less than one year 168 10 
l-2 years 248 14 
3-5 years 321 18 
6-10 years 270 16 
ll-15 years 192 ll 
16-20 years 192 ll 
21-25 years 89 5 
26-30 years 82 5 
31 or more 173 10 
Total 1735 100 
2:./ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Report, 
1954, Washington, D. c. , p. 10. 
Table 5 s eems significant in the deterwination of experience 
as rel ated to casualties in hunting. 
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Animal 
(l) 
Deer 
By rifl e 
By shotgun 
Rabbit 
By rifle 
By shotgun 
Pheasant 
By rifle 
By shotgun 
Sguirrel 
By rifle 
By shotgun 
Duck 
By ri fl e 
By · shotgun 
Quail 
By rifle 
By shotgun 
Woodchuck 
-----By rifl e 
By shotgun 
Sub Total 
Table 6. Hunting Casualties by Animal Being Hunted y 
{Totals for Period 1950-53) 
Shotgun-Rifle Percent 
Number Percent Num- of 
of Num- of ber Total 
Casual- El ber Total Non- Non-ties Percent Fatal Fatal .Fatal Fatal 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) {7) 
227 41 572 23 
621 78 
137 17 
92 17 630 25 
138 19 
568 79 
25 5 551 22 
19 3 
547 95 
67 12 224 9 
112 39 
169 58 
52 10 181 7 
9 4 
214 92 
20 4 210 8 
16 7 
213 93 
10 2 45 2 
39 71 
15 27 
(Concluded on next page) 
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Total sf 
Number Percent c 
(8) (9) 
801 26 
723 23 
576 19 
281 9 
233 8 
230 8 
55 2 
2899 95 
y The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Re:2ort 2 1954, Washington, 
D. C., pp . 12-13, {revised form). 
!V Indicated percentages in this column are calculated by using item {individual 
animal) total s. As a result of data inaccuracies, totals are not rounded. 
sl Item percentages in this column are cal culated by using the number of accidents 
in the study, (3080). 
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.Tabl e 6. (concl uded ) 
Shotgun-Ri fle Percent 
Number Percent Num..: of 
of Num-- of ber Total 
Casual - ber Total Non- Non- Total 
Animal ties Percent f atal Fatal Fatal Fatal Number Percent 
(l) (2) (3) (4) . (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Sub-total 2899 95 
Crow 6 1 38 2 
By rifl e 29 64 
By shotgun 15 31 45 1 
Pigeon or dove 18 3 24 1 
By rifl e 9 21 
By shotgun 32 83 
42 1 
Elk 17 3 11 .s 
By rifl e 27 96 
By shotgun 
28 l 
Bear 2 15 .sf 
By rifl e 15 83 
By shotgun 2 11 
18 .5 
Turke;y: 7 1 9 
By r ifle 5 31 
By shotgun 11 69 
16 .5 
Coon 4 l 11 
"J3Y rifl e 5 33 
By shotgun 6 40 
15 .5 
Antel oEe 1 - 1 4 
By rifl e 5 100 
By shotgun 
5 - 1 
Hoose 1 -1 1 
By rifle 2 100 
By shotgun 
2 
y 
Total Ri fl e-1051 549 100 .,. 2526 100 :! 3070 100~ 
Shotgun-1929 
y As a result of data inaccuracies,total s are not rounded . 
Data in Table 6 seem to indicate a relationship between the 
animal being bunted and the frequency of the hunting casualty. 
Table 7. Hunting Casualties by Visibility (fond.itions -
Reported as a Result of Intentional Discharge ~(1953 only) 
Visibility Percent of Accidents 
(1) (2) 
Clear 71 
Partly overcast 21 
Poor or dark 8 
Total 100 
!/ The Rational Rifle Association, Uniform 
Hunter Casualty, Report, 1954, Washington, 
D. C., p. 6. 
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Information in Table 7 seems to oppose the common opinion of poor 
lighting conditions contributing to hunting accidents. However, more 
hunters are probably afield in clear weather, thereby increasing the 
possibility of accidents by greater concentration of hunters. 
Table. 8. Hunting Casualties by Type of Cover -
Reported as a Result of Intentional Discharge b7 (1953 only) 
Type of Cover 
(1) 
Open 
Light cover 
Dense cover 
Total 
Percent of Accidents 
(2) 
26 
39 
35 
100 
!Y The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty, 
Report, 1954, Washington, D. C., p. 6. 
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Table 8 substantiates logical reasoning in presenting information 
which seems to indicate that thickness of cover is related to accident 
f requency. 
Table 9. Time of Day Casualties Occurred ~(1953 only) 
Number of Number of 
Time Casualties Time Casualties 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) 
l A.M. l l P.H. 79 
2 A.M. l 2 P. M. lOS 
3 A.M. l 3 P.M. 108 
4 A.H. l 4 P. M. 108 
5 A.M. 3 5 P. H. 55 
6 A.H. ll 6 P. M. 32 
7 A.M. 34 7 P.H. ll 
8 A. 1. 65 8 P. M. 6 
9 A. M. 69 9 P.M. 2 
10 A. M. 103 10 P. M. l 
ll A. H. 102 ll P. M. 3 
12 Noon 78 12 :t>fidnight 2 
Total 469 Total 512 
Total - A.M. and P . 1"1. -981 
~ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunt er Casualty, 
Report, 1954, \vashington, D. C. , p . 6 . 
Table 9 presents the evidence that concentration of hunters is 
probably the reason for the frequency of accidents between 10 A. H. 
and 4 P. M. The majority of hunters are in the field at this time. 
Tabl e 10. Hunting Casualties by Distance~ (Summary, 1952-53) 
(Not self -inflicted) 
Distance from Wound 
to Nuzzle of Gun 
(l) 
0- 10 yards 
10-50 yards 
50-100 yards 
100 or more yards 
Total 
Number 
(2) 
372 
478 
191 
94 
1135 
Percent 
(3) 
33 
42 
16 
9 
100 
~ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty, 
Report, 1954, Washington, D. C., p. 5. 
Table 10 has implications f or students of firearms safety 
education. The majority of peopl e are injured or killed at a 
distance of fifty yards or less. 
Table 11. Totals-Causes of All Accidents BY 
(Totals for Period 1950-53) 
Number and Percent of Casual ties 
Item 
37 
Number Percent 
Total 
Number Percent 
(l) (2) 
Intentional Discharge 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
524 
1149 
252 
1445 
(concluded on next page) 
(3) 
32 
68 
115 
85 
(4) (5) 
1700 59 
~/ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty, Report, 1954, 
Washington, D. C., p. 6. 
.Table 11. (concluded) 
Number and Percent of Casualties 
.Item 
Number 
(1) (2) 
Intentional Discharge - total 
Accidental Discharge 
a. By rifle 
b. By shotgun 
c. Fatal 
d. Non-fatal 
Total 
Total Rifle 
Total Shotgun 
Total Fatal 
Total Non-fatal 
435 
708 
312 
871 
Total - All Accidents 
Total 
Percent Number 
(3) 
37 
63 
26 
74 
959 
1857 
564 
2316 
2886 !I 
(4) 
1700 
1186 
2886 
!f As a result of data inaccuracies, totals are not rounded. 
Percent 
(5) 
59 
41 
100 
38 
Tabl e ll indicates that both rifle and shotgun are deadly weapons, 
but it is the shotgun which seems to be our most dangerous firearm 
according to this information. Perhaps there are more shotguns in use 
as compared to the number of rifles. Information relating to this 
ratio of rifles and shotguns is not available. Again, caution should 
be exercised in making conclusions from these data. 
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Victim l~staken for Game 
Perhaps the most publicized of hunting casualties, though 
~tatistically not the most common, is that in which a person is mistaken 
for an animal and shot by a hunter. It seems that information relating 
to this cause of accident is needed if, by education, hunters are to be 
forewarned and prepared to avoid this mistake in judgment. As yet no 
one good answer has emerged, but through the Uniform Hunter Casualty 
Report, 1 one can begin to see some of the complexities of the problem 
and some of the factors that these tragedies have in common. In order 
to discover certain elements which seem to be pertinent in the accident 
cause - Victim ~ustaken for Game, the author has utilized the following 
categories: age of shooter, animal being hunted, hunting experience of 
the shooter, color of costume and range. Since 1950 there have been 
2 
three hundred and eighty-one such hunting casualties . Tabulated here 
are some of the data pertaining to the purpose of this study. 
Table 12 . Age of Shooter !/ 
Age Nuntber of Casualties Percent 
(1) (2) (3) 
19 or under 80 21 
20-29 95 25 
30-39 88 23 
40-49 38 10 
50-59 33 9 
60 or over 47 12 
Total 381 100 
!/ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter 
Casualty Report, 1954, Washington, D. c. , p. 14. 
1 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty Report, 
1954, Washington, D. c., p. 14. 
2 Loc. cit. 
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Tabl e 12 indicates that most hunters who shot a human being were 
below the age of forty. However, this inf onnation is probably governed 
by quantity of hunters in a particular age range. 
Table 13. Animal Being Hunted~ 
Nwnber of 
Animal Casualties Percent 
(l) (2) (3) 
Deer 221 58 
Squirrel 61 16 
Rabbit 19 5 
Elk 19 5 
Woodchuck 15 4 
Bear 15 4 
Turkey ll 3 
Pheasant ll 3 
Duck 4 l 
Quail 4 l 
Moose l .s-
Total 381 100 
~ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter Casualty 
Report, 1954, Washington, D. c., p. 14. 
Table 13 seems to indicate that the major number of hunting 
casualties occurs in deer hunting . Again , concentration and quantity 
of hunters could be res.ponsible for these figures . 
Table 14. Hunting Experience of Shooter ~ 
Number of 
Years Casualties Percent 
(l) (2) (3) 
Less than l year 15 4 
l-2 31 8 
3-5 69 18 
6-10 57 15 
ll-15 46 12 . 
16-20 52 14 
21-25 19 5 
26-30 23 6 
31 and up 69 18 
Total 381 100 
~ The National Ri f le Association, Uniform Hunter 
Casualty Report, 1954, Washington, D. C., p. 14. 
Conclusions reached from examination of the data in Table 14 
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should be cautious ones. As in previous tables, the important item of 
hunter quantity is lacking. 
Table 15. Prominent Bright Color in Costume £1 
Number of 
Yes - No Casualties Percent 
(l) (2) (3) 
Yes 229 60 
No 152 40 
Total 381 100 
£1 The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter 
Casualty Report, 1954, Washington, D. C., p. 14. 
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The data in Table 15 seem to oppose existing thought in the field 
of firearms safety in regard to proper color of hunting clothing. 
Perhaps more hunters wear bright colors in the hunting costume, thereby 
increasing the frequency of accident by superior numbers in the field. 
Authorities in the field of firearms safety education are of the 
opinion that proper color of hunting clothing is highly significant in 
l decreasing accidents. Latham's study in Pennsylvania has shown that 
fluorescent colors, particularly the reds, oranges and yellows, are four 
times brighter than the corresponding ordinary colors under poor lighting 
conditions. In fact, these colors are most vivid in deep shade or in 
the late hours of evening or early hours of morning. In poor light, 
ordinary reds, oranges and yellows tend to become gray or black, even at 
relatively short distances. In good or poor light the fluorescent colors 
retain their identity at long range. 
It was found that the fluorescents contrast sharply with all natural 
backgrounds, whereas any of the ordinary colors are duplicated by the 
flowers, leaves or stems of plants at some time of the year. Nor are 
the lluorescent colors simulated by any animal or bird. Nearly every 
shade of standard red, from dark red to scarlet, can be found among our 
native animals. 
2 
In another publication, Latham says that no deer could resemble a 
l Roger M. Latham, '~fety Colors For Hunting Clothing", Pennsylvania 
Game News, (1952), 23(3):44-46. 
2 Roger M. Latham, "No Man Looks Like A Deer Todaytt, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer Magazine, (November 14, 1954.) 
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splash of setting sun as does a hunter dressed in an orange fluorescent 
jacket. For those who worry more about their hunting success than their 
lives, the tests indicate that deer and other color-blind game animals 
do not shy from these ttglow" colors. 
The daylight fluorescent or light-reflecting colors are now widely 
used in wearing apparel and for advertising purposes. Advertisers use 
them to catch the eye of prospective customers and they work just as 
effectively in catching the eye of the hunter. 
While no one nor all of these studies can be relied upon to give a 
complete picture of cause and circumstances of hunter casualties in 
relation to firearms, the data seem to be closely allied with the major 
purpose of this study - that of constructing and evaluating a course of 
study in firearms safety education. 
Table 16. Range !I 
Number of 
Yards Casualties Percent 
(1) (2) (3) 
0-10 19 5 
10-50 108 52 
50-100 91 24 
OVer 100 73 19 
Total 381 100 
!/ The National Rifle Association, Uniform Hunter 
Casualty Report, 1954, Washington, D. C., p. 14. 
Table 16 indicates that a high percentage of accidents occur at a 
range of fifty yards or less. This information should be significant to 
the student of firearms safety. 
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·Implications of the accident data for this study. - As a result of 
reviewing the foregoing information, subjective observations have been 
made concerning the data in relation to its use in the construction of a 
course of study in firearms safety education. In summary, the following 
statements are submitted: 
1. Available hunter casualty data from which the information 
was obtained were not as reliable as desired. 
2. The information indicates a pattern or trend of cause and 
circumstance in relation to hunting accidents. 
3. It is advisable to use caution in the interpretation of the 
accident data because complete hunter quantity information in 
relation to items is not contained in the reports. 
4. Firearms accident data seem pertinent for consideration in a 
course of study in firearms safety education. 
5. In Chapter V, Summary and Conclusions, it is recommended that 
further research and study be given to the area of accidents 
in firearms safety education. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 
1. School Survey 
A basic and preliminary phase in the construction of a course of 
~tudy is the establishment of the need for a particular area of 
curriculum construction. For the large part, the authority for 
selecting and organizing the materials of instruction is delegated to 
1 local boards of education. Therefore, it seems that successful plans 
for any part of the curriculum should be based on local need. 
In order to determine the desirability of a course of study in 
fireanns safety education at the local level, a survey was conducted 
in New Hampshire high schools during the fall of 1953. 2 The survey fonn 
was mailed to all high school principals. A fifty-two per cent (forty-
eight schools) return resulted. All returns indicated an interest in 
some phase of this area of safety education. A compilation of the 
resulting data is summarized in Tables 17, 18 and 19. 
As .indicated by the data in Table 17, Area of Assistance Requested, 
there seemed to be an evident need for a course of study in this phase 
of safety education. Seventy-one per cent of the interested schools 
1 Harl R. Douglas, Organization and Administration of Secondary 
Schools. New York: Ginn and Company, 1945, p. 51. 
2 Appendix D. Workshop Materials, p. 245. 
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SUMMARY - FIREARMS SAFETY EDUCATION SURVEY - 1953 
Table 17. Area of Assistance Requested 
Number of 
Item Schools 
(48) 
(1) (2) 
Printed materials and pamphlets 37 
A recommended program 34 
Visual aids 33 
Specialists as speakers and consultants 22 
A training school to qualify personnel 
to instruct in this program 18 
Specialists as instructors 14 
Percent of 
Schools 
(3) 
77.1 
70.8 
68.8 
45.8 
37.5 
29.2 
Table 18. Schools Indicating That Students Should Receive Firearms 
Safety Education 
Number of Percent of 
Item Schools Schools 
(48) 
(1) (2) (3) 
Boys 41 85.4 
Girls 31 64.6 
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Table 19. Techniques Utilized by Schools in Conducting Phases of a 
Firearms Safety Education Course Previous to 1953 
Schools Utilizing Schools Not Utilizing 
Item Technique Technique 
Number Percent Number Percent 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Movies y 22 45.8 23 47.9 
Assembly programs 17 35.4 29 60.4 
Instruction in fishing 
and hunting laws 17 35.4 28 58.3 
Speakers y 16 33.3 29 60.4 
Use of resource people y 15 31.3 31 64.6 
Special activity 13 27.1 33 68.8 
Fish and Game or 
Conservation club !I 10 20.8 35 72.9 
Short course 7 14.6 38 79.2 
!/ Found to be most effective technique. 
requested assistance in the form of a course of study. Seventy-seven 
per cent asked for reference materials which would be included in a 
course of study. Sixty-nine per cent wished to have audio-visual aids 
which is also related to a course of study. It was noted that school 
administrators considered the program important for girls as well as 
boys. This fact is indicated in Table 18, Schools Indicating That 
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Students Should Receive Firearms Safety Education. Table 19, Techniques 
Utilized by Schools in Conducting Phases of a Firearms Safety Education 
Course Previous to 1953 gives evidence of some schools already initiating 
instruction in firearms safety. 
From the information obtained in this survey, New Hampshire high 
schools seemed interested in a suggested course of study as well as 
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related materials, training for teachers and consultants. With the 
encouragement of these findings, the present study was continued. 
2. Workshop Procedures 
Following a preliminary investigation of existing pertinent 
literature and discussion with school administrators, arms and 
ammunition authorities, state police, state fish and game department 
representatives, the conclusion was reached that a recognized school 
course of study in firea~s safety education was non-existent. 
However, there seemed to be a considerable quantity of resource 
material which was applicable to such a course. Most of these 
materials were available through the National Rifle Association.1 
Other sources included The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Compan~, The 
Winchester Repeating Arms Company3, and The Remington-Peters Company. 4 
It was evident that one of the major problems in the project was 
the discovery and assembling of pertinent technical information. 
Apparently the necessary information did not exist in the form of the 
printed word, but was available in the minds of certain individuals. 
These people had procured the knowledge through their efforts and 
experience in teaching firearms safety education to interested groups. 
1 The National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 
2 The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute, 220 East 
43rd Street, New York City 17, New York. 
3 The Winchester Repeating Arms Company, New Haven 4, Connecticut. 
4 The Remington-Peters Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut. 
In order to determine practical methods and procedures for 
fulfillment of the purposes of this study, a planning group was 
organized. This committee was composed of high school principals, 
school superintendents, teachers, representatives of the arms and 
ammunition industry, state police, state fish and game department 
personnel, interested rod and gun club members and the state 
department of education. 
This group included the following personnel: 
John Dodge 
Education Officer 
State Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Major Dwight T. Comstock 
Deputy Superintendent of State Police 
Concord, New HampshiJ:'e 
V. j. Tiefenbrunn 
National Promotion Shooting Manager 
The Winchester Repeating Arms Company 
New Haven 4, Connecticut 
William D. Beal, Jr. 
Assistant Director 
State Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire · 
Floyd B. Cole 
District Chief Conservation Officer 
State Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 
james Dee 
Sporting Arms and Manufacturers' Institute 
220 East 43rd Street 
New York City, New York 
Steve Stanton 
The Remington-Peters Company 
Bridgeport 2, Connecticut 
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Maurice Gray 
Superintendent of Schools 
Bristol, New Hampshire 
jack F. George, Chairman 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Teachers, high school principals and rod and gun club members 
contributed to this planning session through mail contributions by 
request. 
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The planning committee spent a day in Concord, New Hampshire early 
in October, 1953. An exploration of methods and possible procedures 
was conducted by this group. After group discussion, the following 
recommendations were established: 
l - A workshop technique was a logical method of deriving 
appropriate information for a course of study in firearms 
safety education. 
2 - An effort should be made to train teachers and consultants 
for the program. 
3 - The resulting material should be assembled in a practical 
and logical format to serve as a course of study in the 
schools. 
4 - Standardization of the course was essential. The term 
standardization was interpreted to mean that certain basic 
elements should be emphasized in the course of study. 
5 - Resource materials should be made available to all 
interested schools. 
With the establishment of these procedures, a firearms safety 
education workshop was organized. 
The purposes of the workshop were threefold: 
l - To determine technical content, resource materials and 
methods of teaching for the proposed course of study. 
2 - To train teachers to conduct the program. 
3 - To train consultants to assist the teachers of the program in 
an advisory capacity. 
The workshop method of curriculum construction is a group process. 
Teachers should have an opportunity, in collaboration with others, to 
produce materials that will be useful in their teaching.1 New methods 
and curriculum call for new materials. Good leadership is necessary 
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in any group technique. Staffing the workshop seemed to be an important 
consideration in the evolution of this study. The planning committee 
established tentative areas of discussion which seemed pertinent for 
purposes of the course of study. These topics included: 
1 - Knowledge of guns 
2 - Knowledge of ammunition 
3 - Proper gun handling 
4 - Hunter-land-owner relationships 
5 - Audio-visual aids for the program 
6 - Selection of resource materials for the program 
7 - School problems in the administration of the program 
8 - Procedures to be used in the conduct of range firing 
Staff members conducted discussion sessions in their special fields. 
Unusually well qualified personnel were obtained. These men, by 
reputation, were experts in their areas. 
Delwyn Main, Durham, New Hampshire is a recognized New England 
authority in the field of arms and ammunition. He was highly recommended 
by the National Rifle Association and had considerable experience in 
2 
teaching rifle shooting to high school students. 
1 Earl c. Kelley, The Workshop Way of Learning. New York: Harper and 
Brothers , 1951, p. 10. · 
2 Rifle teacher, Dover High School, Dover, New Hampshire. 
Steve Stanton, Saco, Maine, the New England representative of 
Remington-Peters Company1 was the choice of his company to provide 
leadership in the area of ammunition. 
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james Dee, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania, represented The Sporting Arms 
and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute. 2 He is a recognized national 
authority as a teacher of proper and safe gun handling. 
Floyd Cole, a New Hampshire Regional Chief for the State Fish and 
Game Department3 was the choice of that department to discuss hunter-
land-owner relationships. For many years, this conservation officer 
had been promoting better relationships between the farmer and the 
hunter. 
The investigator served as workshop director and john Dodge, 
Educational Officer of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department made 
an outstanding contribution as workshop coordinator. 
Lieutenant Colonel Troy A. Barker, Commanding Officer of the 
Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at the University of New Hampshire, 
Durham, New Hampshire provided facilities and staff for the session of 
range firing. This phase of the workshop was conducted according to 
United States Army standards. 
Russell Warye, staff member of the National Rifle Association4 
1 The Remington-Peters Company, op. cit. 
2 The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute, op. cit. 
3 New Hampshire Fish and Game Department, Concord, New Hampshire. 
4 The National Rifle Association, ·op. cit. 
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served in an advisory capacity for the workshop. 
Major General Merritt A. Edson (retired), executive director of 
the National Rifle Association, an international recognized leader in 
the field of shooting, was present in an advisory capacity. 
As already indicated, one of the purposes of the workshop was to 
train teachers and consultants for the program. Consequently, an effort 
was made to interest potential teachers as well as logical consultants 
to attend, as participants. It seemed advisable to keep the project 
teacher-centered. 
It was assumed that these teachers, in addition to workshop training, 
would need consultant service from specialists in the many areas of 
firearms safety education. The logical choice for consultants to the 
program in New Hampshire were the state police and the state conservation 
officers. These men had been associated with firearms as a part of their 
professional work. They were willing to serve in the capacity of 
consultants because it was usually a conservation officer or state 
policeman who was associated with a shooting accident. 
The Superintendent of State Police1 and the Director of the State 
2 3 Fish and Game Department endorsed the program and pledged cooperation 
for the fulfillment of its objectives. 
l Colonel Ralph W. Caswell, Superintendent of State Police, State 
House Annex, Concord, New Hampshire. 
2 Ralph G. Carpenter 2nd, Director of Fish and Game Department, State 
House Annex, Concord, New Hampshire. 
3 Letters of Endorsement, Appendix A, pp.l27-128. 
1 
The workshop program is included in the study to acquaint the 
reader with specific details of this phase of the project. The 
sessions proved to be a pooling and sharing of ideas on which the 
course of study was to be built. 
In order to obtain an accurate record of the discussions, tape 
records of all the sessions were made. These recordings contained 
necessary material for the course of study. 
3. Course Construction Methods 
The record of the workshop proceedings (tape recordings) and 
pertinent literature were utilized in the initial procedures in 
constructing the course of study. It was found that the tape 
recordings were the richest source of information. 
All significant items relating to firearms safety education found 
in the review of the literature and on the tape recordings were 
catalogued on three by five cards. The literature included a fifteen 
year review of The American Rifleman2, a twenty-five year review of 
3 
related books as found in the Cumulative Book Index , a twenty year 
4 
review of periodical literature and the numerous publications of The 
5 National Rifle Association , The Sporting Arms and Manufacturers' 
1 Appendix D. Workshops Materials, p. 254. 
2 Bibliography D. The American Rifleman - Annotated. 
3 Bibliography B. Books - Firearms Education. 
4 Bibliography C. Periodical Literature. 
5 Appendix A. Course of Study, Kit 1 - Program Materials. 
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Institute1 , The Winchester Repeating Arms
2
, and The Remington-Peters 
3 Company. Approximately four hundred and fifty, three by five cards 
resulted from this method of item identification. 
At this phase of constructing the course of study, it was 
necessary to identify a teaching format. In reality, certain aspects 
of the philosophy of Billett4 had been followed from the inception of 
this project. The Unit Plan as outlined by Billett5 was chosen as a 
practical procedure for the mechanical organization of the course of 
study. Elements used in this thesis which are identifiable with the 
Unit Plan include: 
1 - Teacher pooling and sharing in construction of curriculum 
materials. This was accomplished through the workshop 
technique. 
2 - Establishment of skills, knowledges and concepts to be 
learned. These may be found in the course of study at the 
beginning of each unit- Preliminary Teacher Planning. 6 
3 - Delimitation of the unit. This was achieved by listing 
specific teaching items in the Suggested Lesson Plan.7 
4 - Lists of materials, audio visual aids and references. These 
are included in the Preliminary Teacher Planning section of 
each unit in the course of study. 8 
1 Appendix A. Course of Study, Kit 2 - Program Materials. 
2 Loc. cit. 
3 Loc. cit. 
4 Roy 0. Billett, Professor of Education, School of Education, 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts. 
5 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary Teaching. New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, l940,pp. 459-503. 
6 Appendix A. Course of Study. 
7 Loc. cit. 
8 Loc. cit. 
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5 - Sequence of activities and experiences to assist the 
pupils in achieving the desired growth.l These may be 
identified in the course of study in the Suggested Lesson 
Plan under Suggested Demonstrations and Techniques (for 
teacher and student). 2 These necessary ~eriences are 
also included in the Suggested Activities3 found at the 
conclusion of each unit in the courge ·Of study. 
6- Psychological organization of the course of study. 4 
7 - Evaluation procedures. These may be found in the testing 
sectionS of the course of study. 
8 - Introdu~tory activity. This was planned as the assembly 
program described in the course of study. 
These procedures were adapted to the needs of this study and 
served as general criteria for unit construction. 
When the four hundred and fifty items had been identified for 
course content, they were arranged in logical categories. Upon the 
completion of category content, many items were found to be duplicated 
and so closely related that elimination of some was necessary. The 
topical headings which resulted in the course of study7 were as 
follows: 
1 - Organization and Administration of the Program. 
1 Roy o. Billett, op. cit., p. 460. 
2 Appendix A. Course of Study. 
3 Appendix A. Course of Study. 
4 Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 460. 
5 Appendix A. Course of Study, pp. 148-158. 
6 Ibid.' p. 144. 
. 7 Ibid., P• 126 • 
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2 - Program Materials. 
3 - Methods of Teaching. 
4 - Testing. 
5 - Teaching Units: 
A. Introduction and Pre-testing. 
B. General Knowledge of Guns. 
c. Rifles, Shotguns and Pistols. 
D. Ammunition. 
E. Proper and Safe Gun Handling. 
F. Instruction and Demonstration Range Procedure and 
Class Firing. 
G. Hunters' Responsibility, Parents' Responsibility, 
Lost Hunter and the Non-Hunter. 
H. Accidents. 
I. Field Trip. 
j. Evaluation. 
6 Optional Related Activities. 
7 - Glossary of terms. 
A portion of the workshop was devoted to the area of School 
Problems and Policies1 in relation to the program. The organization 
and administration phase of the program2 in the course of study was 
the result of these sessions. The material in the introductory portion 
of the course of study gives the teacher some guide posts for effective 
implementation of the program~ 
Methods of teaching3 this phase of safety education were also 
developed by teachers during the workshop. 
Basic instructional materials were designated as Kit 1.4 It was 
1 Appendix D. Workshop Materials. 
2 Appe~dix A. Course of Study, p. 130. 
3 Ibid., p.l46. 
4 Ibid.' pp. 136- 137. 
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recommended that schools participating in the program purchase materials 
from The National Rifle Association.1 Reference and resource materials 
were designated as Kit 2. 2 All schools participating in the program 
were issued the resource kit. It contained approximately twenty-five 
publications obtained from the arms and ammunition industry and The 
National Rifle Association. 
Audio-visual aids assumed an important part of the teaching 
3 
materials. These are listed and described in the course of study. A 
kodachrome slide story of the development of the course of study was 
made during the eighteen months of its evolution. 
The course of study was tentatively written and thirteen copies 
were made. During the summer of 1954, twelve well known arms and 
ammunition experts and educators were assembled for the purpose of 
' evaluation and revision of the course of study before releasing to the 
schools. The evaluation group included: 
Major General Merritt A. Edson 
Executive Director 
The National Rifle Association 
Washington, D. C. 
john Dodge 
Conservation Education Officer 
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd 
Director 
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 
1 Appendix A. Course of Study, p. 136. 
2 Ibid., pp. 138-139. 
3 Ibid., pP. 140-143. 
Steve Stanton 
New England Representative 
The Remington-Peters Company 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 
james Dee, Representative 
The Sporting Arms and Manufacturers' Institute 
New York City 
Lawrence Oneto 
The Winchester Repeating Arms 
. New Haven, Connecticut 
Lt. Carroll A. Durfee 
Firearms Expert 
State Police 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Charles Brock 
Rod and Gun Club Representative 
Dover, New Hampshire 
Floyd Cole 
Regional Chief 
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Maurice Gray 
Superintendent of Schools 
Bristol, New Hampshire 
Delwyn Main 
National Rifle Association Instructor 
Durham, New Hampshire 
Arthur Rollins 
Superintendent of Schools 
Plymouth, New Hampshire 
jack F. George, Chairman 
Director, Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
The process of evaluation and revision was conducted in a workshop 
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manner. The comndttee was divided into small diversified groups. Each 
area of the course of study was discussed by each group. Upon completion 
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of an opportunity by all to discuss the entire course of study, the 
total committee reviewed each area. Different points of view were 
raised and agreements reached. A master record was made of the results 
of this evaluation meeting. This material was considered for final 
refinement of the course of study. 
The course of study was released to the printer in September 1954. 
4. Construction of Instruments 
Evaluation is a necessary phase of any course of study. In order 
that proper evaluation be achieved, reliable and valid tests should be 
1 
devised. Two types of tests were developed for the present study. 
These included knowledge and skill tests. A fifty item, multiple 
choice knowledge test and a twelve item skill test were developed from 
the material in the course of study. · Accident cause was also extensively 
utilized in the preparation of both the knowledge and skill tests. It 
seemed important that students be tested in the skills of handling and 
manipulating firearms and ammunition as well as acquiring a knowledge 
of them. A fundamental objective of the course of study was to establish 
proper reaction and behaviour of the student in relation to firearms 
and ammunition. 
An evaluation committee, 2 composed of experts, revised the tests 
for final form to be used in the evaluation of the course of study. 
l Statistical analysis of tests may be found in Chapter IV of this 
study. 
2 Evaluation Committee, p. 58. 
5. Introduction of the Course of Study and Pilot Programs 
In order that high schools be given an opportunity to understand 
the significance of a course of study in firearms safety education, it 
was necessary to administer a public relations program. A review of 
the objectives of this project was given to the press, local boards of 
education, civic groups and school administrators. In addition to the 
course of study and related materials prepared in the present project, · 
the kodachrome slides proved to be an effective method of program 
interpretation. As related, a pictorial record of the course of study 
development was made for the purpose of interpreting and establishing 
pilot programs.1 Understanding a phase of education is important in 
order that curriculum be accepted and implemented by school 
2 
administrators, teachers and parents. Edmonson, says, in discussing 
this problem, "Part of the explanation may be found in the fact that 
the public is only vaguely aware of the educational implications of 
recent social and economic changes in our American life." 
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A description of the proposed course of study was a program 
presentation before a monthly meeting of New Hampshire superintendents. 3 
High School principals were given information by individual visitation 
and mail during the school year 1953-54. The completed course of study 
l Appendix F. Kodachrome transparencies - Development of the Course of 
Study. 
2 j. B. Edmonson, joseph Roemer and Francis L. Bacon, The Administration 
of the Modern Secondary School. New York: MacMillan Company, 1949, 
p. 383. 
3 March, 1954, Concord, New Hampshire. 
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was mailed to ninety-two high schools October 1, 1954. Upon completion 
of program interpretation to school administrators, New Hampshire high 
schools were solicited for possible participation in pilot programs. 
In order to achieve proper evaluation of the course of study, it 
was decided that schools of representative enrollments should be 
included in the pilot programs. In determining pilot schools, factors 
which seemed important included a cross section of large, medium and 
small, urban and rural communities; large, medium and small schools 
and state geographical distribution. Proximity to well known hunting 
areas provided more opportunity for participation in hunting activities. 
Remoteness from such possibilities de-emphasized interest and amount of 
activity. It seemed important that students participating in pilot 
programs be selected from both types of areas as well as sections of 
the state with an average interest in hunting activity. 
With these criteria in mind, six of the forty-three responding New 
Hampshire high schools were selected for pilot programs. Table 20, 
Pilot School Data, is presented to illustrate the fulfillment of the 
standards of selection. 
Table 20. Pilot School Data 
Town- Grades Number of 
City In- Enroll- Students Location in 
School Pop.~ eluded ment £1 participating New Hampshire 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Bristol 1,586 9-12 137 26 Central 
Franconia 549 7-12 51 33 North 
Hudson 4,183 8-12 312 45 South 
Penacook 2, 717 9-12 238 31 Central 
Plymouth 3,039 9-12 272 11 North-Central 
North 
Woodstock 894 7-12 81 19 North 
Total 165 sl 
a/ New Hampshire Census 1950. 
£/ Official enrollment as registered in State Department of Education, 
September 1954. 
£1 Total number of students tested. 
It should be reported that thirty-five additional high schools 
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conducted the course during the fall of 1954. This number of interested 
schools resulted in a forty-seven per cent participation of New Hampshire 
high schools initiating the program in the first year of its inception. 
6. Conduct of the Course of Study. 
In order to conduct the course of study, it is necessary to utilize 
Kit 1
1 
which is obtained from The National Rifle Association. 2 These 
materials are basic instruction aids for the teacher. All schools 
1 Appendix A. Course of Study, p. 136. 
2 The National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Northwest, 
Washington 6, D. C. 
conducting the program were issued Kit 2.1 Kit 2 is primarily 
supplementary reference materials for teacher and student. 
The conduct of the programs or laboratory phase of this project 
was the teaching of the course of study. As described in this chapter, 
teachers and consultants were trained to conduct the program during 
the workshop phase of discovering technical content for the course of 
study. 
The activity was administered in various ways. No two schools 
conducted the firearms safety education program in the same manner. 
It was taught in the physical education class, segments were discussed 
in the social studies period, in the activity hour, as a club activity, 
after school, in the evening, Saturdays and at other opportune times. 
The program was usually classified in the extra-currioular category. 
Unless the activity was conducted as a part of a regular class 
(physical education, etc.), only interested students participated. 
The length of time devoted to the course of study varied among 
the schools. In areas of heavy hunting pressure, the program was 
concentrated in a brief period of time, perhaps two or three weeks. 
This was done in order that potential student hunters be given proper 
instruction before the hunting season. In other schools, the course 
of study was conducted over a period of one semester or longer. 
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The skill and knowledge tests were administered to all participating 
students of the six pilot programs. The total number of students 
1 Appendix A. Course of Study, p. 138. 
. I 
included in the pilot study was one hundred sixty-five. Pre and post 
testing before and after instruction, is an established technique for 
1 
evaluation procedures. School instructors of the program conducted 
the testing of the fifty item knowledge test. The investigator 
administered the twelve item skill test to each of the pilot students 
before and after instruction. It seemed necessary to do this in order 
that procedures in the skill test be uniform in all cases. Diagram 1, 
Skill Test Plan, illustrates the physical organization for the skill 
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testing. In general, the dimensions given were the same in all testing 
situations. A copy of the skill and knowledge tests2 may be found in 
Appendix A of this study. 
Chart 1, Organization and Development of the Course of Study, 
is a diagram illustrating the growth of the course of study. 
1 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching. New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 508. 
2 Appendix A. Course of Study. 
l 
Legend - Skill Test Plan, Diagram l 
Test l Three pieces of ammunition - shotgun shell, rim fire 
cartridge, center fire cartridge. 
Test 2,3,4- One .22 caliber rifle (common type), barrel breaking type 
of shotgun, pump or automatic type shotgun. 
Test 5 Chair (representing a human being), circle with direction 
arrow for testee. 
Test 6 Two chairs (representing human beings), circle with 
direction arrow for testee. 
Test 7 Bar fence- testee must pass through this&ructure. 
Test 8 Stone wall (made of wood) - testee must pass over this 
structure. 
Test 9 Testee must run to this simulated human being properly. 
Test 10,11- Simulated rear seat or rear end of an automobile. 
Test 12 Three chairs to simulate people. 
l Appendix A. Course of Study. See testing. 
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Chart l. Or ganization and Development of the Course of Study 
r Chairman 
I 
r Steering Committee -1 
I 
I Firearms Safety Education Workshop I 
I I I 
(_ Participants I r Staff I r Program l 
I I 
fTeachersj r Consultants 1 
I I 
r State Police J 1 ~on~r:rva t~on I Q .J.Qer 
I Results of the Workshop I 
Tape Recordings, 
Training of Personnel Discussions, Review of 
Lectures Literature 
I I I 
--
---
Teachers I I Consultants Course of Study (rough copy) 
I 
Evaluation by the Experts 
I 
Compilation of Course of Study 
I 
Pilot Programs 
I 
Evaluation 
I I I 
Pre-testing lro¥~;ting l !Subjective 
--- T----..:.... It Ex-
.oerts IAdmin.ll Teachers I 
Final Refinement of Course of 
Study - Suggested Revision 
CHAPTER IV 
DlTERPRETATION OF DATA AND EVALUATION 
The skill and knowledge tests 1 used in this study were constructed 
through the workshop procedure. After the tests were developed in 
temporary form, they were submitted to a committee of experts for 
refinement and final revision. 
In order to establish reliability and validity, statistical analyses 
of these instruments were made. The skill and knowledge tests were 
administered to one hundred (100) high school students. The knowledge 
tests were given by the instructor conducting the program. The skill 
tests were administered by the investigator. 
1. Validity of the Instrument 
Each item in the skill and knowledge tests was analyzed to determine 
differentiation between pupils with high scores and those with low scores. 
In each test, the high twenty-seven per cent (27) of the pupils and the 
low twenty-seven per cent (27) were selected. A tabulation was compiled 
of the percentage of correct scores on each item made by the high group 
and the percentage of correct scores on each item made by the low group. 
The diff.erence between the percentage of correct answers made by the high 
group and the percentage of correct answers made by the low group was 
found for each item. The standard error of the difference between the 
1 Appendix A. Testing. pp. 148-158. 
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two percentages was calculated with the use of Edgerton's Tables 1 and 
a critical ratio computed for each item. Table 21 and Table 22 show 
the results of the item analyses. 
Any item with a critical ratio of 1.96 or better was interpreted 
as statistically significant and a valid test item. 2 This critical 
ratio would indicate that the chance of the difference being a true 
difference is 100 to 5 or a 5 per cent level of confidence. 
Items in the skill and knowledge test falling below the critical 
ratio of 1.96 are recommended for revision in Chapter V, Summary and 
Conclusions. 
1 Harold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Patterson, "Table of Standard 
Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages For Varying Numbers of 
Cases,n .Journal of Applied Psychology, 10: 3~8-391, September, 
1926. 
2 Frederick C. Mills, Statistical Methods (Revised), New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1938, p. 471. 
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Table 21. Item Analyses - Skill Test 
Percent of Percent of 
Item Correct Answers Correct Answers Difference S.E. c;R. 
High Group Low Group in Percent D 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1 92.6 22.2 70.4 .0938 7.50 
2 96.3 18.5 77.8 .0841 9.25 
3 92.6 29.6 63.0 .1007 6.25 
4 66.7 7.4 59.3 .1025 5.78 
5 100.0 81.9 18.1 .0750 2.~ 6 96.3 81.5 14.8 .0841 1. a 
7 70.1 oo.o 70.1 .0840 8.1 
8 70.4 3.7 66.7 .0959 7.03 
9 74.1 22.2 51.9 .1160 4.47 
10 81.5 oo.o 81.5 .0750 10.9 
11 92.6 29.7 62.9 .1007 6.25 !I 
12 96.3 77.8 18.5 .0960 1.93 a 
!/ Item not statistically significant. 
Table 21 shows that, with the exception of items 6 and 12, all 
items differentiate significantly between the high and low achievers on 
the test. The high percentage of correct answers made by the high group 
on many of the items indicates that the test has little or no ceiling 
for high achievers. 
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Table 22. Item Analyses - Knowledge Test 
Percent of Percent of 
Item Correct Answers Correct Answers Difference s.E. C.R. 
High Group Low Group in Percent D 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
l 88.9 81.5 7.4 .0960 .77 !I 
2 88.9 44.4 44.5 .1128 3.94 I 
3 96.3 96.3 oo.o .0537 o.oo ~ 
4 96.3 85.2 ll.l .0770 1.44 ~ 
5 74.1 59.3 14.8 .1268 1.17 y 
6 70.4 25.9 44.5 .1217 3.6s I 
7 96.3 92.6 3.7 .0644 .57 ~ 
8 51.9 7.4 44.5 .1074 4.14 !I 
9 88.9 77.8 ll.l .1000 1.11 a 
10 70.4 22.2 48.2 .1189 4.05 I 
11 37.0 22.2 14.8 .1227 1.21 !t 
12 100. 85.2 14.8 .0690 2.15 
13 100. 59.3 40.7 .0950 4.29 !I 
14 33.3 22.2 11.1 .1204 .92 a 
15 55.6 14.8 40.8 .1178 3.46 
16 92.6 55.6 37.0 .1074 3.45 
17 44.4 11.1 33.3 .1128 2.95 
18 85.2 51.9 33.3 .1178 2.83 
19 96.3 59.3 37.0 .1023 3.62 
20 92.6 51.9 40.7 .1074 3.79 
21 92.6 22.2 70.4 .0938 7.50 
22 81.5 14.8 . 66.7 .1019 6.54 !I 
23 59.3 37.0 22.3 .1329 1.67 a 
24 81.5 25.9 55.6 .1126 4.93 
25 88.9 29.6 59.3 .1065 5.56 
26 92.6 66.6 26.0 .1025 2.53 
27 74.1 14.8 59.3 .1087 5.45 
28 77.8 18.5 59.3 .1097 5.40 
29 59.3 18.5 40.8 .1210 3.37 
30 96.3 48.1 48.2 .1028 4.68 
31 51..9 18.5 33.4 .1215 2.74 
32 74.1 11.1 63.0 .1031 6.09 
33 88.9 7.4 81.5 .0775 10.51 
34 81.5 40.7 40.8 .1210 3.37 
35 81.5 14.8 66.7 .1019 6.54 
(concluded on next page) 
!/ Item not statistically significant. 
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Table 22. {concluded) 
Percent of Percent of 
Item Correct .Answers Correct .Answers .Difference S.E. C.R. 
High Group .Low Group in Percent D 
(l ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
36 81.5 14.8 66.7 .1019 6.54 
37 92.6 29.7 62.9 .1001 6.25 
38- 81.5 44.4 37.1 .1215 3.05 
39 100. 48.1 51.9 .0955 5.43 
40 88.9 29.6 59.3 .1065 5.56 
41 92.6 37.0 55.6 .1051 5.29 
42 62.9 14.8 48.1 .1158 4.16 
43 48.1 o.o 48.1 .0955 5.04 
44 74.1 14.8 59.3 .1087 5.45 
45 88~9 55.6 33.3 .1128 2.95 
46 66.7 33.3 33.4 .1273 2.62 
47 100. 40.7 59.3 .0950 6.24 
. 48 85.2 48.1 37.1 .1178 3.14 
49 77.8 22.2 55.6 .1131 4.91 I 
so 18.5 3.7 14.8 .0841 l. 76 :: 
!/ Item not statistically significant. 
Table 22 indicates that, with the exception of items 1, 3, 4, S, 7, 
9, 11, 14, 23, and 50, all items differentiate significantly between the 
high and low achievers. Low critical ratios resulting in the above 
mentioned items could be caused by being excessively difficult or easy. 
2. Reliability of the Instrument 
The Kuder-Richardson formula 1 was used in computing test 
reliability. A reliability coefficient of .73 was determined for the 
2 
skill test. Although this figure is too low for valid purposes of 
prediction, it probably results from the fact that oaly twelve test 
items were used. However, when coupled with the knowledge test, a 
satisfactory degree of reliability might be obtained. 
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A reliability coefficient of .86 was determined for the knowledge 
3 test. For purposes of this study, this figure was determined adequate. 
3. Evaluation 
Evaluation of the course of study was accomplished by compiling 
evidences of pupil growth. One hundred sixty-five high school students 
from six high schools which conducted the pilot programs of firearms 
safety education were given the skill and knowledge tests before and 
after instruction in the course of study. The knowledge tests were 
administered by the instructor of the program. Again, the skill tests 
were given by the investigator. 
1 G. F. Kuder and M. w. Richardson, "The Theory of The Estimation of 
Test Reliability,tt (Formula 21}, .. Psychometrika, 2:151-160, September, 
1937. Calculated by use of the formula: 
rtt,.. n • n:r 
S D 2 --• •- n pq 
s.n.2 
2 Appendix B. Raw Data. 
3 Loc. cit. 
where p - m 
n 
and q - 1.00- p 
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The methods used in determining pupil growth as the result of 
participation in the course of study are described in Tables 23 to 26 
and Charts 2 and 3. Tables 23 and 24 show by use of the critical ratio, 
the relationships between the mean of pre and post testing of the 
knowledge and skill tests. The formula 1 -
C.R. = 
Mx-My 
where M = 
, N 
was used. 
Table 23. Analyses of Performance - Skill Tests 
Test N Mean SE S.D. Diff. s.E. 
M M1-M 2 Diff. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Pretest 165 6.8 .2242 2.88 
3.6 .2757 
Post test 165 10.4 .1603 2.06 
C.R. 
(8) 
13.04 
The skill growth in Table 23 is significant at the .001 level. The 
critical ratio of 13.04 in favor of the Post Test indicates significant 
growth in skill learning. 
1 john Gray Peatman, Descriptive and Sampling Statistics, New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1947, p. 409. 
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Table 24. Analyses of Performance - Knowledge Tests 
Test N Mean SE S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M Ml-~ Diff. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Pretest 165 28.4 .5901 7.58 
7.2 .8155 8.81 
Post test 165 35.6 .5629 7.23 
Table 24 illustrates that pupil knowledge growth is evident by the 
critical ratio of 8.81 in favor of the Post Test which is significant at 
the .001 level. This indicates that as far as this study is concerned, 
there is a real difference between pre and post pupil knowledge testing. 
Table 25. Gain in Item Level of Difficulty - Pre and Post Skill Test 
Pre-test Level Post-test Leve~ Percent Gain i~evel 
Item of Difficulty !I of Difficulty a of Difficulty b 
N • 165 · N • 165 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1 55.2 83.0 27.8 
2 63.0 86.1 23.1 
3 67.9 95.2 27.3 
4 23.0 75.8 52.8 
5 95.8 100. 4.2 
6 86.1 94.5 8.4 
7 30.3 78.8 48.5 
8 32.1 80.6 48.5 
9 39.4 77.6 38.2 
10 38.2 8o.o 41.2 
11 62.4 92.1 29.7 
12 86.1 96.4 10.3 
Mean- 509 2 Mean- 80.5 Mean- 30.0 
!/ Percent of N (165) obtaining item correct. 
~ Percent gain in level of difficulty interpreted as increase in 
percentage of individuals answering item correctly. In the true sense, 
the item becomes less difficult as a result of instruction. 
Table 25 indicates relatively high gains in most item levels of 
difficulty as computed from pre and post skill testing. Only items 
5 and 6 show little gain; this is probably due to the simplicity of 
the items. 
Table 26. Gain in Item Level of Difficulty - Pre and Post Knowledge 
Test 
Pre-test Level Post-test Level Percent Gain in 
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Item of Difficulty !/ of Difficulty!/ Level of Difficulty !Y 
N • 165 N • 165 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1 96.4 97.6 1.2 
2 61.8 8o.o 18.2 
3 96.4 97.6 1.2 
4 89.7 96.4 6.7 
5 70.9 82.4 11.5 
6 46.7 77.6 30.9 
7 86.7 95.2 8.5 
8 44.2 63.6 19.4 
9 87.9 93.3 5.4 
10 47.3 61.2 13.9 
11 24.8 59.7 34.9 
12 95.2 99.4 4.2 
13 78.8 90.9 12.1 
14 33.3 43.6 10.3 
15 40.0 60.6 20.6 
16 76.9 90.9 14.0 
17 20.0 66.1 46.1 
18 55.2 66.7 11.5 
19 89.1 93.9 4.8 
20 83.0 91.5 8.5 
21 63.6 73.3 9.7 
22 50.3 77.6 27.3 
23 52.7 67.9 15.2 
24 55.8 80.6 24.8 
25 55.2 73.9 18.7 
26 81.2 88.5 7.3 
(concluded on next page) 
!/ Percent of N {165) obtaining item correct. 
~/ Percent gain in level of difficulty interpreted as increase in 
percentage of individuals answering item correctly. In the true 
sense, the item becomes less difficult as a result of instruction. 
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Pre-test Level!/ Post-test Level!/ Percent Gain in 
Item of Difficulty a of Difficulty a Level of Difficulty !'!/ 
N = 165 N = 165 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
27 41.2 73.3 32.1 
28 50.9 78.8 27.9 
29 38.8 62.4 23.6 
30 65.5 80.6 15.1 
31 27.3 59.7 32.4 
32 27.3 51.5 24.2 
33 45.5 69.1 23.6 
34 60.6 79.4 18.8 
35 41.2 64.3 23.1 
36 46.7 74.5 27.8 
37 52.7 77.6 24.9 
38 70.3 70.9 00.6 
39 78.2 86.7 8.5 
40 52.7 77.6 24.9 
41 63.6 80.0 16.4 
42 38.2 60.0 21.8 
43 13.9 29.7 15.8 
44 36.4 61.2 24.8 
45 69.1 81.8 12.7 
46 39.4 64.2 24.8 
47 73.9 87.9 14.0 
48 73.9 79.4 5.5 
49 51.5 81.2 29.7 
50 9.1 29.7 20.6 
Mean- 57.0 Mean- 74.6 Mean- 17.6 
~/ Percent of N (165) obtaining item correct • 
.!!/ Percent gain in level of difficulty interpreted as increase in 
percentage of individuals answer~ item correctly. In the true 
sense, tlie item becomes less difficult as a result of instruction. 
Table 26 indicates a significant gain in all items resulting from 
an 8nalysis of correct items in the pre and post knowledge testing. A 
low per cent gain in items 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12,19, 20, 26, 38, 39, and 48 
probably resulted from simplicity or difficulty of test itellls. 
The position of the post test polygons at the right in Charts 2 and 
3 shows student knowledge and skill gains which may be assumed, result from 
participation in the course of study in firearms safety education. 
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Tables 27 to 34 are a compilation of possible influences which 
might affect test scores. Ownership or accessibility to firearms, 
participation in htmting or shooting activities seem to have a 
signif icant effect on test results. 
POSSIBLE INFLUENCES AFFECTING TEST PERFORHANCE - SKILL TEST 
Table 27. Pretest- Ownership or Accessibility to Firearms and Non-
Ownership or Non-Accessibility to Firearms 
Item N He an SE S~D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M ~- H2 Diff 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ownership or 
Accessibility 96 7.8 .2337 2.29 
2.3 .4062 5.66 
Non-Ownership 
or Non-
Accessibility 69 5.5 .3322 2.76 
The critical ratio of 5.66 in Table 27 is significant at the .001 
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level and favors those students having acc.ess or ownership of firearms. 
Table 28. Post test - Ownership or Accessibility to Firearms and Non-
Ownership or Non-Accessibility to Firearms 
Item N Mean SE S.D. Diff. s .E. C.R. 
M ~-M2 Diff 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ownership or 
Accessibility 96 11.0 .1562 1.53 
1.5 .3728 4.02 
Non-Ownership 
or Non-
Accessibility 69 9.5 .3394 2.82 
The critical ratio of 4.02 in Table 28 is significant at the .001 
level and favors the group which owns or has access to firearms. 
Table 29. Pretest - Hunting or Target Shooting Participation and Non-
Hunting or Non-Target Shooting Participat i on 
Item N Mean SE S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M M -M Diff 1 2 
(1)' (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Hunting-
Target Par-
ticipation 125 7.5 .2361 2.64 
2 ... 7 .4405 6.13 
Non-Hunting, 
Non-Target 
Participation 40 4.8 .3715 2.35 
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Table 29 shows that the difference between the means as indicated by 
the critical ratio of 6.13 is significant at the .001 level and favors 
those who hunt or participate in target shooting. 
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Table 30. Post test - Hunting or Target Shooting Participation and Non-
Hunting or Non-Target Shooting Participation. 
Item N Mean SE S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M Ml-M2 Diff 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Hunting, 
Target Par-
ticipation 125 10.8 . • 1691 1.89 
1.6 .3715 4.31 
Non-Hunting, 
Non-Target 
Participation 40 9.2 .3304 2.09 
The critical ratio of 4.31 in Table 30 is significant at the .001 
level and favors the group which hunts or participates in target shooting. 
POSSIBLE INFLUENCES AFFECTING TEST PERFORMANCE - KNOWLEDGE TEST 
Table 31. Pretest - Ownership or Accessibility to Firearms and Non-
Ownership or Non-Accessibility to Firearms 
· Item N Mean SE S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M H - M Diff. 
1 2 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ownership or 
Accessibility 96 31.6 .6909 6.77 
7.6 1.0149 7.49 
Non-Ownership 
or Non-
Accessibil ity 69 24.0 .7415 6.16 
The critical ratio of 7.49 in Table 31 is significant at the .001 
level and favors those who own or have access to firearms. 
Table 32. Post test - Ownership or Accessibility to Firearms and Non-
Ownership or Non-Accessibility to Firearms 
Item N Mean SE S.D . Diff. S. E. C.R. 
M ~-M2 Diff. 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ownership or 
Accessibility 96 37.6 .8268 8.10 
5.1 1.1874 4.21 
Non-Ownership or 
Non-
Accesibility 69 32.5 .8361 7.10 
The critical ratio of 4.21 in Table 32 is significant at the .001 
level and favors those who own or have access to firearms. 
Table 33. Pretest - Hunting or Target Shooting Participation and Non-
Hunting or Non-Target Shooting Participation 
Item N Mean SE S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M ~-M2 Diff. 
(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Hunting Target 
Shooting 
Participation 125 29.9 .6825 7.63 
6.2 .9602 6.46 
Non-Hunting 
Non-Target 
Participation 40 23.7 .6751 4.27 
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The critical ratio of 6.46 in Table 33 is significant at the .001 
level and f avors those who hunt or participate in target shooting. 
Table 34. Post test - Hunting or Target Shooting Participation and Non-
Hunting or Non-Target Shooting Participation 
Item N . Mean SE S.D • Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M \-M2 Diff. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Hunting, 
Target Par-
ticipation 125 37.2 .6297 7.04 
4.9 1.1704 4.19 
Non-Hunting, 
Non-Target 
Participation 40 32.3 .9849 6.23 
The critical ratio of 4.19 in Table 34 is significant at the .001 
level and favors those who hunt or participate in target shooting. 
Table 35. Summary of Administrator-Teacher Evaluation !/ 
Con-
Item N None Slight Some Moderate siderable 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) 
1. The need for a fire-
arms saf ety education 
program for students 
in your school. 55 3 2 5 24 21 
2. The firearms safety 
education program has 
student approval 53 2 1 4 9 37 
(concluded on next page) 
!/ 61 evaluations returned. 
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Table 35. (concluded) 
Con- · 
Item N None Slight Some Moderate siderable 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) 
3. The firearms safety 
education program has 
parental approval 53 3 1 4 14 31 
4. The value of the fire-
arms safety education 
course of study issued 
by the state department 
of education 51 2 3 5 10 31 
5. The program changed 
student attitudes 
toward the safer 
handling of firearms 47 2 3 10 13 19 
M- 2 M-2 M- 5.6 M- 14. M- 27.8 
Table 35 summarizes the data of the teacher-administrator survey l 
received from superintendents, principals and teachers of the forty-one 
secondary schools conducting firearms education programs during the fall 
and winter of 1954-55. A seventy-two per cent return resulted. The 
tabulation indicates a general acceptance and approval of all items 
included in the survey. 
Need for the program is apparent. Student and parental approval 
seemed to be strong. The course of study was well accepted as a teaching 
aid. The evaluators thought that the program might have changed attitudes 
toward the safer handling of firearms. 
1 Appendix E. Pilot Program Materials, p. 268. 
Table 36. Suggested Grades for Instruction 
Grade 
(1) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Summary of Ratings 
(2) 
19 
35 
44 
32 
22 
16 
Table 36 summarizes the teacher and administrator recommendations 
for grade level of the program. Results show that grades 8, 9, and 10 
were preferred by the majority. 
The opinion of reco&nized experts in the field of firear.ms in 
relation to the need for the present study and a definition of firearms 
safety education has been discussed in Chapter I. The same authorities 
were requested to submit a general statement for use in the evaluation 
of the course of study. Their statements are listed as follows: 
Abercrombie1 
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"The course of study, Firearms Safety Education, appears to be 
a carefully developed and well organized piece of material. It 
presents in coapact form the essential information teachers need in 
order to plan effective instruction programs in this area. The 
suggestions offered provide for interesti.Dg alternatives, good 
teacher-pupil planning, testing and evaluation, and other learning 
experiences and activities. Teachers, singly or collectively, 
should find this course of study of great practical help.tt 
1 s. A. Abercrombie, As_sistant Secretary, National COIIIIIlission on Safety 
Education, National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, 
Northwest, Washington 6, D. c. 
1 
Edson 
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11The course of study seems to be well adapted for instructional 
purposes. I am sure that you consider it the prototype of others 
to follow which will inculcate changes that are found to be 
desirable after this course of study has .been 'field' tested." 
2 Kessel 
"My experience with hunting groups and educators who have and 
are giving courses in hunter safety and firearms use leads me to 
believe that your course of study will be of assistance to 
instructors in this subject." 
3 McNeely 
·~egardless of the instructional organization, a course of study 
in firearms safety education may serve a very useful purpose. Such 
a course of study provides the teacher with a rich resource of 
principles, concepts and techniques that reflects good teaching and 
s~cessful experience. A course of study prepared cooperatively by 
experts in the field of education, safety, conservation and 
recreation has enhanced value. The less experienced teacher is 
particularly in need of a resources guide. However, even the most 
able and experienced instructor may find helpful reminders, fresh 
ideas, and added motivation from your well prepared course of study. 
The possibilities are probably more pronounced in the case of a 
course of study in firearms safety education since so little has been 
done in that field heretofore." 
Smith4 
"Your course of study in firearms safety education is essential 
for teachers because little has been done in teacher preparation for 
this new and challenging activity." 
1 Merritt A. Edson, Executive Director, National Rifle Association, 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
2 J. Bertram Kessel, former Consultant in Recreation and Outdoor Education, 
American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 
1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, Washington, D. c. 
3 Simon A. McNeely, Specialist for Health, Physical Education and 
Athletics, United States Office of Education, Washington 25, D. c. 
4 julian Smith, Associate Professor of Outdoor Education, School of 
Education, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan. 
1 Stack 
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"I have a feeling that your course of study in firearms safety 
will get a general acceptance in many high schools, especially 
schools in certain states where there is a great deal of hunting. 
I also feel that private organizations, including fish and game 
associations, safety councils, and farm organizations can do much 
to encourage the introduction of such instruction." 
The recognized authorities in the field of firearms and safety seem 
to accept the course of study as a contribution to the area of safety 
education. 
1 Herbert Stack, Director, Safety Center, New York University, 
Washington Square, New York, New York. 
CHAPTFB V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter presents a summary of the nature and scope of the 
problem, the organization and methods of procedure, the conclusions 
which may be drawn from the study, recommendations for improvement of 
the course of study, limitations of the study, and suggestions for 
further research. 
Summary of the Study. The purpose of this study was to construct 
and evaluate a course of study in firearms safety education. 
The need for a course of study in firearms safety education was 
established by means of a school survey, compiling the opinion of 
experts, a review of the literature and accident statistics. A 
comprehensive review of state and federal legislation was also made. 
The status of firearms laws was tabulated and summarized in abstract 
form. A definition of firearms safety education was derived by a 
survey of a committee of experts. 
The content of the course of study was obtained from the · 
literature and a record of the workshop procedures. Related books 
and pamphlets, periodical articles and a fifteen year review of The 
American Rifleman Magazine were used for pertinent information. Two 
workshops were conducted for the purpose of obtaining information 
which did not exist in printed form and for the training of consultants 
and teachers in the program of firearms safety education. New Hampshire 
conservation officers, state police, teachers, school administrators and 
-90-
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members of rod and gun clubs attended the workshops. A record of the 
workshop proceedings was made by use of the tape recorder. The Unit 
Plan was adapted for the course of study format. Units were established 
from the material obtained in the review of the literature and workshop 
tape recordings. 
The first draft of the course of study was presented to an 
evaluation committee of experts. Revision was made as a result of their 
suggestions. The final draft was printed and distributed to all 
secondary schools in the state of New Hampshire. 
Skill and knowledge tests were constructed for the purpose of 
evaluating the course of study. Test content resulted from material 
derived from the literature, a review of accident statistics and workshop 
records. The tests were revised following a review by the committee of 
experts. The reliability of tests and the validity of test items were 
established. 
A reliability coefficient of .73 was determined for the skill test. 
Although this figure was too low for purposes of prediction, it probably 
resulted from the fact that only twelve test items were used. Critical 
ratios ranging from 2.47 to 10.9 in ten of the twelve skill test items 
showed the items to be statistically significant. 
A reliability coefficient of .86 was determined for the knowledge 
test. For purposes of this study, this figure was determined adequate. 
Critical ratios ranging from 2.15 to 10.51 in forty of the fifty 
knowledge test items showed the items to be statistically significant. 
Six New Hampshire high schools were selected in which to conduct 
pilot programs of firearms safety education. One hundred sixty-five 
boys and girls participated in these pilot programs. 
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Objective evaluation of the course of study was accomplished by 
determining evidences of pupil growth as a result of course instruction. 
By means of pre and post testing, an evaluation of student skill and 
knowledge was obtained. There was a mean gain of 3.6 items on the 
twelve item skill test indicating a significant growth in skill 
learning. A critical ratio of 13.04 showed the difference to be 
statistically significant. There was a mean gain of 7.2 items on the 
fifty item knowledge test indicating a significant pupil growth in 
knowledge learning. The critical ratio of 8.81 showed the difference 
to be statistically significant. 
Test item improvement was determined by use of the pre and post 
test results. There was a mean gain of 30 per cent in item level of 
difficulty on the skill test indicating a significant pupil growth in 
skill learning. There was a mean gain of 17.6 per cent in item level 
of difficulty on the knowledge test indicating a significant pupil 
growth in knowledge learning. 
Subjective evaluation of the course of study vas obtained by means 
of an administrator-teacher survey and a committee of experts. The 
results of this survey indicated that the majority of administrators 
and teachers recognized the need for a program of firearms safety 
education, that the program had student and parental approval, that the 
course of study was valuable in conducting the program, and that student 
attitudes changed toward the safer handling of firearms. 
Administrators and teachers indicated that grades 8, 9, and 10 
were most appropriate for conducting the program. 
According to the committee of experts, the course of study in 
firearms safety education should serve as a guide for schools offering 
instruction in this area of safety education. 
Conclusions. The following conclusions have been drawn with 
regard to the study of firearms safety education: 
1. -The findings furnish evidence for the need of a program 
of firearms safety education in the schools. The results 
of the school survey indicate a school need for a 
recommended program, printed materials and pamphlets, 
visual aids, specialists as speakers and consultants, and 
a training school to qualify personnel to instruct in the 
program. The survey also indicates that both boys and 
girls should receive instruction. 
2. A definition of firearms safety education was established 
by a committee of experts - Firearms safety education is 
that experience required for the growth and development 
of knowledges, skills and concepts in the safe use of 
firearms and their related equipment. 
3. As a result of item analysis, two of the twelve skill test 
items should be revised. 
4. As a result of item analysis, ten of the fifty knowledge 
test items shOuld be revised. 
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s. As a result of the pre and post testing of the knowledge 
and skill tests, it was determined that significant pupil 
growth resulted from participation in the program of 
firearms safety education in the six pilot schools. 
6. Test data established the fact that students who 
participated in hunting or target shooting and those who 
had access or were owners of firearms, in general, had 
more skill and knowledge of firearms and amm1nition than 
those who did not. 
7. Data on hunting accidents are not reliable. 
8. Data on non-hunting firearms accidents are almost non-
existant. 
9. The course of study in firearms safety education should 
serve as a guide for schools offering instruction in this 
area of safety education. 
Recommendations for lmprovement of the Course of Study. 
1. Skill test items should be increased to create greater test 
reliability. 
2. Skill test items should be rearranged to create greater 
diversity in the test. 
3. Skill and knowledge test items having a critical ratio of 
less than 1.96 should be revised. 
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4. Demonstration procedures should be increased by incorporating 
teacher suggestions. 
s. Graphic illustrations should be added. 
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Limitations of the Study: 
1. Although the study was administered with a representative 
group of secondary schools, sampling procedures were not 
applied. Therefore, state-wide conclusions should not 
be drawn. 
2. As a result of the unreliability of the skill test, 
caution should be exercised in the interpretation of 
skill test data. 
3. Standardized teaching of the course of study was 
controlled only by training teachers through administration 
of the firearms safety education teacher clinics. 
Recommendations for Further Study. During the consideration of 
this problem several closely related areas have become evident as being 
worthy of further research. These include: 
1. A study to detennine the relationship of color and hunti ng 
firearms accidents. 
2. A study of the causes of non-hunting firearms accidents~ 
3. A study to establish reliable hunting accident data. 
4. A study to formulate a valid and comprehensive form for the 
reporting of firearms accidents. 
s. A study to determine the relationship of human emotions and 
hunting accidents. 
6. A study to construct a program of firearms safety education 
at the elementary school level. 
7. A critical analysis study of skill testing in firearms 
safety education. 
8. A study to determine the relationship of skill and 
knowledge of firearms and ammunition to intelligence. 
9. A study to determine the relationship of skill and 
knowledge of firearms and ammunition to firearms 
accidents. 
10. A study to determine the need for a physical examination 
as a hunting license requirement. 
11. A study to determine the need for knowledge and skill 
testing in handling firearms before licensing to hunt. 
12. A study of certain aspects of state legislation related 
to firearms laws and reasons for their enactment. 
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It is a l ack of those manners among hunters that causes 
most accidents . Spor tsmanshi is a state of mind . 
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32 . ogers, C •. , 11Accent on Training" , 
89:29 . 
(Decereber, 1941), 
The develonment of a junior rifl e club in the Nyrtl e Creek 
Consolidated High School, Oregon . "urther describes 
instructional w·ork with a \voman ' s group in State College 
for \vomen, Denton , Texas . 
33 . Rose, Jolm S., "Training the Junior Hunter", 
(Harch , 1951), 99 : 34- .... 6 . 
34 . 
Explains the working administration and value of New York 
tate ' s l aw for licensing junior hunter s , with course given 
by conservation officers and 1ational ifle Association 
instructors . 
--~~' "School for Juniors" , 
96: 12-15. 
(August, 1948) , 
Located in Ge!~e County, 1lichigan sporting goods dealer 
Dal e \vi l liams conducts a school f or boys on hmv to handl e 
f irear ms saf ely and accurately . Uses state police and 
c nservation off icers to enrich the program . 
35 . Sel l, Francis E., "Give Your Boy A Break" , 
(September , 1946), 94:27-28 . 
An experienced outdoorsman 's views on the proper rifl e for 
a boy ' s f irst big game trip . Ideas on t he equipment a 
husky boy can handl e . A boy deserves good equipment . 
36 . Shaffer, W. C. , "Fitness Examination f or Hw1ters", 
(September, 1945) , 93 :19 . 
Iunting accidents are the pet bugbear of anti gun legislation . 
The ans\ver is not fitness examinations but proper training . 
I ntensive training and saf ety education, especially among 
youngsters seems to be the only sound remedy . 
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37. Tedman, Allyn H., nGive Uncle Sam A Boy '\Vho Can Shoottt , 
(January , 1943), 91:1 7-18. 
Teach your own boy to shoot and as many more as you can reach • 
.See to it that your boy goes into the service rifl e- wise. 
His work will be much easier, his chances of coming back so 
much better. 
38. Tedman, Allyn H. , 'Tater Cellar's Junior Coachn , 
(August, 1949), 97:22- 24 . 
A \voman organi zes a group of young people to learn how to 
shoot. Started junior rifle cl ub in 1947 and emphasized 
fi rearms safety. 
39 . Thomas, jim, "The Only \vay11 , 
102:32-33. 
(March, 1954), 
40 . 
Story of the National Rifle Association Hunter Safety 
I nstructor Course at Alameda, Califo~nia evening school. 
Sportsman's groups teach the Hunter Safety Course . 
, "Trigger Happy Harry", 
--~9~4-:~6-9. 
(April, 1946), 
A firearms safety education film . The picture story of the 
National Rifle Association ' s latest educational film which 
is being released. Harry is pictured as the epit0.~e of gun-
carel ess America. The l6mm film demonstrates five all-
inclusive precepts of gun safety. 
41. Tyler, George R. ttEducation For Huntingn, 
(September , 1953), 101:20. 
Describes the course in gun safety taught at Enosburg, 
Vermont . The course is held three times per week , is an 
el ective course . To be excused from school for hunting a boy 
must pass an objective test of one hundred - forty questions 
>vith a grade of one hundred. Emphasis is on conservation . 
42. \val ters, Charles A. , ttStart Them Young And Teach Properly", 
(August, 1954), 102 :23-24. 
A boy is started at six years of age ;vi th a BB gun. At 
the age of seven, he is given proper instruction with a 
.22 rifle . 
43 . \Vaters, Edmund, "Is Free Hunting Doomed?" , 
(February, 1942), 90:16-18. 
A landowner points out the abuses of hunting privileges 
and tells how to correct them. Farmers feel it is 
impossible to allmv general hunting until such time as 
the sportsmen take a more active interest in seeing that 
property rights are not abused. 
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. FOREWORD 
Firearms in the woods, fields, and in the home can 
become dangerous when in. the hands of uninformed and 
untrained persons . Every year hundreds of people are 
killed, injured, or exposed to disaster because of care-
lessness and ignorance . For a year now, New Hampshire 
has been working on a program to prepare our youth for 
hand I ing firearms in a .safe manner . 
The State Depa.rtment of Education is pleased to 
issue, with the co-operation of the Fish and Game 
Department, this first Instructors Guide for Firearms Safety 
Education • . It is hoped that every high school in the state 
will institute such a program each year . 
Many persons and organizations have shared in the 
development of this Firearms Safety Education program, 
including the Fish and Game Department, the State Police, 
the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers[ Institute, 
the National Rifle Association of America, Winchester and 
Remington Arms and Ammunition Companies, school admini-
strators and teachers, members of New Hampshire .sportsmen •s 
organizations, as well as intere.sted citizens . 
The Department especially oppreciates the great amount 
of time and thought which Mr . Jack.F . George, Director 
of Physical Education, has given in directing the preparation 
of this guide, the first of its kind in the United States . 
Austin J . McCaffrey 
· Commissioner of Education 
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LETTERS OF ENDORSEMENT 
The leadership of the State Department of Education, the excellent 
cooperation of the Fish and Game Department, and the assistance of the 
State Police have made possible our courses in Firearms Safety Education . 
It is a school program which is rapidly receiving national recognition . 
We believe that our approach to the gun safety problem wil l give New 
Hampshire citizens a better state in which to live, more pleasure from the 
out;,..of-doors, and yet, provide much needed safety educat ion in relation to 
firearms. 
Hugh Gregg 
GOvernor 
State of New Hampshire 
It is our belief that education is the one means at our command by which 
to cut down hunting accidents wh ich occur through the careless handling of 
firearms. We enthusiastically support this effort on the part of our State 
Education Department to make Firearms Safety Educat ion a genu ine part of the 
program of their schools . Members of our department wi II give the schools all 
the help they can in conduct ing this program . 
Ralph G . Carpenter, 2nd 
Di rector 
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New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
The General Court has made it possible fo r any school 
district to adopt and direct a program of train ing in the proper use 
of firearms. 
We feel that firearms training is deserving of support from 
th is department and shall consider it a privilege to lend a id to 
such a program . 
Colonel Ralph W , Caswell 
Superintendent 
New Hampsh ire State Police 
We believe that under proper supervis ion and proper training, 
we can inst i ll in our youth the correct hab its in order that there 
wi II be safe hunters af ield as well as safety on the target ra nge. 
In my op inion, the State of New Hampsh ire is to be congratulated 
for the most forward legislation and program in firearms safety 
education that has as yet been approved or adopted . New Hampshire 
is mak ing it poss ible to bring conservat ion of human life into their 
conservation program at the school level . 
Major General Merri tt Edson 
Executive Director 
National Rifle Associat ion 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue 
· Washington, D. C. 
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WHY TEACH FIREARMS SAFETY EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS! 
This program is a response to the growing desire on the part of thoughtful parents for the 
schools to assume a more pos itive role in the gun safety program of our state . Its objective 
is to prevent accidents by education , rather than by use of the strong arm of the law . The 
Firearms Safety Education Program fits in with the functional type education that we are 
endeavoring to give boys and girl s in order to prepare them for life and good citizensh ip . · 
Hundreds of people in the UnitedStates are injured or killed every year through some 
type of firearms accident . Approximately one-third of this number is juveniles , Unfortunately, 
New Hampshire is a part of these statistics. It would seem that proper education through 
school-sponsored firearms safety education programs might reduce this toll of human life and 
injury . 
New York and California have already indicated that knowledge and proper use of 
firearms before licensing has been very effective in reducing the number of firearms accidents 
in these two states. However, it would seem that this important phase of safety education 
should be supervised and taught in the schools . Th is would give all students an opportun ity 
to participate in the program, not only those who actually enjoy the sport of hunting, but also 
the non-hunter who might become involved in firearms accidents. 
New Hampshire has init iated some elements in this program of safety education . It is 
probably the only state at present which is planning to conduct a school program . Permissive 
legislation was passed by the New Hampshire legislature in 1953 which gave any school 
district the right to allocate funds for the establ ishment of this program . 
It would appear that the objectives of such a program would be similar in nature to those 
of the driver education program in our schools . Both of these areas of safety education endeavor 
to equip the indiv idual for experiences that wi ll be currently met as well as those of later life . 
Why should th is segment of safety education be administered through the school program? 
In the first place , it would seem that we are interested in the proper motor response of a human 
being to certain situations created by the presence of fi rearms and ammunition . Education by 
its very purpose seems to present part of the solution in relation to creating proper motor responses 
to these situations . 
Safety seems to be a social problem , Again, one of our cardinal pri nciples of education is 
social fitness of the individual , Hunt ing courtesies , respect. for fellow hunters, and hunter-
landowner relationships are becoming an increasingly difficult problem . One of the rapid ly 
growing phases of education is outdoor education . Firearms safety education seems to belong 
under this branch of the program . Education. should encourage the utilization and conservation 
of the natural resources in the out-of-doors --especially in New Hampshire . This program 
takes its place along with water safety, outdoor recreation and school camping in this state . 
- 1 -
LEGISLATION 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
Of THE PROGRAM 
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In 1953, the New Hampshire General Court enacted the following legislation: 
Chapt~r 138. Section 16-a. 
Use of Firea'rms. A school district may include instruction 
in the safe and proper use of firearms including instruction in 
game laws and good hunting practices, and mc;~y raise and 
appropriate money for said purposes o 
WH 0 WILL. TEACH? 
In Mclrch (29-31) 1954, .the State Department of Education in .coopera'tion wi.th the 
. Fish and Game Depc;artment admini.stered a Firearms Safety Education. Clinic. at the 
University of New Hampshire. The clinic was designed to. train high. school teachers to 
. serve as instructors in the program. Seventy-one. teachers, principals, and superintendents 
. attended this workshop. 
The clinic also served a second purpose. The lecture material, discussions and 
explanations of the demonstrations at the sessions were tape recorded o The information 
derived from these clinics has served as basic material for our fall progrom of 1954. 
The teachers who, attended this clinic are qualified to teach the course. Other 
teachers who did not attend the clinic may also be competent to conduct the course. 
This is a matter for the local administrotion to decide • . lf additional schools wish to 
qualify more instructors, the State .Department of Education will make every effort to 
administer a . clinic. for this purpose. 
Jt is reco.mmended that a Small Bore Instructor be appointed to conduct an 
organized -shooti.ng program in the schools. 
WHEN AND WHERE WlLL IT BE TAUGHT? 
The instruction in the course will be given in several ways. Many .scbools will 
incorporate this instruction in their conservation clubs, others will odd . it to the activities 
of the Junior Rod and. Gun. Club; some will include it in the regular program of physical 
education, and .some a'cademic subject teachers will use .segments by integrating it in a 
particular curriculum area. This is a pioneer attempt in this area of safety educc;~tion. The 
best place for the instruction in the. school program hCIS not been determined. Teachers 1 
. suggestions are welcomed o 
The place for instruction is also a flexible administrative responsibility. A great deal 
of the course can be taught in the classroom, gymnasium or even out-of-doors. .If a school 
incorporates actual firing in the program of instruction, outdoor and indoor ranges can be 
constructed. at a minimum cost. It is hoped that the many ·Rod and Gun. Club firing ranges 
will b~ available for this purpose. For further information, please consult the. section in 
this guide entitled -- ·Firing Ranges. 
-2-
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HOW TO START YOUR PROGRAM 
1 o Assign a qualified teacher to supervise the program 0 
2 ; Secure the program guide from the State Department of Education,. Concord, 
New Hampshire o 
3 o Order the basic teaching materials as directed in the section -- Basic Teaching 
Materia Is o Cost $8 o 37 o 
4. Obtain the assistance of your local conservation officer and state pol ice 0 Please 
refer to section -- Consultants. for the Program, 
5 o Interpret and stimulate firearms safety education through~ 
School assembly programs 
Sportsmen and civic organizations 
Parent-Teacher Associations 
Local press and radio 
Regional meetings of superintendents and principals 
AGE OF PARTICIPANTS 
This program is recommended for grades 7 -l2o 
PARENTS PERMISSION 
It is. recommended that parents' permission be obtained for participation in the 
instruction o 
GUNS AND AMMUNIT.ION TO BE USED 
It is strongly recommended. that all guns used In this course (except those used . in . actual 
firing and field demonstrations) be made inoperative from the standpoint of firing. This can 
be accomplished by removing the . firing pin o 
A collection of defective or damaged guns might be made by the instructor of the course . 
A class project could be organized in which these outmoded. firearms could be made 
inoperative by the above method o In this way the students would have a supply of guns for 
class and demonstration purposes. 
All guns should be under the immediate custody of the instructor and kept under lock 
and key when not in use o 
-3-
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Ammun it ion utilized in the program should be under the immediate supervision of the 
instructor and kept under lock and kE~y (in a diff~rent place from the firearms) when not 
in use . 
live ammun it ion should not be used in guns at any time in the course except in actual 
firing on the firing range or under supervision in the f ield . 
It is not recommended that dummy shells be made, Dummy shells are not generally 
available and are not recommended for the program. 
CONSULTANTS FOR THE PROGRAM 
In January, 1954, the State Department of Educat ion in cooperation with the Fish and 
Game Department and the National Rifle Association sponsored a Firearms Safety Education 
Clin ic at the Un iversity of New Hampsh ire . The purpose of this clin ic was two-fold ~ to 
train conservat ion officers and state pol ice to serve as consultants a nd assist in local school 
programs of firearms safety education and, through the ir lectures and discussion, to prov ide 
the basic materials for this guide . The entire clinic was tape recorded . Conservation 
officers and state police with the ir rich background and knowledge of firearms, ammunition 
and gun safety were a vital part of this program . 
Listed below are the names and addresses of proper conservatipn officers and state pol ice 
to contact for assistance in your program . 
Mr. Ralph G . Carpenter, 2nd, Director of the New Hampsh ire Fish and Game Department, 
has author ized his conservat ion officers to ass ist schools with the program in the ir respecl'ive 
areas . Qualified consultants in your region will be available to help your school with its 
program . These individuals may be contacted through the Conservat ion Officer District Chiefs 
I isted be low ~ 
Floyd B. Cole 
4 Cl ub Ac ~e lane 
Bedford, New Hampshi re 
Bernard S. Cram 
Box #404 
Wolfeboro, New Hampshire · 
.Ernest C . Melendy 
171 East Bow Street 
Frankli n , New Hampshire 
Fred B. Norris 
Colebrook 
New Hampsh ire 
George 0 . Stevens 
58 Arch Street 
Keene, New Hampshire 
Earl 0 . Tuttle 
Northwood 
New Hampshire 
-4-
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Colonel Ralph W. Caswell, . Superintendent of New Hampshire State Police, has 
authorized State Police personnel to assist schools with the program. Qualified 
consultants may be contacted through the Sergeants of the New Hampshire State Police 
I isted as follows: 
Sgt . Arthur E. Bergeron 
13 Jefferson Street 
Derry, New Hampshire 
Sgt . Archie M , Brown 
Headquarters 
Concord, New Hampsh ire 
Sgt , John T. Conti 
13 Webster Street 
Milford, New Hampshire 
Sgt . Stuart H. Currier 
Plymouth 
New Hampshire 
Sgt. John J. Marchand 
Box 306 
Exeter, New Hampshire 
Sgt . Ernest H. Swift 
Box 111 
Wolfeboro, New Hampshire 
FIRING RANGES-- INSPECTION AND CONSTRUCTION 
There are various methods of constructing safe and practical back stops for range 
firing . The National Rifle Association suggests several types of structures for this 
purpose . 1 Charlestown High School, one of New Hampshire's secondary schools, 
has devised a movable bullet trap which is utilized in the industrial arts shop of the 
school . It serves as a backstop for a one point firing range during out-of-school hours 
when the shop is used only for this purpose . For complete information relating to 
the construction of firing ranges, please consult Kit I and II Materials . 
It is strongly recommended that all firing ranges be inspected by a recognized 
authority in the field of firearms and ammunition . A National Rifle Association Small 
Bore Instructor is suggested for this inspection work. 
For information concerning low-priced portable bullet traps, write to ~ 
Detroit Bullet Trap Company 
8600 Lyndon Avenue 
Detroit 21, Michigan 
X Ring Products Company 
105 North Second Street 
Pekin, Illinois 
The Charlestown bullet trap is reproduced on pages 6 and 7 . 
Part-time ranges . National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, 
Washington 6, D. C. Kit II. 
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Materials : 
SIDE VIEW 
(scale - 1 11 = 1') 
BULLET TRAP 
One 'piece 1/4 11 Steel Plate 4' x 5.5' for back 
One piece 1/8 11 Steel Plate 4' x 5 .5' for sides 
One piece 1/16'' Sheet Steel 4' x 6' for bottom 
Two 6 11 fixed Steel Casters 
One 6 11 flexible Steel Caster 
Sawdust or Sand 
Beaverboard or similar material 
134 
beaverboard 
I II f- /u. Steel Backplate 
(to mount targets) 
(6 11 ) sawdust 
~ - ~ ~. " ,..' :1 ' ' , .1 .• -...-:~~ - .• ~ . 
. , .. ,£....: ;. ' ' ' ' .... ' . ' '", . . ) ' ... . z:.v 
. ' . :\goO . ' ' : . ' . ' I ' ' ' I ' ~ ( . 
':. :. f: ·.\ ........ >~ : : .~ > .. ;>> ... '''-/ ·.- .. .. -·~. ~. _ __.;.......-".::..,.....~ 
• • "' • • . . ,I ' ' 
caste r caster caster 
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< Ll' 
FRONT VIEW 
(Sea I e - 111 : 1') 
L./' l/4 
11 Backplate 
l/16 11 sheet steel 
two fixed casters one flexible caster 
5' DEEP AT BASE 
The structure is spot welded (prevents bulging which could cause bullets to fly wildly) . 
Casters make moving possible. Bullet will go through l/8 11 steel front easily- thus 
cannot harm shooter . 
Est imated Cost ~ $75.00 
Courtesy of: 0 . W. Stevens and C . H. Morgan 
Charlestown High School 
Chari estown, New Hampshire 
-7-
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PROGRAM MATERIALS 
There are many good teaching, resource, and test materials available for a program of 
. Firearms Safety Education . Sources from which these may be procured are I is ted below under 
Kit I, instructional Materials;. Kit II, Reference Materials;· Aud io-Visual Aids and Tests . 
KIT I-- INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
Th is kit conta ins basic and necessary manuals for administration of this course which should 
be ordered by the school administration from the National Rifle Association, 1600 Rhode Island 
Avenue , No W o, Washington6, D. C . The total cost of this teaching k it Is $8.37 . An 
order blank is enclosed for your conven ience . See details below . 
NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
KIT I 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
Th is booklet conta ins excellent source material designed for bath 
students and instructors . 
NRA Hunter Safety Instructor's Guide 
This Gu ide gives valuable assistance in the course . 
NRA Rifle Instructor 's Manual 
Refere nce book for NRA rifle marksmansh ip instructors : 
NRA Basic Rifle Instruction 
The text used in NRA basic . rifle marksmansh ip classes . 
NRA Basic Pistol Instruction 
The text used in NRA basic pistol marksmanship classes . 
Rifle Instruct ion. Charts, per set 
Six wa ll charts 24" ~ 38" covering safety rules, rifle nomenclature, 
sights and sight adjustment, and shooti ng positions . 
Safety Poste rs , per set 
NRA Hunter Safety Instructor Brassard 
Student Identification . Cards, each 
Student Reg istrat ion Cards, each 
Student Shou lder Patches, each 
REFERENCE MATERIALS FOR TEACHER AND STUDENT 
Hunter's Manual 
Shooti ng the • 22 Rifle 
Pistol Marksmansh lp 
Simplified Sma ll Arms Ball istics 
Fundamentals of Scope Sights 
-8-
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KIT II :__ REFERENCE MATERIALS . 138 
These are supplementary reference materials. This kit will be sent to your school without 
charge wh'en it is requested by the teacher of the program. Please address requests to the 
Director of Physical Education, State Department of Education, Concord, New Hampshire o 
See details below. 
FROM: 
KIT II 
REFERENCE MATERIAlS 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute 
250 East 43rd Street 
New York 171 New York 
MORE FUN WITH YOUR .22 
A cartoon presentation for safe gun handling. Designed to help direct new shooters 
toward safe and desirable types of shooting pract ices. 
WATCH THAT MUZZLE 
An excellent leaflet f9r all people to read . We hope this will receive wide 
distribution in New Hampshire communities. Available in quantity o 
WHAT EVERY PARENT SHOUlD KNOW WHEN A BOY OR GIRL .WANTS A GUN 
Th is is a "must" for every parent whose boy or girl has a gun or plans to obtain one I 
ArMING FOR SPORT 
Not intended for mass distribution. Serves as one of the instructional manuals and 
is primarily designed for group leaders and instructors. 
HOW TO BE A RANGER 
For ind ividuals conducting instructional programs. 
FROM: Remington Peters 
Bridgeport 20 Connecticut 
SA FE GUN HANDLING 
For mass d istribution. A reprint of an excellent article by Henry P. Davis. 
Add it ional copies may be ordered from Remington Peters. 
FROM: Nat ional Target Company 1 Inc. 
1255 25th Street 1 Northwest 
Wash ington 7 1 D. C. 
BUSTIBLE BULLSEYES 
Descript ive I iterature concerning one economical method of obtaining rifle targets. 
USE OFFICIAL NRA RIFLE AND PISTOL TARGETS 
Information concerning offic; ial targets for the program of instruction. 
-10-
ORDER FORM - KIT I 
Instruction Materials 
NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 0 (This booklet contains excellent source material des igned for both 
students and instructors.) 
0 NRA Hunter Safety Instructor's Guide 
(This -Guide gives valuable assistance ' in: concluding the course . ) 
0 NRA Rifl-e Instructor's Manual · (Reference book for NRA rifle marksmanship instructors.) 
NRA Basic Rifle Instruction 
(The text used in NRA bas ic rifle marksmanship classes. ) 
0 NRA Basic Pistol Instruction 
(The text used in NRA basi~ pistol marksmanship classes .) 
0 Rifle Instruction Charts, per set 
(Six wall charts 24 x 38" covering safety rules, rifle nomenclature, 
sights and sight adjustment and shooting positions.) 
D 
II 
0 
D 
0 
Safety Poster, per set 
(Five colorful posters with cartoons graphically illustrating the 
basic safety rules.) 
NRA Hunter Safety Instructor Brassard 
Student Identification Cards @ 1<: each 
Student Registration Cards @ 1 C:: each 
Student Shoulder Patches @ 25<: each 
Reference Materials 
0 Hunter's Manual 
n Shooting the .22 Rifle 
0 Pistol Marksmanship 
0 _ Simplified Small Arms Ball istics 
0 Fundamentals of Scope Sights 
To: National Riffe Association 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Total 
137 
$ . 10 
.25 
. . 50 
.50 
.50 
1.00 
LOO 
.50 
.01 
. 01 
.25 
$.75 
. 75 
.75 
.75 
. 75 
$8.37 
Please send items indicated above . My remittance totalling is enclosed . 
---
Signed 
------------------------Date 
-------------------------
(Please type or print) 
Name 
-----------------------------Address City & State 
-----------------------
FROM: Winchester Arms Comp~ny · 
New Haven, Connecticut 
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HANDBOOK ON SMALL BORE RIFLE SHOOTING 
An informational booklet concerning the operation and handling of the 
modern rifle. 
HANDBOOK ON SHOTGUN SHOOTING 
An informational booklet concerning the operation and handling of shotguns . 
AMMUNITION HANDBOOK ABOUT BALLISTICS 
FROM: 
An informational booklet concerning the construction and performance of 
shells and cartridges. 
National Rifle Assoc iation 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W. 
Wash ington 6, D. C . 
FINE BOOKS ON SHOOTING SUBJECTS 
An excellent I ist of books for your library on all phases of Firearms Safety 
Education , 
YOU BELONG IN THE NRA 
A membership leaflet for the Nat ional Rifle Association explain ing the 
organ izat ion•s purposes and functions . 
RIFLE RANGE CONSTRUCTION 
Another instru<;:tional leaflet for building outside ranges . 
THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION PLAN FOR BASIC ARMS TRAINING 
SCHOOLS AND CERTIFIED SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTORS 
An informational publication for the instructors in the program , 
UNIFORM HUNTER CASUALTY REPORT -- 1952 
A graph ic record of the hunting accidents and the ir causes during 1952. 
Should be g iven wide distribution in each community . A real istic report 
on the 11why 11 of shooti ng accidents , 
SAFETY COLORS FOR HUNTING CLOTHING 
A description of what to wear and why to wear it -- not only for the hunter 
but also for the non-hunter . 
Miscellaneous pamphlets wi ll be included which wi ll be useful in the program. 
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AUDIO-VI SUAL AIDS 
Excellent audio-v isual aids may be obta ined for the class. or adult instruct ion. 
Source ~ New Hampsh ire Fish and Game Department 
State House Annex 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Rental Fee 
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Borrowers of films from the New Hampshire Fish and Game . Department will be charged 
a flat serv ice rate of one dollar ($1) for each film. This will apply whether films are mailed 
or ca ll ed for at the Concord office . --
The Department wi II send the films by parcel post (prepa id) and the borrower may return 
them prepaid and insured by either parcel post or express. 
This serv ice charge is to be rem itted by cash, check, or money order (stamps will not be 
accepted) at the t ime the films are returned to this office. 
Booking Instructions 
Film reservations are made on a first-come-first-served basis, so we advise you to book 
at least one month in advance. Enclosed with each film is a film showing c<;~rd which should 
be returned with the films for our records . 
Fil ms must be returned immediately after your showing ~~~meet~ other bookings. 
All fi lms I isted are 16 mm . Showing times are approx imate. Silent films can be run on 
a sound projector, but sound films must not be run on a silent projector . 
BASIC INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS 
DEATH .IS A CARELESS HUNTER-- 117-A, 17-B, 17-C, 17-D Sound-Color 
20 Minutes 
Produced by the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department in the pub I ic 1s interest, the 
message of the film -- released in April, 1954 -- is "Hunt More, Shoot More, but Hunt 
a nd Shoot in Safety I" Another major contribution to the State's program of Firearms 
Safety Education , Its graph ic sequences faithfully re-enact, step by step, the events 
which lead up to an actual fatal shooting, and the .. police routi ne which follows. Wh il e 
pic tures and narrat ive a re factual, the emotional build up is ca rried by an o riginal 
mus ica l score . Contributing the ir special talents to make the production effective were 
a country judge, a sportsman 's club president as narrator, a noted actor-producer, a "name" 
composer, and the Department's wildlife photographer . In an educational interlude, the 
camera compares d ifferent colored garments worn in the woods to show how proper clothing 
can help to minimize accidental shootings . Summing it all up afterwards, one of the 
conse rvation officers who works on the case tells the other ~ "H is hunting partner mode a 
mistake, too, Joe . He thought he saw a deer, but he d idn't know . " 
It is recommended that this film be used to initiate the program or as early in the course as 
possible . It is an excellent film for assembly or adult -groups. 
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TOMORROW WE HUNT 
[ 
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Sound-Color 
25 Minutes 
Filmed by the New Hampshire Fish and Gam.e Department, t~is is a real audio-
visual application to New Hampshire'.s Firearms Safety Educdt ion Program . 
Narration is done by a high school boy who tells in his own language how the 
school program in firearms training enabled him to convince his dad that he 
could hunt safely. The firearms safety project is compared to the popular 
drivers' educational program. The film depicts actual technique utilized by 
the New Hampshire program-- settingup school assemblies, indoor and outdoor 
firing ranges . 
This aid should be used soon after the. showing of "Death is a Careless Hunter". 
It is a positive approach to the gun safety problem. 
MAKING OF A SHOOTER-- Ia Sound-Color 
23 Minutes 
This film, acquired from the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute, 
tells the story of a boy learning the proper care and use of a gun from experts at 
the big meets, and from actual hunting for game birds and deer . 
SHOOTING SAFETY-- 114-A, 14-B Sound-Color 
25 Minutes 
This film was acquired from the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' 
Institute in 1951 and is concerned with the action of parents faced with the 
decision of whether their boy is old enough to have a gun. 
Demonstrates proper care and hand I ing of firearms. Excellent for schools and 
other groups interested in teaching youngsters safety in the use of firearms . 
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION Sound-Co lor 
28 Minutes 
An excellent presentation to give the "ihyJ' behind the science used in the 
manufacture of firearms and ammunition. 
RELATED FILMS 
SPYING ON NEW HAMPSHIRE WILDLIFE -- 115-A, 15-B, 15-C, 15-D Sound-Color 
45 Minutes 
This Fish and Game Department production, released in July of 1953, depicts 
a variety of wild birds and animals native to the state, at large in the ir woodland 
and marshland homes. Commentary is by the Department's cameraman who spent 
more than five years accumulating this precious footage . A doe suckling her 
newborn fawn, ruffed grouse actually breaking out of their eggs 0 a moose eating 
waterlily roots, and a bear eat ing chokecherries are typical intimate glimpses 
which cover a score of species . Climax sequence shows how man can destroy 
beauty and wildlife habitat when a forest fire rages out of control . 
Good for a II age groups. 
- 13-
BEHIND THE FLYWAYS -- 16 
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Sound-Color 
30 Minutes 
Released by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department of the 
Interior in the fall of 1951, this film is a dramatic .real-life presentation of the 
problems confronting duck hunters in the quest of their fast flying quarry and of the 
duck populations which must run the gauntlet of man-made obstacles and incessant 
barrages from their summer nesting grounds in the upper states and Canada, clear 
to the Gulf of Mexico or beyond . 
The story is that of a disgruntled duck hunter coming off the marshes with his legal 
bag limit and the ducks still pouring in overhead. Venting his spleen upon a fellow 
hunter, this character discovers he is actually talking with a noted wildlife writer 
who has made a study of the duck situation in our country. As the film progresses we 
have an ins ide look at all the techniques employed by federal and state specialists 
to census duck populations, improve habitat for them, carry out enforcement of 
migratory bird laws, and actually set duck seasons each year as high as they can go 
without jeopardizing a sustained yield for the state . Airplane census work, duck 
banding, and crowds of waterfowl rising from the refuges are only a few of the 
memorable sequences which make the film good entertainment for anyone who loves 
the out-of-doors. 
LOST HUNTER-- #16 Sound-Color 
20 Minutes 
Although set in Rocky Mountain deer country, "lost Hunter" brings out for the New 
Hampshire sportsman the same basic causes of human failure which may result in 
extreme hardship or tragedy for those who break the simple rules of good woodsmanship 
anywhere . First-person narrative told by the victim combines with effective camera 
work and acting to let the audience feel the full impact of emotional stress which makes 
even an experienced hunter give way to panic and disregard the dictates of his reason , 
Ultimate rescue after two nights of lonely vigils, two days of repeated frustrations, does 
nothi ng to detract from the play-by-play account of minor errors in judgment which 
added up into a situation of major seriousness . Weird beauty of snow-clad spruce ridges 
in a western wilderness, "Big Country" as the lost hunter was to find it, gives the film 
strong v isual appeal . 
Source: Aetna life Affiliated Companies 
Public Education Department 
151 Farmington Avenue 
Hartford 15, Connecticut 
AIM FOR SAFETY 
Proper safety procedures for the hunter in the fields, woods, a nd duck blind . Many 
helpful suggestions regarding cloth ing included. 
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THE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM 
It is suggested that the assembly program not be given unti I after the pre-testing has 
been completed . This is necessary in order fo obtain valid test results. 
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The assembly program has proved to be one of the most successful methods for motivating 
interest and introduci ng the program of firearms safety education. The purpose of the assembly 
is to give the students an idea of the content of the forthcoming course. 
In considering the person who wi II conduct the assembly program it is advisable to choose 
one who has a background of experience in firearms. This might be a teacher in the school, 
the local conservation officer, regional state pol iceman, or a representative from an arms 
and ammunition company. The assembly program is also an excellent project for the firearms 
safety education class after Unit II 6 has been completed. 
The program should prove beneficial to boys and girls in grades 7- 12 . Several New 
Hampsh ire schools have found that there is a need for this phase of safety education in 
grades 5 - 6 , This age student has also been receptive to the program , 
The following is a suggested outline for a student meeting of this type. 
SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR TALK 
AND DEMONSTRATION ASSEMBLY PROGRAM 
Firearms Safety Education 
L Purpose, prob I em 3 minutes 
A , NRA Safety Record 
B. Causes of accidents 
C . Why firearms safety education in New Hampshire 
D, Conservation -- game laws 
I L What is a safe firearm? 5 minutes 
A . Modern firearms, ammunition 
1. Damascus barrels 
B. Safety features 
Ill , Firearm actions and adaptation to hunting 10 minutes 
IV. Correct use and proper care of firearms 10 minutes 
A . Carrying 
B. Storage 
C . Proper sighting 
D. Ten commandments of safety 
- 16-
Source: F . P. James 
Winchester Repeat ing Arms Company 
New Haven 4, Connecticut 
SHOOTING SAFETY 
Descri bed prev iously . Also available from th is source. 
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 
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Sound-Color 
25 Mi nutes 
Sound-Color 
28 Minutes 
An excellent presentation to give the "why" beh ind the science used in the 
manufacture of firearms and ammunit ion. 
PHEASANTS GALORE 24 Minutes 
Beautiful color film describ ing the pheasant hunt in South Dakota . Necessary 
safety precautions which hunters must observe in the field . 
WHISTLING WINGS 24 Minutes 
Story of duck hunting on the Mississippi flyway. 
REALM OF THE WILD 24 Minutes 
Story of conservat ion pract ices to safeguard ex istence of wild game. 
SILVERTIP, SHE SAY SOCKO 10 Minutes 
Big game hunti ng in Canada . 
- 15 -
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V. Questions and answers 10 minutes 
Good Techniques 
I. Use personal experiences 
II . Blown-out barrels (demonstration) 
Ill . Have available actual types of firearms to demonstrate different types of actions 
in guns , 
IV. Use students as you demonstrate 
A . Proper and safe gun handling 
1. Carry ing gun in field 
2. Range 
3. Getting under and over fences, etc . 
B. Emphasize correct procedures 
NOTE~ It is recommended that students be utilized for demonstrations 
whenever poss ible . 
- 17-
METHODS OF TEACHING 
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS 
1 , If the teacher is not thoroughly fam iliar with the types of rifles and shotguns, he might 
become better acquainted with them by contacting his local sporting goods dealer, 
gunsmith, conservat ion officer, state policeman, or rod and gun club member in order 
to have a better knowledge of the various types of firearms and ammunition . 
2 . All students should be utilized in the demonstrations. It is suggested that the teacher 
establish as many opportunities for student participation in actual manipulation of the 
tools of the course as possible -- ammunition, guns, and related equ ipment. 
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3 . There are many opportunities to associate certain parts of this program with the commonly 
taught school subjects, i.e. in studying the rifle bullet, an understanding of trajectory , 
velocity, and energy in the science class. 
4. Remember, your conservation officer and state policeman have been tra ined to serve as 
your consulta'lt and adviser . They are very interested in our program and problems . 
Please call upon them for assistance in your work . 
5 . Recommendation : It is recommended that no formal range firing be incorporated into 
this program unless it is done under the supervision of a National Rifle Association 
Sma II Bore instructor or other competent instructor. 
6. Group work can be used advantageously in this course of instruct ion , In order to make 
the content of the instruction more mean ingful, examination and discussion of equ ipment 
and material is adv isable in small groups . 
7 . In order to carry out the philosophy of the course, demonstrational equ ipment is necessary . 
Th is material may be made by the students as the course progresses . Suggested home 
made equ ipment may be found listed under projects at the end of each un it. 
8 . The lesson plans are suggested only. Some instructors will spend more time in certain 
areas of the course than others . Teachers might combine two or more parts of d ifferent 
units for a class session . If the teacher th inks th is procedure improves the instruction , 
p lease describe a nd note in the space prov ided (third column) in the Suggested Lesson Plan , 
9 . Guns for c lass worb All guns for class demonstration work should be safe . Ammunition 
should not be used in a gun, under any circumstances -- except in actual firin g on the 
f iring range or in the f ield under supervision . 
It is recommended that as many old guns be obta ined as possible, made inoperat ive, a nd 
used in th is course of instruction:-Of course, all guns will be superv ised by the instructor 
and kept under lock and key when not in use . -
10 . Safety shou ld be elementary-- keep it that way in your teach ing of this course . 
- 18-
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FORMAT OF SUGGESTED LESSON PLANS 
This guide has been constructed in a manner which will be of greatest, practical 
value to the teacher , The format has been established as objectively as possible in 
order to give the teacher an over-all knowledge and philosophy of gun safety , 
The Suggested lesson Plan for each class session conta ins a th i rd column entitled --
Teachers 1 Comments and SuggestionSo Teachers will. have suggestions regarding 
teaching items, practical demonstrations, methods and techniques which have not 
been used in th is gu ide , Th is column is the teachers 1 contribution for the improvement of 
the program , Please write in your criticisms and suggestions as the course is taught , 
TESTING 
In order to determine knowledge and skill of students in the firearms safety education 
class before instruction, it is suggested that a pre-test be given , To evaluate any new 
program in education, it is accepted procedure to administer pre and post tests , The 
testing will assist in two ways ~ 
1 , The test ing wi ll determine to some extent the knowledge of the 
average New Hampshire high .school student before instruction , 
This should be of value to the instructor from a diagnostic point 
of view , 
lmportanh Please administer the ski II and knowledge test before 
any instruction is given , This will include the assembly program 
which is recommended for stimulating student interest in the course . 
Participat ion of a student in a firearms safety education assembly 
program would, of course, affect test results . 
2 , At the conclusion of the course, the same test should be administered , 
Success in these final tests wi ll assure the student of a National Rifle 
Association Hunter Safety membersh ip card and patch . 
Test forms for each student will be sent upon request from the Director 
of Physical Education, State Department of Educat ion, Concord, New 
Hampsh i re . (Fall 1954 only) Request cards for pre and post testing 
may be found below , -
3 , Complete inst ruct ions for testing may be found in the suggested lesson 
plan for Unit I 1, Sample sk i ll and knowledge tests may also be 
found in Un it #1 , 
- 19-
UNIT 1 
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I. Preliminary Teacher Planning 
A . Topic - Introduction and pre-testing 
1 . Pre-tests - Purpose 
In order to determine knowledge and skill of students in the firearms safety 
education class before instruction, it is suggested that a pre-test be given . This 
test should be of considerable diagnostic value to the instructor of the course. 
The ski II tests should also be of interest to the class and serve as a motivating 
influence for the course . 
(The same tests should be given at the conclusion of the instruction . Success 
· in these final tests will assure the student of a Nationa l Rifle Association Hunter 
Safety membership card and patch. The final tests may also assist the teacher 
in evaluating the course of instruction.) 
The tests consist of two types : 
a . Knowledge Test - an objective written test. 
This test consists of the basic knowledges as determined by firearms 
authorities as necessary in this program of firearms safety education. 
The answers to all questions are included in this program of instruction . 
Please give as directed. An answer key is enclosed for the instructor's 
use. 
b. Skill Test 
The skill test will require some preparation on the part of the teacher. 
It is recommended that the test be given to each individual separately . 
2 . If the teacher plans to give' these tests, please order the student answer forms by 
filling in and returning the postcard found in the oranization and administration 
materials - under testing. 
3. Sample copies of the skill and knowledge tests are included in th is unit . 
B. Materials needed 
1 . Test fo rms 
a. knowledge test answer forms for each student. 
b . skill test answe r recording forms for each student. 
2 . Skill tests equipment 
a . .22 rifle 
b. shotgun (preferably a double barrel) 
c . 1 shotgun shell_, 1 rim fire rifle cartridge, 1 center fire rifle cartridge 
d . 6 cha irs 
e . two 2x4's (8'-10' long) 
3. Time of test 
a . skill- approximately 3-5 minutes per pupil 
b . knowledge - 40 minutes (entire group) 
- 20-
SKILL TESTS · 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SKILL TEST- (FOR THE TEACHER) 
1 . This test should be given to each student separately 1 otherwise students will benefit 
from observation of each other. 
2. It will speed the testing process if a helper is available to assist in the administration 
of the testing. The helper may act as the recorder while the instructor administers 
the test. 
3. Items on the student's answer recording form are to be marked pass or fail. 
4. Guns used in the testing should be che:cked carefully before use- empty and actions 
open. No ammunition to be used in guns. 
-- . 
5. The instructor will read the directions under Instructions to the Student and check 
pass or fai I according to the student's response. 
SKILL 
1 • Identification of: 
a . shotgun .she II 
b. center fire 
cartridge 
c. rim fire cartridge 
2. Operating the safety on 
the . 22 rlfl e 
3. Procedure after pick-
ing up a gun. Gun 
shou I d not be I oaded • 
Action should be closed. 
4 o Handing a gun to. a 
person. Gun should have 
action closed. 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE 
STUDENT 
"Here are three pieces of 
ammunition. What kind are 
they?" 
"Here is a .22 rifle. 
Explain the operation of 
the safety device by 
working it. 11 
"Pick up that gun. Show 
me what your first action 
is when you pick up a gun." 
'lPick up that gun and hand 
it to me." 
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CORRECT STUDENT 
RESPONSE , 
Correct identification of · 
shotgun shell, center fire 
and rim fire c.artridges. 
All three must be cor-
rectly identified to pass. 
Correct know ledge of 
"on" and "off" position 
of the safety. 
Student must execute 
two. maneuvers to pass ~ 
a. open action . 
b. inspect the chamber 
Student must execute 
three maneuvers to pass ~ 
a. open the action 
b. inspect the chamber 
c. point muzzle in a 
safe direction when 
handing gun. 
5. Hunting in 2's : 
a. hunting partner on the 
left of student 
b. hunting partner on 
right of student 
6. Hunting in 3's 
7, Crossing fence: 
a. over or through · 
b. under 
Hand gun to student-
safety off and action 
closed. 
Simulate fence by use of 
two 2x4's.t one over backs 
of chairs1 the other across 
seats of chairs - chairs six 
feet apart. 
8 .. CroJSing over a stonewall: 
Hand gun to student - safety 
off and action closed. 
Simulate stonewall by placl.ng 
two chairs upside down1 side 
by side. 
9. Running when hunting. 
Gun in student's hand 
at time of question. ' 
"You are hunting with-
another person. This chair 
will represent yourhunting 
partner. : How woold you 
carry your gun in this 
situati ori?" (Rep!3at for 
right side) -:-: 
"You are bird hunting with . 
two friends. · These two chairs·· 
represent your hunting part-
ners. You are in the rni)ddle. 
Show me how you would 
carry your gun in this 
situation."· , ,-. 
"You are hunting alone and 
you c_ome to a fence whi'ch • 
you wish to cross ; With this 
.22 rifle, show me how you 
would: 
a. go over or thro~gh the 
fence -
b. -go under the fe~ce;; · 
"You are hunting alone and 
wish to cross over a stone 
wall. Show me how you 
would do this." 
"Your hunting partner is 
hurt about 200 yards away . 
You must run fast to assist 
him . Show me how you 
would proceed to him." 
- 22-
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Student must execute both 
maneuvers correc.tly to pass. 
. In ~oth cases 1 the muzzle 
must be pointed away from 
hunting partner 1 down and 
ahead1 up1 or to outside . 
· Gun must be pointed up 
and ahead.~ down and ahead.~ 
or up and slightly off the 
. vertical I ine {forend and 
pistol grip). 
Student mus.t execute 
both maneuvers 
correctly to pass 0 
a. over or through the 
fence - Place gun 
down in a safe 
manner 1 safety on or 
action open. Proceed 
over fence at a 
reasonably safe distance 
from the gun • 
b. under the fence - same 
No.te: Student fails if 
he goes over or under 
the fence while holding 
gun or doesn't open the 
action or make sure the 
safety is on. 
Gun must be placed down 
on the ground or against 
the stonewall in a safe 
position - action open or 
safety on. Student c llmbs 
over stonewall at a 
reasonably safe distance 
from the gun. · Retrieves 
gun in a safe manner. 
Put safety on gun or open 
cietion. Place gun on 
ground and run to friend. 
JO. Removing gun from an 
automobile. 
Gun should be lying 
across seats of chairs, 
action closed. 
Equipment set-up: 
Two chairs facing two 
other chairs, front 
edge of the seats 
together. Thiswill 
simulate the back seat 
or I uggage compart-
ment of a car . 
ll. Placing gun in a~ 
automobile. 
Same equipment set-up 
as item #1 0. 
Hand gun to student-
action closed. 
12. Simulating loading. 
3 or 4 chairs in a 
group . Testee should 
be approximately six 
feet from chairs . 
"These chairs represent the 
back seat or I uggage 
compartment of an 
au tom obi le. Remove that 
g.unofr6m . that position. 
There are no occupants 
in Car . II 
"These chairs represent the 
back seat or I uggage : 
compartment of an 
a.utomobile. Place th is 
gun in the compartment. -
There are no occupants 
in the car." 
"These chairs represent 
your hunting companions. 
You are all ready to start 
hunting. Make believe 
you are load ing your gun." 
- 23-
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Student must execute two 
maneuvers· correctly to pass: 
a. gun must be 
removed carefully 
stock first 
b. open action ~nd 
· inspect chamber 
Student must execute two 
maneuvers correctly to pass ~ 
a. open action and 
inspect the chamber 
b. place gun carefully 
in car-muzzle first. 
Student must execute all 
maneuvers correctly to pass. 
Gun must be pointed in a 
safe direction - away from 
chairs - muzzle down. 
Simulate loading - put 
safety on. 
(name last first) 
{school) 
Instructions: 
_SKfl:L TEST 
(age) 
152 
Student answer record ing form 
(grade) (sex) 
(~chool address) 
The instructor will check (0 the item Pa5s or Fall according to the student•s response: 
Pass Fail Comment 
1. (ldentifi cation of she lis) 
2. {Safety on the . 22 rifle) 
3. (Procedure - picking up gun) 
4. :(Handing a gun) 
5. (Hunting in 2 1s) 
6. (Hunting In J•s) 
7. (Cross ing a fence) 
8. (Crossing a stonewall) 
9. (Running when hunting) 
10. (Removing gun from automobile) 
11. (Plac ing gun in automobile) 
12 . (Simulated loading) 
-24-
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Student answer form 
KNOWLEDGE TEST 
(name 
J 
last first) (age) (grade) (sex) 
I 
(school) (school address) 
Student Information: (please complete) 
1 . Do you own a gun? If you do own a gun, what kind? 
(yes) (no) -----
2. If you don't own a gun , do you have access to a gun? 
(yes) (no) 
If you do have access to a gun, what kind? 
3 . Have you ever hunted? 
(yes) (no) 
4. If you have hunted, how many years? (approximately) 
-------
5. Do you do any target shooting of any kind- plinking, tin cans, target range etc . 
(yes) (no) 
- 25-
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Instructions: 
ihis is a multiple choice and matchins type t·.,:sr. 
In each of the statements below~. there are sev~ ral possible choices . Only one will make the 
statement correct. Mark the correct answer by placing an (X) in front of the proper phrase. 
For example: 
The safe hunter shoots at 
0 s· ound in the brush 
0 color in the brush 
® positively identifies target in the brush 
The third phrase is correct - indicated by (X) in the box before it. 
Read each question carefully. 
1. You are in the middle of a hunting party,~ three abreast. Your gun should be 
0 pointed to the left 
0 pointed to the right 
0 pointed ahead 
2. You are in the middle of a single file hunting party of three people. Your gun should be 
0 over your shoulder 
0 pointed to the left 
Opointed down and ahead 
3. In removing the gun from the back seat of a car 
8 the barrel should come out first the stock should come o.ut first 
4. While hunting, the gun safety should be pt.~shed off 
0 just before firing 
0 several minutes before firing 
0 anytime before firing 
5. You are bird hunting,~ three abreast. A flushed bird flies back over your head 
0 man on left shoots at bird 
0 man on right shoots at bird 
0 nobody shoots at bird 
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6. A safe hunter when stumbling or falling 
0 throws his gu·n so as not to fall on it 
0 holds o.nto gun to control muzzle 
0 keeps hand on safe 
7 . Your companion has fallen and called for help 
0 you run to him with gun in hand 
0 drop your gun down and run to help 
0 lay your gun on ground and run to he I p 
8. A good hunter, on picking up a gun, wi ll first 
0 look to see if the safety is on 
0 open the action and check the barrel 
0 point the gun in a safe direction 
9 . Any gun can be safely carried in a car or boat if 
0 
0 
0 
it is unloaded before being put in 
the safety is put on 
the gun is carried vertically so any accidental discharge 
would go up in the air 
10 . When carrying a gun in the field, the trigger finger should be 
0 ins ide the trigger guard 
0 on the safety 
0 near the safety 
11. When a shell is fired, the powder . 
0 burns 
0 explodes 
0 expands 
·155 
12. By acting as though every gun is loaded until you personally examine, you are 
0 
8 
acting like a "sissy" 
showing that you have sense enough to handle firearms 
unnecessarily delaying your shooting 
13. The primary purpose of the shotgun is to 
0 enable the charge to cover a wide area 
0 kill big game 
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14. The receiver of the rifle : 
8 
0 
supports the barre I 
the pla~e where cartridges are inserted for firing 
the 11 chassis 11 to which the major parts of the rifle are 
assembled 
15. The breech of the gun is 
0 the front end of the barre I 
0 the rear end of the barrel 
0 the pump action of the gun 
16. The action of the gun 
0 contains the safety 
0 contains the firing pin 
0 does not contact the shell 
17. The New Hampshire law regarding air guns states that 
0 
8 
air guns cannot be sold in New Hampshire 
air guns cannot be fired in New Hampshire 
air guns cannot be sold or fired in New Hampshire 
18. The safety on a gun directly controls the 
0 firing ·pin 
0 the trigger 
0 the sear 
156 
19. It is well known that some calibers of rifle cartridge are so nearly identical in 
measurements that they can actually be placed in the chamber of a rifle designed 
for another cartridge. Would you say that this 
0 
0 
0 
would produce inaccurate results 
would make little or no difference if the cartridge fits 
well enough to fire 
would be dangerous due to the possibility of creating 
excessive chamber pressure for a particular gun 
20. The safety on a bolt action rifle is usally located 
0 
8 
near the trigger guard 
near the rear of the bolt 
inside the trigger guard 
21 . The half-cock safety is located on a gun with 
0 an outside hammer 
0 an inside hammer 
0 a bolt action 
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22 . The safest gun is one 157 
0 with the safe on 
0 with the act ion open · 
0 poin ted in a safe d irection 
23 . The basic rule for sight adjustment is to always 
0 
0 
0 
find out from some older shooter what the proper sight setting 
is for that particular day 
take as many sighting shots as possible 
move the rear sight in the direction that you want to move 
your hits on the target 
24 . Under the Federal Migratory Bird Act, a hunter may use 
0 a rifle, . 22 calibre or larger to shoot at waterfowl a long way off 
0 any shotgun 
0 a shotgun capable of fir ing not more than three shells before reloading 
25 . A spirally grooved barrel is associated 
0 with a magnum shotgun 
0 with a rifle 
0 with all pistols 
26 . After cleaning a gun 
0 it should be heavily oiled 
0 rags should be placed in muzzle to keep out moisture 
0 it should be lightly o i led · 
27 . The sear on a gun is directly related to 
0 the barrel 
0 the trigger 
0 the bolt 
28 . The wearing of the sear may cause 
0 a ha ir trigger 
0 leu head space 
0 a blow-back 
29 . When you have the correct sight picture you see 
0 
0 
0 
the top of the front sight in the exact center of the rear aperture with 
the bullseye squarely on top of the front sight 
thG bullse ye exactly in the center of the rear aperture and balanced 
on top the front sight 
the front sight exactly centered in the center of the bullseye 
30 . 11 Zeroing in 11 refers to 
Q shooting 5 rounds in the bullseye 
0 adjusting gun sights for accurate shooting 
O the pos itions of the sights when the gun came from the factory 
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In the two columns belowJ you will find phrases or words in column number 2 
wh ich are closely related to phrases or words in column number 1 . On the line in 
front of the numbers of column number 1, place the letter of the phrase or word in 
column number 2 which is most appropriate . 
31. Loading 
32. "Lead ing" 
33 . Gauges 
34. Making a gun inoperative 
35. Lands and grooves 
36. Closed action 
37. High base shell 
38 . Causes of guns blowing up 
39. Ricochet 
40. Low base shell 
41 -50 
Please follow directions as in questions 31-40. 
41. .22 ri fle dangerous range 
42. High powered rifle 
43 . Range firing 
44. Trigger squeeze 
45. Trea.t every gun as though 
it were loaded 
46 . Vital hunting equipment 
47. Good hunter-landowner 
relat ionships 
48 . Basic caus~ of accidents 
49 . White topped socks 
50 . Safe carry in group hunting 
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A. To speed the bullet through the 
barrel 
B. Plugging the muzzle 
_C . Removing the firing pin 
D. Distance allowed for shot to travel 
to the target 
E. Bore diameter 
F . Muzzle pointed away from hunting 
compan ions 
G . Light load 
H. Heavy .load 
I . Prevents escaping gases 
J . Glanci ng bullet 
K . Spiral grooving in barrel 
L. Wi II fit the chamber better 
M . Safety should be on 
N . Too muc h use 
0 . Obstruction in barrel 
A. Asking permission to hunt 
B-. Pistol grip and fo rend 
C . Poor ammunition 
D. Basic rul e of safety 
E. 3 miles 
F . nFiag" of a deer 
G . Strict disci pi ine necessary 
H. 1/2 mile 
I . Compass 
J . Carelessness 
K. Perform in a fast manner 
L. Important for accurate shooting 
M . Gun over the shoulder 
N . 5 miles 
0 . Warm underwear 
P. 1 mile 
UNIT 2 159 
I. Preliminary Teacher Planning 
A. Topic -- General Knowledge of Guns 
B. Purposes · and . Concepts 
1 . Knowledge 
a. To obtain a knowledge of the construction and mechanics of guns in 
general 
b . To understand the function and operation of the safety device on firearms 
c . To .understand the proper operation, loading, unloading, . firing, and 
cleaning of guns 
d . To realize the importance of proper storage . 
e. To understand the types of defective firearms 
2. Skills 
a. To I earn the I ocation of and . to properly operate the safety on the 
• 22 rifle 
b. To clean a . 22 rifle 
c . To "take down 11 the basic parts of the .22 rifle-- remove bolt, barrel, 
and stock 
d . To acquire . the skill of releasing safety when ready to fire {without 
ammunition, of course) 
e . To acquire (by constant repetition) a consciousness of 11open action" 
as the safest safety for a gun 
f . Others 
C. Materials Needed 
1. As many types of guns as possible for demonstration purposes -- rifles, 
shotguns, others . 
2 . Gun cleaning materials 
D. Suggested visual aids 
1 • Charts -- NRA charts (nomenclature) 
a . rifle charts 
b. NRA sight charts 
2 . Films 
a . "Sporting Arms and Ammunition" 
- 31 -
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3 . Bulletin board materials 
a. NRA instruction charts-- rifles, sights-- Kit I 
b. Posters from NRA Safety Poster Set -- Kit I 
c. Posters from Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute --
see Materials 
d. Manufacturer's blow-ups-- illustrations obtained from arms and 
ammunition companies . See Kit I and II 
E. Reference, bib I iography 
1. New Hampshire Fish and Game Laws 
2 . From Kit I -- NRA publications 
a . NRA Rifle Instructors manual 
b. NRA Basic Rifle Instruction 
c. NRA Hunter Safety Instructors Guide 
d. NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
e. NRA Shooting the .22 Rifle-- Handbook 13 
f . NRA Fundamentals of Scope Sights -- Handbook l7 
g. NRA Hunters Manual 
3. From Kit II-- NRA publications 
a. NRA Handbook on Shotgun Shooting 
4. Sporting Arms and Ammunit ion Manufacturers' Institute Materials 
F. Invite specialist to class-- conservation officer, gunsmith, state trooper, or 
arms and ammunition representative 
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II. SUGGESTED LESSON PlAN -- GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OF GUNS 
Specific Teaching Items 
General Knowledge of Guns 
A. Difference between rifle and 
shotgun . 
l. Mechan ical differences 
a . barrel 
b . action 
c . firing range 
d . ammunit ion 
e. purpose 
2. Different types of guns 
involve different safety 
cond itions. 
B. Parts of: 
1. Stock 
a . comb 
b . small of stock 
(pistol grip) 
c. butt (heel and toe) 
2. Barrel 
a . breech 
b . muzzle 
c. chamber 
3. Act ion 
4. Receiver 
C . Air guns, BB guns, Spring guns 
New Hampsh i re law 
prohib its sale of air guns, 
but not the use of --
power of . 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Use NRA wall che~rts - nomenclature of 
rifle, use reference pamphlets. 
Demonstrate with actual gun, Group 
work .1 
Illustrations of each type of ammunition 
available from manufacturer. 
Demonstrate with actual gun. If 
possible, have several guns, organize 
class into squads or groups and have 
students ident ify .these parts. 
Use services of specialist -- conser-
vation officer, state pol ice or arms 
and ammunit ion representative . 
Demonstration (if possible) of pene-
tration of BB pellet in wh ite pine 
board. 
161 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Group work refers to class organi~ation in which small groups are able to st dy and examine 
the equipment or material under discussion . 
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D. 
Specific Teaching Items 
Safety devices: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Mechanical operation 
a. most Important device 
on gun 
b . location -- rifle, 
shotgun 
c. function 
d. operation 
e. possible failure 
Types of: 
a. hammer or half-cock 
b. sl idlng 
c. push button 
d. bolt action 
Manufacturers place many 
safety devices on guns to 
insure safety. These 
include: 
a. action release - open 
b. methods of loading 
and unloading 
Safety precautions 
a o Always keep safe 
on until instant of 
fidng. 
b. Only 11positive 11 
is 11open action 11 o 
F. Sights -- purpose 
To be studied specifi-
cally in relation to 
rifles and shot guns. 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (fqr teacher and 
.student) 
Point out location on different types of 
guns. 
Demonstrate different types of .safety 
devices on actual guns. 
Demonstration with blank cartridges --
hitting butt of .22 rifle on ground or 
hard surface and firing when safety is 
off (or old gun without safety). 
Explanation by drawing -- wearing of 
sear and relation to safety. Demonstrate 
ease of releasing safety when ready to 
fire. 
Demonstrate 11open action 11 • Explain by 
drawing, relation of safety to trigger. 
Explain mechanics of sights and sight-
target alignment. 
Open sights, peep sights, telescopes --
illustrate. 
- 34.,. 
162. 
Teacher Comment 
. and Suggestions 
G. 
Specific Teach ing Items 
Cleaning 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Obtain good cleaning 
materials . 
a. steel rod - rifle 
wooden rod - shotgun 
bristle brush 
patches 
. solvent 
b . light coat of oil 
over-all after 
cleaning . 
Inspection of barrel --
breaking gun or use of 
white paper at breech , 
Check for obstructions. 
Safety factors ~ 
a. be alert to oil on 
receiver -- cause 
of ~'blow-back ·~ 
b. don't make minor 
repairs -- take it 
to a qualified gun-
smith . 
c. before using -- clean 
d. learn your gun from 
clean ing procedure 
e. don't leave cleaning 
rags in barrel. 
f. don't remove rust face 
of bolt -- increases 
head space . 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods 
and Techniques {for teacher and 
student) 
Have cleaning materials available to 
demonstrate. 
Demonstrate with actual gun • . Exhibit 
blown out borrel as result of obstructions. 
Explain by blackboard illustration how 
excess greese might increase "head space" 
and cause of blow-back. 
This phase of the course material is rather 
technical. It is suggested that the services 
of an expert be util ized if possible. 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Spec ifi c Teach ing Items 
H. Storage 
1. Horizontal position if 
poss i b I e . Reasons . 
2 . Inspection of bore --
obstruct ions . 
3 . Safe,dry place, 
circulating air . 
4 . light coat of oil over-
all . 
5 . Safety factors --
Guns locked in closet 
in one place, ammuni-
tion locked in closet 
in a different location . 
I. Defective guns 
1 . Damascus barrels --
Identification of 
{gunsmith-acid test) 
2 . Non-work ing safeties --
Guns without any safe. 
3. Foreign made guns--
war troph ies o 
a . Japanese o 25 poorly 
constructed . 
b . Check with gunsmith 
before using . 
4 . Causes of guns blowing up . 
a o mishandling 
b o mechanical defects 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstrate 
Demonstrate consturction of Damascus 
barrel by means of a broom stick and 
. rope-rust in crevices . Sample of 
Damascus barrel if possible . 
The No H. Fish and Game Department 
is in the process of making a th ird film 
for gun safety . It will describe causes 
of guns blowing up through mishandling 
or mechanical defects . Available --
Fall, 1955 o 
Demonstrate with guns that do not have 
safeties (if possible) o 
Samples of war guns if possible . 
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!1.64 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
I 
.I 
Ill . Suggested Activities: 
165 
A , Construct a gun closet. 
B. Make a class scrapbook with pictures of types of guns. 
C. Carve wooden models of guns 
0 , Draw large chart (for class use) of rifle and shotgun and identify parts. 
E. Make a collection of ammunition sizes-- current and obsolete . 
IV. Suggested topics for class discussion: 
A. Why is it necessary to "know your gun" In order to be able to handle 
a firearm safely? List reasons. 
B, What is the purpose of the action when it is closed? 
C . List the ways in which a gun may be defective. 
0 , Are air guns powerful enough to cause injury to human beings! 
E. Why is a "blow-back" dangerous? 
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I. Preliminary Teacher Planning 
A. Topic - Rifles, shotguns, pistols . 
B. Purpose and Concepts 
1 . Knowledge 
2. 
a . 
b . 
c : .. 
d. 
e . 
Skills 
To give the student a working knowledge :of the . 22 rifle in particular 
and other calibre of rifles if possible . 
To g ive the student a wo~k i ng knowledge of types of shotguns . 
To emphas ize the undesirability of the use of the revolver or pistol for 
the high school student . 
To become thoroughly familia r with safe and unsafe features of rifles 
and shotguns . . 
To unde rstand the mechan ics and purposes of gun sights . 
a . Rifle 
(1) To practice the 11open and closed actionn technique of handling 
guns . 
(2) To review safety device procedures while hunting . 
(3) To acquire a thorough knowledge of the safety devices on types 
of rifles - man ipulation thereof. 
(4) Each student should obta in a proper 11sight picture 11 • 
(5) To acquire a technique of sight correction "zeroing in 11 • 
(6) Proficiency with the sl ing in carrying and use in target shooting. 
b. Shotgun 
(1) To learn nopen action 11 techn ique of handl ing guns. 
(2) To acqu ire a thorough knowledge of safety devices on types of 
shotguns - manipulation thereof . 
(3) Review of safety device procedures while hunting 11coming up 11 
to fire with safe on unti I ready to fire • 
(4) To acquire the skill of inserting the 11 plug 11 in the shotgun in 
orde r to comply with the Federal Migratory Wildfowl law -
slide action and semi-auto loading . 
C . Materials needed 
1 . As many types of rifles and shotguns as possible . 
2. Defective guns - Damascus ba rrels . 
3 . Triangulation equipment (home made) 
4 . Sighting bar or ra nge sighti ng device . 
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D. Suggested visual aids 
167 
1. Charts 
a. NRA wall chart - nomenclature of the ri fle 
b. NRA sight charts 
2. Fi lms 
"Sporting arms and ammunition 11 
3 . Bulletin board mate ri als 
a. NRA rifle nomenclature charts 
b. Arms and ammun ition rifle and shotguns brochures 
E. References1 bibliography 
1. From Kit # 1 - NRA publications 
a . NRA Rifle Instructors manual 
b. NRA Basic Rifle Instruction 
c . NRA Hunter Safety Instructors Guide 
d. NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
e . NRA Shooting the .22 Rifle - Handbook 113 
f. NRA Fundamentals of Scope Sights - Handbook #7 
g. NRA Hunters Manual 
h. NRA Basic Pistol Instruction 
2. From Kit #2 
a. More Fun With Your .22 
b . Handbook on Small. Bore Rifle Shooting 
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r r. Suggested Lesson Plan - Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Defective Guns 
. Specific Teaching Items 
A. Rifies 
1. Types 
a. single shot 
b. bolt <;tction 
c. pumps 
d. semi-automatic or auto-
loading 
e. lever 
2. Review of parts 
(nomenclature) 
a. Metal parts: 
(1) barrel 
(a) lengths 22"-28" · 
legal length is 18" 
(b) lands and grooves 
b. Wooden parts: 
(1) S,tock 
(2) forend 
c. Safety devices 
(1) location 
(2) operation 
(3) "open action" 
(4) when hunting be 
absolutely sure safe 
is on. 
d. Calibre 
(1) diameter of barrel 
e. Rifle sling 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Explain by demonstration of as many 
types as poss.ible. Demonstrate the 
function of various types of magazines. 
"Take down" rifle to demonstrate 
G.ive s.tuden.ts an opportunity to observe 
types of parts • 
Demonstration of types of rifle 
safeties-actual guns. 
Explain the different deriv9tions 
of "calibre" 
Demonstrate use of sling: 
1 . As carrying aid in hunting 
2. Sighting aid 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items 
f. Sights 
(1) Types 
(a) iron sights 
(rece iver types) 
open-peep or 
aperture . 
(b) Te I escope-
Recommended for 
safety, also use of 
binoculars for 
safety. 
(2) Sight adjustment 
(a) "zeroing in" 
(b) safety factor: 
it is important 
to know exactly 
where the bullet 
is going. 
(3) Proper sight 
3. Range 
a .. 22 ~~ngerous at 1 mile 
b. high powered rifle 
dangerous at 3 miles 
B. Shotguns 
1. Types 
a. pump 
b. auto-loading 
c. bolt act ion 
d . single barrel 
e. double barrel 
f. magnum 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Explain advantages of certain type 
sights over others. Illustrate with 
sight mechanisms. 
Demonstration of sight correction 
and "zeroing in" 
Set up actual situation (no firing 
necessary) 
Class participation in "triangulation" 
technique . 
Explain by exhibition and 
demonstrating as many types 
as possible . 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items 
2. Review of nomenclature 
a . Metals parts 
(1) barrel 
(a) length 26 11-32 11 
legal length 18 11 
(b) smooth bore 
(2) Rece iver 
(3) Action 
{a) firing pin 
(b) main spring 
b. Wooden parts 
(same as rifle) 
(1) stock 
(2) forend 
c. Safety device 
(1) location 
(2) operation 
(3) "open actionn 
(4) "on" until instant 
of firing 
d . Pointing (sighting) 
(1) bead on barrel 
(2) sights not as 
important as on 
rifle 
(3) "lead,. - zones 
of fire 
e. Gauges 
(1) 1 01 121 16,201 
28, 410 
f. Choke 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques {for teacher and 
student) 
Group work recommended. Individual 
student examination of parts important. 
Explanation of "lead" by use of two 
moving objects (in the classroom) 
Explanation and blackboard diagram of 
choke (constituti on of barrel) 
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T eache.r Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items 
3. Range 
(1) full choke 
(2) modified choke 
(3) improved cylinder = 
(4) skeet boring 
(5) true cylinder 
(6) muzzle device 
a . shot gun exceptionally 
effective and dangerous 
at short ranges 
b . effect of barrel length 
4. Trap Shooting (hand trap) 
5. Safety factors -
Danger of us ing wrong 
ammunition 
6. Shot Pattern 
7. Plugs for repeating shotguns 
for Federal Migratory Game 
law . 
C. Pistols and Revolvers 
1 . These firearms should not be 
used by high school students-
adult activity only. 
2. Reason for danger of pistols 
a.nd revolvers 
(1) short bqrreled weapon 
(2) hard to control 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods.~ 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstration if possible 
Demonstratl on of 16 or 20 gauge 
shell going In 12 gauge barrel-
will drop beyond chamber. 
Demonstrations 
1 at 40 yards 
Full choke 70% of shot in 30" 
circle 
Modified cylinder 60% of shot 
i.n 30" circle 
.Improved cylinder 50% of shot 
in 30" ci rcle 
Demonstration of proper place for 
"plug" in repeating-Actual plugging 
demonstratl on. 
Discussion of instances of accidents 
wi th pistols (juveniles) 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
172 
Specific Teaching Items Suggested Demonstrations_, Methods 1 
and Techniques {for tedcher and 
student) 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
3. Safety precautions of rifles 
and shotguns apply generally 
to pistols 
4 . Pistol permits 
Ill. Suggested Activities 
A. Rifle 
D.iscussion of Pistol Permits 
1 . Trace the histo.ry of how the various calibres of rifles were named. 
2 . Construction {for class use} of the triangulation materials for sighting 
on range 
3 . Class visit to gunsmith shop. 
B. Shotgun 
1 . Construction of dowel plugs for shotguns 
2 . Draw ing of charts to illustrate "choke" in shotguns 
IV. Suggested topics for class discussion 
A. Rifle 
1 . Why is the receiver of the ri fle called by this name? 
2. What is the purpose of "lands and grooves" in the rifle barrel? 
3 . How Is the "calibre" of a rifle determined? 
4 . What relation does the sear have with the fir ing pin? 
5. What are the spec ific points to look for in buying a new gun_, a 
second hand gun? 
B. Shotgun 
1. What is the purpose of 11choke 11 in a shotgun? 
Name the five mafor types of chokes. 
2 . How did the unit measurement "gauge 11 originate? 
C. Pistols and Revolvers 
1. What is the effect of TV and movies which exhibit pistol play on youth 
of America? Example- The Lone Ranger1 Hopalong Cassidy_, etc.? 
2 . How does the length of the barrel on a f irearm relate to safety? 
-44-
UNIT 4 173 
J . Preliminary Teacher Planning 
A . Topic --ammunition 
B. Purpose and. Concepts 
1. Knowledge 
a . To give the student an understanding of the construction and proper use 
of ammunition for rifles and shotguns . 
b . To understand and practice safety precautions related to ammunition--
firing, storage, and choice of . 
c . To appreciate the power and effectiveness of ammunition . 
2 . Skills 
To identify by vision and touch the common types of rifle and shotgun 
ammunition . 
(The instructor obtains fired shell cases from his firing of shells in a 
safe place --or rod and gun club, conservation officer, etc . These 
fired shells should not be used in guns- only, exhibition purposes . 
Simulated, non-explosive materials only . ) 
C. Materials needed 
1. Types of rifle cartridges 
a . As many calibers as possible for display -- . 22, . 32, . 30-30, others. 
b . Types of bullets-- lead, metal jacket, softpoint, hollow point, rim fire, 
center fire . 
2 . Seven 1" x 4" pine boards for demonstration purposes to illustrate penetration 
qualities of a . 22 rifle bullet. 
3 . Types of shotgun shells-- 12, 16,20, 28, 410 gauge 
4 . Types of shotgun shells and pellet size- rifle slug, 
Noo, No, H1, 112, #3, 14, 115, H6, *71/2, lla, 119 . 
5 . For demonstrat ion of effective power of the shotgun load, use discarded 
quart oil can -- shot at close range . 
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D. Suggested visual aids 
174 
1. Charts 
a. NRA ammunition charts 
b. From Winchester Arms Company and Western Cartridge Company --
Winchester ammunition chart, wall chart, and ammunition handbook. 
c. From Remington Arms Company -- Remington 
Sporting Ammunition brochure and wall card. 
2 . Films 
"Sporting· Arms and Ammunition" 
3 . Bulletin board materials--
Ammunition charts 
E. Reference, bibliography 
1 . From Kit I -- NRA pub I ications 
a. NRA Small Arms Ballistics 
b. NRA Hunter Safety Instructor's Gui.de 
c. NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
d. Western and Winchester Ammunition Handbook -- Kit II 
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II . Suggested Lesson Plan -- Ammunition 
Specific Teach ing Items 
A. Care of Ammunition 
1. Cool, dry storage . 
2 . Locked separate from 
guns . 
3 . Importance of keeping 
types separate --
Danger factor of 
mixing similar, but 
not identical ammuni-
tion, especially when 
hunt ing , 
B. Rifle ammunition 
1. Parts of: 
a , case 
b . primer (sensitivity) 
c . powder 
d . bullet 
2 , Types and purpose of: 
a . lead 
b . metal jacket 
c . softpoint 
d . hoi lowpoint 
e . rim fire cartridge 
f. center fire cartridge 
3. Calibers-- uniformity 
of measurement . 22, . 32, 
. 30-30, etc , 
Suggested Demonstrat ions, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstrat ion (student) to learn how 
easy it is for a 20 gauge shotgun shell 
to unknowingly be put in .a 12 gauge gun, 
and then placing a 12 gauge shell in 
chamber . If the gun f ired, serious injury 
might result. Demonstrate with expended 
she II cases . 
Demonstration by using several types of 
30 caliber ammunition-- 30-30 Winchester 
30 Remington, 300 Savage, 30-06 . All 30 
caliber but none will fit same rifle , 
Use NRA nomenclature charts for explan-
ation . 
Samples of all types of shells available 
for student examination , 
Demonstrate effect of hollow point and 
solid point . 22 bullet on a cake of soap--
fired at 10-15 yards. 
Demonstrate penetrating power of , 22 
bullet by firi~g through seven 1" boards, 
placed three inches apart , (Be certain 
of a safe backstop beh ind the· last board , ) 
Samples of types of cartridges . 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items 
4. Range 
a , "22- 1 mile 
b . high power- 2 miles+ 
5. Purpose of lands and 
grooves in rifle barrel 
as related to the bullet. 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
Richochet 
a , Danger of shooting 
off water. 
b . Never shoot at hard 
surface , 
c. Don 1t shoot into a 
bank with large rocks 
on it. 
Hand-loading 
a. only done by the 
highly skilled and 
competent . 
b . danger of 11souped 
up 11 loads . 
Research and Developm ~m t 
a . accuracy 
b . effect of heat, cold, 
moist and dry air 
conditions on 
ammunition . 
c . veloc ity testing 
d . pressure testing 
e . 11 pull test 11 
f . uti I ization of high 
speed photography 
g. chemistry involved 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher a nd 
student) 
Here is an opportunity for a discussion 
of trajectory, velocity and energy as 
it re_l ates to the bu II et. 
Emphasis on dangerous plinking practice 
of shooting at objects on water, rocks. 
Utilization of literature of arms a nd 
ammun ition companies --Winchester, 
Remington. 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 

178 
Ill. Suggested Activities for Class or Individual Student 
A . Make "dummy'' shells of simulated materials {Note-- this project should 
not be done by mechanically unloading shells). --
B. Cons·i·ruct demonstration items suggested under techn iques and methods, i . e. 
bullet holes in cake of soap, pellet riddled tin can, etc. 
C . Draw cross sectional illustrations of shotgun shells, rim and center fire 
cartridges . 
IV. Suggested Topics for Class Discussion or Individual Student 
A . Many boys and girls have been ser-iously injured as a result of tampering 
with dynamite caps . How can we remedy this situation? . 
B. Gun powder simply flares and burns out when I ighted in an open container. 
Why does it drive a bullet or shot so fast through the muzzle of a gun 
barrel? 
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UNJT 5 179 
I. Prel iminary Teacher Plann ing 
A . Topic-Proper and Safe Handling of Guns 
B. Purposes and Concepts 
1 . Knowledge 
a. To understand the princ iples of safe gun handl ing 
b .. To learn the three basic rules in relation to proper gun handling 
c . To relate cause of accidents to necessity of proper gun handling 
2. Skills 
a . To learn techniques of safe gun handling in relation to : 
(1) Getting in, out, ~nd ri ding in cars and boats 
(2) Loading and unloading 
(3) Gun carries 
(4) Group hunting 
(5) Hunting alone 
(6) Fall ing or stumbling 
(7) Getting over obstructions . 
(8) Secure gun rests 
(9) Trigger catching in brush 
(1 O) "Didn •t know it was loaded 11 
(11) Clubbing game or cover 
(12) Shooting into cover to flush game 
C. Materials needed 
1 . Rifles and shotguns (not loaded) for demonstration purposes 
2 . Simulated fence and stonewall structures (or chairs) 
3 . Shoot ing glasses recommended 
4 . Sling fo r rifle 
5 . Simulated back seat or luggage compartment of car (chairs) 
D. Suggested Visual Aids 
1 . Charts 
a . NRA Instruction Charts - Safety Rules - Kit 1 
2 . films 
a. "Death is a Careless Hunte r" 
b . "Trigger Happy Harry " 
c . "Shooting Safety" 
d . "Tomorrow We Hunt" 
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3. Bulletin Board Materials 
180 
a. "Safe Shooting" - Kit 2 
b. Safety Posters - Kit 1 
c . NRA Instruction Charts - Safety Rules 
d. From Remington Peters, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
(1) poster "What•s Your Score on Safe Gun Handling? 11 
E. References, bibliography 
1 . From NRA pub I ications Kit 1 
a . NRA Basic Rifle Instruction 
b . NRA Rifle lnstructor•s Manual 
c. NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
d. NRA Hunter Safety Instructor •s Gu ide 
e . NRA Hunter•s Manual 
2 . From Kit 2 
a. Reprint- Davis, Henry P . Safe Gun Handl ing 
b. Fun With Your .22 
c . Watch that Muzzle 
d . Aiming for Sport 
3. Federal Laws -Migratory Waterfowl 
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II. Suggested Lesson Plan - Proper and Safe Gun Handling 
Specific Teaching Items 
.\. General Principles 
1. Proper handling- key to 
safe hunting. --
Position of gun and pointing-
essential to safety 
2. Three basic rules of safety 
will eliminate most firearms 
accidents: 
a. Treat every gun as though 
it were loaded - you make 
certain it is not loaded. 
b. Always point the muzzle 
in a safe direction -
I oaded or un I oaded . 
(1) alway$ can tell a 
person who is a 11 good 11 
gun handler by the way 
he treats the muzzle 
of a gun. 
(2) never point the muzzle 
at a nything unless 
intend ing to shoot. 
c . Be sure ef your target and 
B. Carries 
background . 
(1) a good hunter wi II 
miss an opportunity 
to shoot game i r he . 
isn't sure of his 
target and background 
(2) never shoot at 
11 patches 11 of color 1 
sound or movement-
identify game 
before firing . 
1 . General safety when 
carrying a gun. 
Suggested Demonstrations 1 Methods 1 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Appropriate guns should be avai I able 
for teacher-pupil demonstration, 
Refer to Class #1 0 - Accident causes 
Demonstration - Work the action 
several times to make certain a 
gun is not loaded - a cartridge could 
stick in the magazine . (Slide and 
lever action with coi I spring feed) 
Demonstration -- dipping barrel 
down when swinging across a 
person's body . 
Films - 11 Death is A Careless Hunter 11 
"Trigger Happy Harry" 
Refer to Class #1 0 - Accident Causes 
Relate causes of accidents to this 
phase of the program. Victim mistaken 
for game rates third in frequency of 
occurence I (intentional discharge) 
Demonstrat ion - Teacher - pupi I 
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181 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific: Teach ing Items 
a . Never place finger on 
trigger or inside trigger 
guard until ready to fire , 
b . Always keep safety on 
unti I ready to fire-most 
safeties are placed in 
such a pos ition as to be 
easily released 
instantaneously while 
raising gun to shoulder , 
c. Keep trigger guard 
protected-hand over 
trigger guard for 
protection 
2 . Proper field carries 
a . Grip at base of 
receiver, cradle 
balance in crook of arm:~ . 
b. Point of balance over 
wrist . 
c . Hold forend in one hand 
and pistol grip in other 
hand-definite cont rol 
over muzzle , Th is 
carry is recommended as 
the safest . 
d. Shoulder carry-obje:ct ion-
can 't see muzzle-
appropriate if hunting alone , 
e . Sl ing carry- becoming 
popular , 
(1) protection of trigger 
guard by a rm . 
(2) one hand can control 
muzzle , 
(3) hasty sl ing {for 
fi ri ng) easily assumed . 
3 . Hunting in groups . 
a. 2's {ab reast and single 
file) proper position of 
muzzles away from companion 
(1) each hunte r 's 
firi ng zone 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstrate and student 
practice . Accidents from this 
cause rate fourth in frequency. 
Demonstrat ion . Teacher-Pupil 
Demonstrate and pupil 
participation of all carries . 
Demonstration . Use of students 
to simulate these pos itions. 
Discussion of firing zones. 
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182 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
.. Specific Teach ing Items . 
b. 3's -:- proper pC:S!i-.i_on 
of gun muzzle away 
from companio~ 
(1) each hunter's 
firing zone . 
C. Specific ind ividual safe gun 
handling skills 
1. Falling or stumbl ing 
a. Don 't throw gun . 
Hold on to it-control : 
of muzzle. 
b. Check barrel for possible 
obstruction after falling 
unload before checking. 
c . Carrying gun with safe qn 
will prevent accidents 
when fall ing . 
d. Never run with a loaded 
gun. 
2. Guns in car, build ings and 
boats. 
a. Cars-illegal to carry 
loaded guns in cars. 
Dangerous to lean loaded 
guns aga inst or lay them 
on cars-also illegal. 
b. Bui ldings-always unload 
guns before entering 
bui I ding preferably at 
some distance from the 
bui lding. Leave act ion 
open. 
c. Boats unloaded (no shell 
in chamber) until ready 
to fire. 
(1) avoid over-loading 
boats . 
(2) don't use gun for 
boat hook 
(3) pre-arrange firing 
areas with hunt ing 
companions 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Illustrate zones of f i re (blackboard) 
3 abreast 
)\ )_(~ 
il\ ll\ 
Practice falling (on grass, hay or 
mat .) 
Demonstrate-laying gun (unloaded 
or safe on) down before running in 
an emergency. 
Set up a situation in which students 
put in and take out guns from cars 
properly. Accidents in this situation 
rate second in frequency of occurence l 
(accidental discharge) 
Util ize students in demonstration of 
proper carry and .cond it ion of guns 
entering in and leaving buildings. 
Student participation-through the _ 
actual procedures. 
Refer to Class #lQ- Accident causes 
Demonstration-use of two noils to hold 
gun upright (for duck blind) 
Demonstration (simulated boat situation) 
of proper conduct with guns in, out of, 
and near· boats. 
183 
eacher Comment 
land Suggestions 
See federal regulations concerning loaded 
guns in :power boats. 
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Specific Teaching Items 
(4} dogs knocking over 
a loaded gun have 
caused gun 
accidents. 
d. In the duck blind 
safety on unti I 
ready to fire 
3. Weapon falling from 
insecure rest. 
4. Trigger guard protection 
from brush and obstruc-
tions. 
5. Loading and unloading 
a. Be sure muzzle is pointed 
in safe direction down or 
or up and away from 
companions. 
b. Loading shotgun (double 
or single barrel) after 
loading, lift stock up to 
close-not lift barrel. 
c. To repeatedly load and 
unload is more dangerous 
than to be sure safe is 
on (except in case of 
single and double barrel 
shotguns} 
d. When unloading, make 
sure all shells are out of 
the gun. Slide action 
guns or guns with coil • 
spring magazines hcive · 
been known to fqi I to 
eject the last cartridge. 
Suggested Demons.trations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstrate and s-rudent participation 
of safe rests for guns-in field and 
home. This cause of accidents rates 
third in frequency of accidental 
discharges. Refer to Class 11 0 
Demonstration of skill. 
Demonstration-simulate-actual shells 
not used. 
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184 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
• 
Specific Teaching Items 
6 . Getting over obstruct i.ons 
a . Fence procedure 
.. (1) when hunHng alone .. 
(2) when hunting i.n 2 's 
(3) when hunting in 3's 
· (4) unloading-p.lacing 
gun over or under 
fence . 
(5) handing gun(s) to 
companion 
b . Stonewalls-similar to 
fence procedures ·, 
(1) cross obstruction 
at least 3 feet from 
gun . 
7 . Clubbing game-shooting 
into cover to flush game . 
8 . Obstructions in barrel-
check 
9 . Dangerous firing . 
a . Near highway 
b. Near build ings 
10 . "Didn't know it was 
loaded!" 
11. Range handl ing of firearms 
a special ized procedure wi II 
be described in Class #7, 8 
Range Procedure . 
12 . Value of shooting glasses-
protection of eyes in case 
of gas blow-back . 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Demonstrate with simulated fence 
or two chairs. 
Demonstrate with simulated stone-
wall. Group activity . · 
This :should .neve r be done in good 
gun handl ing . 
Demonstrate proper methods of 
checking barrel. 
Explanation of necessity of self-
discipline and responsibil ity when one 
has a gun i.n his possession. 
Check price lists . Glasses may be 
obtained for as little as $1 .00 
per pair. 
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185 
Teacher Comment 
· and Suggestions 
186 
Ill. Suggested Activities 
A. Construct simulated fence and stonewall for demonstration and class practice. 
B. Construction of a safety chart- Ten Commandments of Safety. 
C. Drawing of human figures with guns (large charts) in various positions of safe 
carrying, getting over obstructions, group hunting, falling, etc. _ 
D. Students organize and conduct a firearms safety assembly program for the 
school. 
IV. Suggested Topics for Class Discussion 
A. How do you feel about safety in hunting after having seen "Death is a 
Careless Hunter" ? 
B. How can we overcome the error of "I didn't know it was loaded"? 
C. What are the methods of making a gun inoperative for class demonstration? 
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UNIT 6 187 
I . Pre I iminary Teacher Planning 
A . Topic-- Instruction and Demonstration Range Procedure and Class Firing. 
NOTE: 1. It is recommended that this class be of two hours duration. 
B. Purpose 
2 . It is recommended that actual class firing be two hours 
duration and under the supervision of a Small Bore Instructor 
or other competent instructor. 
1. To teach proper range conduct, disc ipline, and procedures. 
2 . To give the students an opportunity to fire on a. range. 
C. Materials Needed 
1. A safe firing range . 
2 . . 22 rifles .(slings if possible) stcmdard makes . 
3 . Targets . 
4 . Target carriers (if possible). 
5 .. Mats . 
6 .. 22 ammunition . 
7 . Sighting cards . 
D. Visual Aids 
1 . NRA sight picture chc;~rts . 
2 . Sighting bars (home made) . 
3 . Triangulation device (home made) . 
E. Reference, bibliography 
1. NRA Basic. Rifle Instruction . 
2 . NRA Rifle Instructors Manual . 
3 . Bullet trap diagram -- Organization and Administration .section. 
4 . NRA Firing Ronge Construction -- Kit II . 
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II . SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN - - RANGE PROCEDURE AND FIRING 
Specific Teach ing Items 
A . Aiming and the sight picture 
1 0 AI igning sights --
Importance of 
setting bullseye 
on top of front sight. 
2 o Sighting exercise 
a . sight adjustment 
b o use of sighting bor 
c . triangulat ion device 
B. Pri nciples underlying good 
f iring . 
1 o Positions --
Emphasis on prone, 
kneeling and standing . 
2 . Use of sl ing 
3 . Breathing 
4 . Trigger squeeze 
5 . Clock system 
6 o Coach and pupil system 
C . A rifle range must be con-
ducted in an orderly manner 
so that everyone wi II shoot 
under similar conditions and 
to insu re all participants 
safety . In order to accomplish 
this a standard set of commands 
is used o 
Suggested Demonstrations, Me thods, 
·and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
NRA Sight Charts 
Make and use sighting ba r and 
triangulation device o 
Sighting card devices o 
Before teaching this phase of the 
course , the instructor should become 
thoroughly familiar with. range 
procedures and ffring as described in 
the following Kit I references: 
1. NRA Basic Rif le Instruct ion 
2 o NRA Rifle Instructors Ma nual 
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188 
Teacher Comment 
and . Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques {for teacher and 
student) 
Firing range commands and 
procedures~ 
Demonstration by two or three pupils of 
t complete range firing procedure as 
instructor repeats commands. This 
"First relay - on the firing demonstration should be previously l. 
I ine". practiced for class presentation. 
a. Demonstrators carry 
rifles to firing line 
safely and properly, 
and assume prone 
position. Use slings 
if possible. 
2. "Ready on the Right?" 
"Ready on the Left? 11 
a . "Not ready 11 - if 
anybody is not ready 
to fi re . 
b. "As you were" --
waiting for man who 
is not ready. 
c. 11 Ready on the Right? 11 
"Ready on the Left? " 
3 . "Load 11 
a. men on firing line 
simulate loading and 
closing bolts . 
b. Nobody loads unti I 
command is given. 
4 . 11 Commence firing 11 --
Men on firing line 
begin "dry firing 11 • 
5 . "Cease firing . Open all 
II 
bolts. 
6 . 11 First relay of the firing 
l ine"--
Instructor clears firing 
I ine and returns rifles 
to stacks . 
D. Actual Firing 
Strict supervision and discipline 
by instructor . 
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189 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
190 
UNIT 7 
I. Preliminary Teacher Planning 
A . Topic -- Hunter's Responsibility, Parent's Responsibility, Lost Hunter and the 
Non-Hunter . 
B. Purposes and Concepts 
1. Knowledge 
a . To understand the personal responsibility of the hunter. 
b . To appreciate good landowner-hunter relationships . 
c . To realize the importance of proper color of cloth ing in hunting . 
d . To rea lize the importance of parental responsibility for minors 
who use guns . 
e . To realize the necessity for being prepared in case one is lost. 
f . To learn the necessity of the hunting license . 
g . To become acquainted with pertinent state and inter-state laws 
relating to hunt ing . 
h . To learn the consequences of possessing illegal game. 
i. The non-hunter's responsibility . 
2 . Skills--
Outdoor survival skills --see section C under Suggested Lesson Plan . 
C . Materials Needed 
1. New Hampshire Fish and Game Laws . 
2 . Samples of clothing commonly used for hunting - - right and wrong types. 
3. Personal equipment for hunting-- compass, waxed or dry matches, others. 
4 . Sample hunting license . 
5 . State laws regard ing possession of guns . 
D. Suggested Visual Aids 
1 . Charts -- color charts 
2 . Film · 
a . "Lost Hunter" 
b . "Death is a Careless Hunter" 
3 . Bulletin board materia ls --
Pictures of proper cloth ing colors . 
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E. References 191 
1 . . From Kit I - - NRA publications 
a . Hunter•s Manual 
b. Hunter Safety lnstructor•s Guide 
c . Hunter Safety Handbook 
2 . From Kit 1.1 -- NRA publications-
. "What Every Parent Should Know When a Boy or Girl Wants a Gun'! 
3. Conservation Officer 
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192 
II. SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN --HUNTER'S RESPONSIBILITY, PARENT'S RESPONSIBILITY, 
LOST . HUNTER, ANp THE NON-HUNTER 
A . 
Specific Teaching Items 
Personal Responsibility 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
The hunter's responsi-
bility starts the moment 
he touches a gun --
in the home, field, car, 
boat, etc . 
To others . 
To himself . 
In practicing proper 
gun handling. 
In practicing laws of 
. safety. 
In holding fire in 
vicinity of buildings 
or highways . 
In not having loaded 
guns in cars. 
In observing conser-
vat ion laws~-
inter-state gun laws . 
In making sure of target. 
a . game identification 
b. importance of vision--
not shooting by sound, 
see target clearly. 
c. self-control , practice 
repetition of safe gun 
handling- use firing 
range to practice these 
control ski lis. 
d . development of 
11 hunting. sense 11 ; 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Contact conservation officer fo r 
assistance. 
Review -- practical quiz -- proper gun 
handling. 
Source reference: New Hampshire Fish 
and Game Law pamphlet. 
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Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching lt.ems 
e. aiming at only 
target to be shot , 
f. keeping safety on 
until instant of 
firing I 
g . observe background 
objects behind 
target , 
10. Proper cloth ing , 
a . importance of color 
( 1) red - popular 
safety color. 
(2) colors which 
seem dangerous 
to wear in 
. hunting--
black, white, 
black and 
white plaid, 
others , 
11 . Hunters ' actions --
don't crawl on the 
ground , 
12. Landowner-hunter 
relat ionships , 
a. respect for land-
owner. 
b. obta ining permission 
to hunt from land-
owner . 
c. more and more land 
is being posted --
.future hunting 
depends on courtesy 
of the hunter to 
the landowner , 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Film "Death . is a Careless Hunter" 
Demonstration: similarity of a buck 's 
tail and flash of white handkerchief, 
Avoid using white topped socks. 
Exh ibit samples of clothing commonly 
used for hunting -- wrong and right 
types , 
Use conservatic>n officer for eonsu[tant , 
Discussion -- guest farmer to assist in 
discussion. 
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193 
Teacher Comment 
· and . Suggestions 
. Specific Teaching Items 
13 . The hunting 
license --
disposition of 
income from fees, 
use of. 
14. Possession of 
illegal game. 
B. Parent's responsibil ity 
1. In New Hampshire 
a person under 16 
years of qge must 
be accompanied by 
a licensee 21 years 
of age or over. 
2. Ultimately, it is the 
parent~•s responsi-
bility if a minor is 
involved in a 
f irearms accident . 
C. lost Hunter 
1. Behavior 
2. Preparation .--
having proper 
equ ipment to survive. 
a . compass 
b. waterproof matches -
candles 
c. keeping dry 
d. shelter 
e. sh<;up knife 
f. smaJJ supply bandaids 
g. 10 feet of heavy cord 
h. at least two candy bars 
i. topographical map of 
the region 
i . small flashlight 
k . several clean 
handkerchiefs 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and 
student) 
Use New Hampshire Fish and Game 
lawbook to state law. 
Film: "lost Hunter" 
Exhibit samples of proper equipment 
for hunting -- waxed matches, compass, 
etc. 
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194 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
Specific Teaching Items · 
D. The Non-Hunter 
1. His responsibility 
for his actions in 
the field during the 
hunting season . 
2 . Right to be in the 
field even though 
he isn•t hunting. 
Ill. Suggested Activities 
. Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques (for teacher and . 
si·udent) 
195 
Teacher Comment 
and. Suggestions 
A. Visit the various projects of the State Fish and Game Department --fish hatchery, 
pheasant farm. 
B. Visit a farmer for discus.sion of hunter-landowner relationships. 
C. Prepare an exhibit of samples of clothing (color and quality) wrong and right colors. 
D. Closs presentation to poT .A . or Mother 1S Club -- Topic: 11 Guns and Parental 
Responsibi I i ty 11 • 
E. Prepare an individual kit of articles that the hunter would use if he were lost. 
IV. Suggested Top'ics for Discussion 
A. If illegal game is fo!Jnd in possession of a hunter, what ore the possible consequences? 
B. What is the organization and purpose of ~he State Fish and Game Department? 
C. Is it possible that the non-hunter who is shot might be partially responsible for 
the shooting? Discuss several situations . 
D. W~uld the increased use of telescopic sights and binoculars help to prevent accidents? 
E. From a color point of view, how con a hunter be.st distinguish himself while hunting'? 
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f UNIT 8 
196 
I. Prelimina.ry Teacher Planning 
A. Topic - Accidents 
B. Purposes and ·Concepts 
1 . . Know ledge 
a. To learn the major human causes of firearms accidents. 
b. To learn the ten commandments of safety. 
c. To understand the types of accidents as reported in the NRA Hunter 
Casualty Report-National study of gun accidents. 
d. To study the accident .r.ate in an average small state. 
e. To relate cause of gun accidents to content of this course. 
f. To establish necessity for all students to have a knowledge of fire-
arms safety education as a result of the study of accident statistics 
in this unit of safety - the numbe.r of non-hunting firearms 
accidents exceed the number of hunting accidents. 
2. Skills 
Review specific skills of safe gun handling as they specifically relate 
to causes of accidents . 
a. Accidental discharge 
(1) shooter stumbled or fe II 
(2) removing weapon from vehicle or boat 
(3) weapon fell from insecure rest 
(4) trigger caught in brush 
(5) unloading and loading 
(6) while riding in or on a moving vehicle 
(7) crossing fence, stonewall, or similar obstruction 
(8) "didn't know it was loaded" 
(9) clubbing game or cover 
(1 0) shooting into cover to flush game 
b. lntentiona.l Discharge 
(1) victim unseen by shooter 
(2) victim covered by shooter swinging on game 
(3) victim mistaken for game 
(4) miscellaneous circumstances 
(5) victi m moved into line of fire without warning 
C. Materials needed 
1 . Copy of ten commandments of safety - Kit 
2. Rifles and shotguns 
3. Copy of NRA Hunte r Casualty Reports 
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D. Suggested visual a ids 197 
1 . Charts - NRA safety posters - Kit 
2. Films 
a. "Death is a Careless Hunter" 
b. "Shooting Safety" 
c. "Trigger Happy Harry" - Obtained from National Rifle Association 
d. "Tomorrow we Huntn 
3. Bulletin board materials-
, ~: \ Copy of NRA Hunter Casuolty Report 
~ I . 
E. Reference 1 bibliography-
~. NRA Uniform Hunter Casualty Report - 1952 
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(f. Suggested Lesson Plan - Accidents 
Specific Teaching Items 
General 
A. Human causes of accidents 
1 . the careless person 
2. the untrained person-
ignorance of firearms 
3. the overanxious person 
4 . the improperly clothed 
person-mistaken identity 
of game 
5. "Horseplay" 
B. Review of mechanical causes 
of ace idents 
1 . defective guns 
a . old guns 
b . defective safes 
2. ammunition causes 
C . Importance of terrain-
topography of land-flat, 
hilly. 
D. Ten Commandments of Safety 
E. The National Rifle Association 
Uniform Hunter Casualty Rep:ort 
I ists each year the numbe.r of 
accidents in the United States in 
relation to cause. These include 
hunting casualties by: 
1 . animal being hunted 
2. day of season 
3 . hour of day 
4. type of weapon 
5 . distance 
6 . type of cover 
7. type of topography 
8 . ..c:olor of victim's clothing 
9 . visabi I ity 
1 0. status of shooter 
ll. intentional discharge 
12. unintentional discharge 
Suggested Demonstrations, Methods, 
and Techniques {for teacher and 
student) 
Discussion "We must overcome 
carelessness with discipline and 
ingnorance with education." 
Films:''Death is a Careless Hunter 11 
"Shoot.! ng Safety 11 
11ll'ri gger Happy Harry 11 
" Tomorrow we Hunt" 
NRA Charts 
This Uniform Hunter Casua lty Report 
and its statistics ·can stimu late class 
discussion. May be procured from 
NRA. 
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198 
Teacher Comment 
and Suggestions 
199 
F. A typical four yeQr authentic report of firearms a.cq!dents in an average small state is 
listed below: 
.. Total Firearms Accidents -
Hunting Accidents 1 Non-hunting Accidents2 hunting and non-hunting 
Year Fatal Non-fatal - Total Fatal Non-fatal3 Total Fatal Non-fatal Total 
1950 5 18 23 7 (25) 32 12 43 55 
1951 4 16 20 4 (25) 29 8 41 49 
1952 4 12 16 7 (25) 32 11 37 48 
1953 5 19 24 5 {25}- 30 10 44 54 
NOTE: 
In the foregoing accident table, the non-hunting fatal and non-fatal accidents alwa s 
equal or excee the hunting fata and non-fata accidents. These statistics c ose y fo ow 
the national trend of firearms accidents. 
A study of firearms accident statistics inevitably terminates in the fact that the non-
hunter group (the casual observer of firearms, innocent bystander, the person without--
knowledge of firearms, the plinker, etc . ) is the group of people in which the majority of 
our firearms accidents occur. Therefore, it seems necessc;~ry that all boys and girls receive 
some basic skill and knowledge in relation to firearms safety education . 
Information relating to specific causes of non-hunting accidents is exceedingly 
difficult to obtain . Accident report forms obtained from state bureaus of vital statistics 
do not include this information. Fortunately, the National Rifle Association with the 
co-operation of thirty state fish and game departments started to report hunting accidents 
and causes in an efficient manner in 1949 . Results of this work (causes of hunting 
accidents) may be found in this unit. 
1 Authentic statistics obtained from annual Hunter Accident Reports of a small state's 
Fish and Game Department . 
2 Authentic statistics obtained from the same (1) small state's Bureau of Vital Statistics . 
3 The non-fatal, non-hunting accident statistics from this sample state c:~re not available. 
However, for purposes of class discussion regarding accidents, we will assume that 
the. ratio of non-fatal to fatal accidents in non...;hunting accidents is similar to that 
of non-fatal to fatal accidents in hunting accidents . This assumption will give an 
average of 25 non-fatal non-hunting accidents per year . This figure (25) has been 
arbitrarily inserted in the above chart . Similar nationwide statistics show a 
corresponding relationship. 
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1. Suggested .topics for discussion -- using authentic accident statistics from an 
average small state. In order to motivate the .student to become more 
conscious of firearms accidents, suggested discussion topics and projects are 
I isted below. For discussion purposes, it is suggested the accident table 
be reproduced on the blackboard. 
a . As a result of studying this. state's firearms accidents during the past 
four years, could one say that it is as important for the non-hunter 
as well as the hunter to receive instruction in hand I ing of firearms 
and ammunition? Why? . 
b. Make a graph for bulletin board purposes, using material provided in the 
preceding table. 
c. Make a study of firearms accidents in your locality during the past ten 
years. Write a report concerning the accidents, listing: place of 
accident, distance bullet traveled, age of shooter, age of victim, 
intentional discharge, unintentional discharge, and . related items. 
Information may be obtained from town officials. 
d. list the possible cause of non-hunting firearms accidents. 
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G. Summary of causes of intentional and unintentional hunting acc idents (30 state survey). 1 
Average number of fatal and non-fatal shooting accidents per year for the years 1950, 
1951, and 1952. 
1. Intentional Discharge in order of frequency. 
Ace ident Cause 
a. Victim unseen by .shooter 
b. Victim covered by shooter 
(swinging on game) 
c. Victim mistaken for game 
d. Miscellaneous circumstances 
e. Victim moved into line of fire 
without warning 
Fatal 17% 
Non-fatal 83% 
Number of Casualties 
171 
95 
89 
69 
44 
Uniform Hunter Casualty Reports 1950, 1951, 1952. National Rifle Association, 
Washington, D. Co 
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2. Accidental Discharge in order of frequency. 201 
Accident Cause Number of Casualties 
a , Unknown 127 
b. Shooter stumbled or fell 73 
c. Removing weapon from vehicle or boat 33 
d. Weapon fell from insecure rest 29 
e. Trigger caught in brush 27 
f . Loading 26 
g. Unloading 25 
h. While riding in or on moving vehicle 20 
i. Crossing fence 19 
j . "Didn 1t know it was loaded" - horseplay 14 
k. Clubbing game or cover 7 
Fatal 30% 
Non-fata I 70% 
3. Suggested . topics for discussion after the group has studied the NRA Causes 
of Hunting Accidents. 
a . What imp I ications do the cause of gun accidents have for the student 
in this class? 
b. Are the "zoning" seasons in New Hampshire appropriate for safe hunting? 
c . Should the number of hunters be controlled in an area of land? 
d. Discussion of local hunting accidents suggested by causes in NRA 
Hunter Casualty Reports. 
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UNIT 9 
I. Preliminary Teacher : Planning 
A. Topic - Field Trip 
B. Purpose 
1. To acquire the skills of safe gun handling under actual field 
conditions. 
2. To demonstrate that the student is capable of proper conduct 
in the field. 
3. To che.ck students' own firearms. 
4. To check students for 
a. proper clothing- especially color 
b. personal equipment 
c. individual lost hunter's kit 
C. Instructor should become oriented with area of field trip before 
escorting students. 
NOTE : GUNS USED ON THIS FIELD TRIP SHOULD BE INOPERATIVE. 
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I. Pre I iminary Teacher Planning 
A. Topic - Evaluation 
1 . Post-Tests - Purpose 
UNIT 10 203 
In order to ascertain the amount of knowledge and skill that the student 
In this course has obtained, it is sugges.ted that the student be given the 
~knowledge and skill tests that were administered· before instruction. 
A comparison of the student•s pre and 'post tests will assist in the 
evaluation and improvement of th is course of instruction. 
Jn addition, a student must pass both the knowledge and ski II tests in 
order to become eligible for the National Rifle Associat ion Hunter 
Safety membership card . Application for these cards and patches should 
be made to the National Rifle Association of America, 1600 Rhode Island 
Avenue, Washington, D . C . 
2 . Please give the tests as dir~cted. Refer to Unit I - Organization and 
Administration for test information. 
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OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
ADULT SCHOOL CLINJCS 
In order to increase the scope of this program to the adult level,_. it is 
suggested that local schools conduct a "firearms safety clinic 11 • This could be 
administered just before or during the hunting season. The students could invite 
their parents and all others who hunt. An abbreviated program 1 using ideas and 
materials in this guide 1 could be presented. The suggested outline for the 
assembly program is recommended o Please refer to the section - The Assembly 
Program. 
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The gun smith 1 conservation officer1 state policeman., students and 
instructor of the course should be able to assist in a worthwhile evening •s session. 
RIFLE TEAMS 
Rifle shooting is becoming a popular school sport according to available 
statistics 1 it is one of our safest activities. Intra-mural and inter-school rifle 
competition is a wholesome activity. It is a splendid co-education sport1 as 
well as one for the student who is not athletic and desires a recognition sport. 
One of our basic objectives in physical education is to teach carry-over ski lis. 
Certainly here is a fine activity for leisure time all through life. Rifle matches 
can be organized 11shoulder.-to-shoulder11 where one school travels to another 
and fires on the same range or they may be administered as "telephone matches" . 
in which teams shoot and scores are telephoned or sent by mail 0 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS l 
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ACTION - The breech mechanism of a gun, 
the means by which it is loaded and which 
secures the cartridge in the chamber 
against discharge to the rear . 
AIR RIFLES - Two general types : spring-shot 
propelled by spring, air-shot propelled 
by compressed air. 
ANVIL- A component of the primer, against 
which the priming composition is crushed 
by the impact of the firing pin~ causing 
the explosion which ignites the powder 
charge. 
BALL - When used in the term Ball Cartridges, 
refers to such loaded with a bullet, which 
may be either spherical or conical as in 
modern cartridges . 
BALLISTICS - The science of moving projectiles . 
BARRELL - That portion of an. arm through which 
the bullet passes. 
BASE WAD- A compressed paper filler inside 
the head of a shot shell, used to keep the 
powder in position in front of the flashing 
end of the primer . 
BATTERY CUP- A small metal cup inserted in 
the head of a shell or cartridge 1 in which 
the cap (primer) is seated . 
BORE - The inside of the barrel of a rifle, 
revolver 1 shotgun or pistol . 
BREECH - The rear end of the bore of an arm 
where the cartridge is inserted into the 
chamber. 
BULK POWDER - Smokeless. powder giving 
results equivalent to black powder of 
equal bulk. 
BULLET - The projectile fired from a rifle 
or pistol. 
BUTT PLATE - Plate covering .the rear end of 
a gunstock, usually corrugated to prevent 
slipping when held against the shoulder. 
CALIBER - The diameter of the bore of a rifle 
or pistol, usually measured from l.and to 
land, which gives the diameter before the 
rifling grooves were cut. 
CASE - The tube which contains the powder 
charge and into which the cap (primer) 
and bullet are inserted . 
CHAMBE.R- The enlarged portion of the 
bore, near the breech, in which the 
cartridge rests when in position to 
be fired . 
CHOKE - The constriction in the muzzle 
end of a shotgun by means of which 
control is exerted upon the shot 
charge in order to throw its pe I lets 
into a definite :area of predetermined 
concentration . 
COMB - The upper edge of a gunstock 
against which the cheek rests , 
CORROSION ,- The eating away of the bore 
of an arm due to rusting or the action 
of salts deposited from the cap 
(primer) or powder . 
CRIMP- The extreme edge of the cartridge 
case where it is bent inward to grip 
the bullet t ightly. 
DRIFT- The deviation of a projectile from 
the plane of departure due to 
rotation of bullet . 
EJECTOR - The mechanism which ejects or 
throws the empty case free from the 
gun after being withdrawn or partly 
withdrawn from the chamber by the 
extractor . 
ELEVATION- The term used to designate 
. the vertical movement of an adjust-
able rear sight osed to cause the bullet 
to strike the point of aim at various 
ranges . 
ENERGY- Designating the amount of work 
performed by a bullet, expressed in 
foot pounds . 
EROSION- The wearing away of the bore 
of an arm due to friction from the 
bullet or shot 1 or from powder gases . 
FIRING PIN - That part of the action of a 
firearm, controlled by the tr.igger 1 
which strikes the primer causing the 
firing of the cartridge. 
FORE-END - The forward portion of the 
wood stock under the barrel serving 
as the fore grip on the arm. 
1 The Winchester Ammunition Chart 1 Winchester Repeating Arms Company 1 
New Haven 4, Connecticut . 
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GAUGE - Shotgun - Unit of measure for 
shotgun bo.re diameters, determin.ed by 
the number of solid lead balls of the bore 
diameter obtainable from one pound of lead 
GRIP- The small part of the stock gripped by 
the trigger ha.nd when firing a. gun .. 
GROUP - The term applied to a ser.ies of shots 
fired at a target with a constant point of 
aim and sight setting. 
HAMMER - The part of the action controlled 
by the trigge.r which drives the firing pin 
to strike the primer,. firing the cartridge. 
HEEL - The rear end of the upper edge of the 
gunstock at the upper edge of the buttplate. 
HIGH POWER - Des.ignates cartridges or arms 
having velocities over 2000 foot seconds. 
HIGH INTENS.ITY- Designates arms and 
cartridges developing velocities over 
2500 foot seconds. 
LANDS - The raised portion of the bore 
between the rifling grooves. 
LINE OF SIGHT - The straight I ine from the 
eye through the sights to the target qr 
point of aim. 
LOCK - The firing mechanism of a rifle or 
pistol. 
MUSHROOM - Popular term for soft point or 
hollow point bullets, so-called because of 
the ability :Of the bullet to expand to a 
greater sectional diameter upon impact. 
MUZZLE - The forward end of a rifle or pistol 
barrel-the point at which the bullet leaves 
the arm . • 
NECK - The forward or open end of a cartridge 
case, into which the bullet is inserted. 
N.R.A.- National Rifle Association, 1600 
Rhode Jsland Avenue, Washington 6, D. C . 
The official national body wh.ich promotes 
and supervises rifle and pistol shooting 
competitions. 
N.S.S.A.- National Skeet Shooting Associa-
tion. The parent organization promoting 
skeet shooting, with headquarters at 3911 
Oak lawn. Ave., Dallas, Texas. 
PATCHED - A term, when applied to modern 
bullets, synonymous with metal jacketed or 
metal cased. 
PATTERN- Designates the distribution of shot 
fired from a shotgun, usually for comparative 
purposes, measured as a standard at 40 yards 1 
and within a circle of 30 inches in diameter. 
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PRESSURE - The outward thrust of the burning 
powder , . Usually measured one inch 
from the breech and recorded in pounds 
per sq.uare inch. 
PROJECTILE - The shot, ball or bullet fired 
from any firearm . 
RECEIVER - The frame consisting of breech, 
locking and reloading mechanisms of 
shotgun or rifle. 
RIFLING - The spiral parallel groove cut 
into the bore of rifles, and pistols to 
impart a spin to the bullet insuring 
steady flight, point on, to the target. 
RIM - The projecting edge of the head of 
a shell, upon which the extractor 
takes hold. 
SAAMI - Abbreviation for Sporting Arms 
and Ammunition Manufacture's 
Institute, 250 East 43nd Street, 
New York 17, New York . 
SIGHTS - Devices used to guide the eye 
in aiming a firearm, Usually consist 
of a small fixed bead or piece of metal 
near the muzzle and a notch or 
aperture, frequently adjustable, near 
the breech. 
S. P. - Soft Point or mushroom (bullets). 
Jacketed bullets having some lead 
exposed a t the point. 
SMALL BORE - Common term applied to 
rifles of .22 caliber. 
STOCK - The wooden part of a firearm to 
which the barrel and firing mechanism 
are assembled, 
THROAT- The forward portion of the chamber 
where it tapers to meet the diameter of 
the bore proper. 
TRAJECTORY - The path described by the 
bullet from muzzle to target. Usually 
measured in terms of height above the 
line of sight at mid-range. 
TWIST- ·Inclination of the rifling grooves to 
the axis of the bore, Usually measured 
in terms of number of turns or fraction of 
turns to the inch of barrel length. 
VELOCITY- The speed at which the bullet 
trave Is 1 measured in foot-seconds 1 or 
the distance in feet traveled per second. 
ZERO- The adjustment of sight, which 
under normal conditions will cause the 
bullet to shoot dead center at the base 
range from which all variable condition. 
calculations wi II be made. 
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IHEIO COMMANDMENTS OF SAFETY 
1 Treat every gun with the respect due 
a loaded gun. This is the first rule- of gun safety. 
2 Guns carried into camp or home, or 
when otherwise not in use, must always 
be unloaded, and token down or hove actions · 
open; guns always should be carried i~ cases to 
the shooting area. 
3 Always be sure barrel and action are . 
clear of obstructions, and that you hove only 
ammunition of the proper size for the gun you ore 
carrying. Remove oil and grease from chamber 
before firing. 
4 Always corry your gun so that you con 
control the direction of the muzzle, even 
If you stumble; keep the safety on until you 
ore ready to shoot. 
S le sure of your target before you pull 
the trigger; know the · identifying features of 
.·the game you intecd to hunt. 
6 ' Never point a gun at anything you do 
not want to sho·ot; ovoid all hor~c;ploy while 
. handling a gun. 
7 Un•ttended guns should be unloaded; 
_guns and ammunition should be stored separately 
beyond ua·ch of children and careless adults. 
· 8 Never climb a .tree or fence or lump a 
di~ch with • loaded gun; never pull a gun 
toward you by the muzzl·e. 
9 Never shoot a bullet at a flat, hard 
. surface or the surface of water; when at 
far get practice, be sure your backstop is adequate. 
10 Avoid alcoholic drinks before or during 
shooting. 
PUBLISHED BY THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERs· INSTITUTE IIi THf INTEREST OF KEEPING SHOOTING A SAFE S,OitT 
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APPENDIX B 
RAW DATA 
Pupil Data - Knowledge Test 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) 
1 X 28 30 2 
2 X. X 32 34 2 
3 X 27 45 18 
4 X 12 22 10 
5 X X 38 38 0 
6 X X 31 42 11 
7 X X 36 44 8 
8 X X 35 40 5 
9 X X 27 29 2 
10 23 42 19 
11 x · 12 22 10 
12 X 22 32 10 
13 X 23 34 11 
14 X X 31 35 34 
15 21 . 19 
- 2 
16 31 28 3 
17 X X 41 43 2 
18 X 28 34 6 
19 X X 34 45 11 
20 X X 42 45 3 
21 X X 37 34 
- 3 
22 18 36 18 
23 23 25 2 
24 X 15 21 6 
25 X X 44 48 4 
26 X X 36 42 6 
27 X X 36 38 2 
28 X X 32 33 1 
29 X 27 36 9 
30 X X 43 46 3 
31 25 31 6 
32 X 31 42 11 
33 X ·34 42 8 
34 X X 37 41 4 
35 X X 32 45 13 
36 X 20 26 6 
37 X 24 39 15 
38 X X 40 39 - 1 
(continued on next page) 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
39 X X ll 17 6 
40 X X 29 45 16 
41 X X 42 45 3 
42 X X 33 37 4 
43 X X 28 33 5 
44 X 27 31 4 
45 X X 27 30 3 
46 X X 31 42 ll 
47 X 29 44 15 
48 X X 39 41 2 
49 X X 27 43 16 
50 X X 24 34 10 
51 X 25 41 16 
52 X X 27 26 - l 
53 28 40 12 
54 23 26 3 
55 21 40 19 
56 X 18 35 17 
57 20 23 3 
58 X X 41 45 4 
59 X X 29 44 15 
60 X X 20 28 8 
61 X X 21 32 ll 
62 29 44 15 
63 24 22 
- 2 
64 X X 18 19 l 
65 X X 32 38 6 
66 25 28 3 
67 X X 30 35 5 
68 26 26 0 
69 X 23 31 8 
70 X X 24 27 3 
71 32 37 5 
72 22 36 14 
73 X X 32 46 14 
74 20 30 10 
75 X X 20 20 0 
76 X 24 21 
- 3 
77 23 33 10 
78 X 29 32 3 
79 27 39 12 
(continued ori. next page) 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
80 X 36 39 3 
81 X X 27 32 5 
82 X X 38 33 
- 5 
83 X X 35 35 0 
84 X X 39 39 0 
85 31 38 7 
86 X 32 40 8 
87 X X 34 47 13 
88 X 30 38 8 
89 X X 37 43 6 
90 X X 37 35 
- 2 
9l X 24 33 9 
92 X 31 34 3 
93 X X 37 40 3 
94 X X 39 46 7 
95 X 31 36 5 
96 X X 26 30 4 
97 X X 39 35 4 
98 X X 35 43 8 
99 X 33 36 3 
100 27 33 6 
101 X 38 36 
- 2 
102 X X 35 45 10 
103 28 34 6 
104 X X 38 38 0 
105 X X 27 41 14 
106 X X 27 41 14 
107 X X 38 40 2 
108 X X 26 43 17 
109 X X 33 44 11 
110 X 29 40 11 
111 X 22 38 16 
112 X X 27 37 10 
113 X X 35 47 12 
114 X X 33 38 5 
115 X X 35 38 3 
116 X X 42 42 0 
117 X X 30 38 8 
118 X X 24 32 8 
119 X X 22 33 11 
120 X X 26 32 6 
(continued on next page) 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil ·to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
121 28 33 5 
122 16 33 17 
123 23 29 6 
124 X X 33 36 3 
125 X 17 31 14 
126 X X 38 37 
- 1 
127 X X 29 37 8 
128 X X 41 41 0 
129 X 23 33 10 
130 X 17 28 11 
131 22 20 2 
1 32 X X 19 23 4 
133 X X 34 36 2 
134 X X 42 37 
- 5 
135 X X 33 39 6 
136 X X 30 33 3 
137 21 29 9 
138 X 14 36 12 
139 X X 21 35 14 
140 28 26 2 
141 X X 25 34 9 
142 19 27 8 
143 X X 32 41 9 
144 X X 20 44 14 
145 X X 29 25 
- 4 
146 X 11 31 20 
147 X X 31 37 · 6 
148 X X 37 40 3 
149 26 45 19 
1 50 X X 38 43 5 
151 X 33 33 0 
152 X X 30 38 8 
153 23 47 14 
154 X X 24 37 13 
155 X X 38 48 10 
1 56 21 32 11 
157 X X 26 39 13 
158 X 19 22 3 
159 X X 31 42 11 
160 13 30 17 
161 15 33 18 
(concluded on next page) 
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APPENDIX B (concluded) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test .Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6} 
162 X 21 31 10 
163 X X 42 45 3 
164 X 20 26 6 
165 25 49 14 
Mean- 28.4 Hean-35.6 Mean- 7.2 
S.D.- 7.58 S.D.- 7.23 
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Pupil Data - Skill Test 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) 
l X ll 12 l 
2 X X ll 12 l 
3 X 8 ll 3 
4 X 7 10 3 
5 X X ll 12 l 
6 X X 9 10 1 
7 X X ll ll 0 
8 X X ll 12 l 
9 X X 6 12 6 
10 4 ll 7 
ll X 8 9 l 
12 X 7 7 0 
13 X 6 8 2 
14 X X 10 12 2 
15 5 8 3 
16 4 9 5 
17 X X 9 12 3 
18 X 6 12 6 
19 X X 12 12 0 
20 X X 9 12 3 
21 X X 5 ll 6 
22 3 9 6 
23 4 9 5 
24 X 7 12 5 
25 X X ll ll 0 
26 X X 9 12 3 
27 X X 8 12 4 
28 X X 7 10 3 
29 X 6 8 2 
30 X X 12 12 0 
31 8 8 0 
32 X 8 12 4 
33 X 6 10 4 
34 X X 11 12 l 
35 X X 4 12 8 
36 X 4 10 6 
37 X 7 12 5 
38 X X 12 12 0 
39 X X 5 10 5 
40 X X 5 9 4 
(continued on next page) 
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Pupil Data - Skill Test (continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
41 X X 11 12 1 
42 X X 10 12 2 
43 X X 6 12 6 
44 X 3 11 8 
45 X X 7 12 5 
46 X X 9 12 3 
47 X 4 12 8 
48 X X 9 12 3 
49 X X 10 11 1 
so X X 4 10 6 
51 X 9 12 3 
52 X X 6 7 1 
53 7 6 
- 1 
54 8 8 0 
55 2 9 7 
56 X 4 9 5 
57 5 9 4 
58 X X 6 12 6 
59 X X 5 12 7 
60 X X 4 6 2 
61 X X 8 12 4 
62 5 10 5 
63 3 6 3 
64 X X 6 9 3 
65 X X 9 10 1 
66 2 11 9 
67 X X 5 12 7 
68 4 9 5 
69 X 7 12 5 
70 X X 7 9 2 
71 5 12 7 
72 3 9 6 
73 X X 4 11 7 
74 1 12 11 
75 X X 7 11 4 
76 X 4 8 4 
77 5 11 6 
78 X 7 7 0 
79 12 11 
- 1 
80 X 7 12 5 
81 X X 6 5 - 1 
(continued on next page) 
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Pupil Data - Skill Test {continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(l) (2) {3) (4) (5) (6) 
82 X X ll 12 l 
83 X X 7 ll 4 
84 X X ll 12 l 
85 7 6 - l 
86 X 10 12 2 
87 X X 10 12 2 
88 X 6 12 6 
89 X X 9 9 0 
90 X X ll 12 l 
91 X 8 12 4 
92 X 10 10 0 
93 X X 9 12 3 
94 X X ll 12 l 
95 X 8 10 2 
96 X X 3 10 7 
97 X X 8 ll 3 
98 X X 10 12 2 
99 X 4 6 2 
100 9 10 l 
101 X 10 ll l 
102 X X 12 12 0 
103 9 7 2 
104 X X 3 10 7 
105 X X 9 12 3 
106 X X 7 ll 4 
107 X X 10 12 2 
108 X X 6 12 6 
109 X X 7 ll 4 
110 X 9 12 3 
lll X 8 12 4 
112 X X 6 12 6 
113 X X 8 ll 3 
114 X X 9 12 3 
115 X X 5 12 7 
116 X X 9 12 3 
117 X X 5 12 7 
118 X X 7 12 5 
119 X X 5 10 5 
120 X X 5 12 7 
1 21 3 9 6 
{continued on next page) 
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Pupil Data - Skill Test (continued) 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting Points 
Pupil to Gun Participation Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
122 1 11 10 
123 4 12 8 
124 X X 12 12 00 
125 X 3 7 4 
126 X . x 8 12 4 
127 X X 6 10 4 
128 X X 12 10 2 
129 X 4 12 8 
130 X 1 8 7 
131 6 12 6 
132 X X 6 12 6 
133 X X 11 12 1 
134 X X 9 12 3 
135 X X 10 12 2 
136 X X 11 12 1 
137 3 9 6 
138 X 8 12 4 
139 X X 6 12 6 
140 3 7 4 
141 X X 5 12 7 
142 2 5 3 
143 X X 9 11 2 
144 X X 3 12 9 
145 X X 5 9 4 
146 X 2 6 4 
147 X X 6 10 4 
148 X X 10 12 2 
149 8 8 0 
150 X X 8 12 4 
1 51 X 8 8 0 
152 X X 10 12 2 
153 3 12 9 
154 X X 5 9 4 
155 X X 11 12 1 
156 3 5 2 
157 X X 4 5 1 
158 X 4 7 3 
159 X X 8 11 3 
160 0 7 7 
161 2 8 6 
162 X 2 2 0 
(concluded on next page) 
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Pupil Data - Skill Test (concluded) 
Pupil 
(1 ) 
163 
164 
165 
Ownership Hunting or 
or Access Target Shooting 
to Gun Participation 
(2) 
X 
(3) 
X 
X 
Points 
Pre-Test Post-Test Gained/Lost 
(4) (5) (6) 
7 
7 
8 
12 
11 
12 
5 
4 
4 
Mean - 6.8 Mean- 10.4 Mean - 3.6 
S.D. - 2.88 S.D.- 2.06 
-----
APPENDll C 
FIREARMS LEGISLATION 
I. STATE LEGISLATION 
II. FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
ALABAH1 • 
l 
APPZ1'l"DIX C. FI.R i!:ARHS LJ:GISL1 TION 
I . STATE LEGISLATION 
Citations are .to Alabama Code 1940 , Cumulative Supplement of 
1953 . Title 14, sections 172- 186 are based on the Uniform Pistol 
ct {forraerly called Uniform Firearms Act) . 
Tit . 14 , s. 175. No person shall carry any pistol conceal ed, 
in any vehicle or on or about his person, except on his l and in his 
o1vn abode or place of business, without a license, as hereinafter 
prov ided . 
, s. 176. Exception f or officers of l a\v, members o:f armed 
forces, manufacturers and deal ers , carrying in a secure wrapper to 
or from place of purchase or repair , or in flioving abode or place of 
bus iness. 
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- -- , s . 177 . Sheriff of county may i ssue qualified or unlimited 
license to carry pistol in vehicle or concealed on or about person, 
for not more than year from date of i ssue . Sheriff may r evoke license 
upon pr oof l icensee not proper person to be licens ed . 
, s . l78. 1\ o person shall del i ver a pistol to a per son under 
18 . 
--- , s . 179. Sales regulated . 
s . 180 . Dealers to be licensed . 
, s . 181. Purchaser must be personal ly known to dealer or 
present clear evidence of identity. 
Tit . 51, s . 589 . Licenses for dealers in shot guns, rifle s, 
anmmni tion. 
Aiuzm-:A. 
Arizona Code 1939 . 
S. 43- 2202 (as art~ended by Laws 1953, c. 117) . Sale or gift to 
tninor tmder 18 prohibited . 
S. 43- 2205. Carrying conceal ed w·eapons -- penalty. 
s . 57- 117 (as amended by La1vs 1 953, c . 37) . Resi dent under 14 
may hunt game birds lvi thout license when accompanied by person hold-
ing valid license . Not more than t \vO children to accompany l i censed 
person . No child shall hunt big game without license , and no big game 
license i ssued to child under 12 . 
l Dat a compiled f rom state la\vS, July , 1954. 
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Al 'KANSAS . 
: rk . Statutes 1947 . 
S. 41- 4501 . Any person w o shall wear or carry in any manner 
w·hatever , as a iveapon, any pistol of any kind , guilty of misdemeanor . 
~xceptions f or police officers , etc . Exception in case of person 
carrying 1veapon when upon a journey , or upon hi s mvn premises . 
S. 41-3308. Unlawful for any person to give away, sell or 
manufacture any toy pistol , or gun that shootsblank cart ridges; 
unlaivful .for any person to receive, own, carry or shoot such weapon . 
CALIFO' NIA. 
Fish and Grune Code (Deering 1944) , Supp. 1953 . 
ff Sec . 424 . No hunting license to person under age of 16 unless 
( a ) evidence of prior licens e ; (b) certificate of con~etency . 
Department (of Natural esources) t o provide course of instruction 
in safe handl i ng of fi rearms , and may cooperate 1vith any reputable 
association or organization . Departme t may designate person found 
competent to give i nstruction to persons under 16 . Instructor may 
g ·.ve certificate of competency. (Stats . 1953, c. 1662 , s . 2) 
S. 39. 9. Department shall f urnish i nformation on saf e handling 
of fi rearms free of charge to applicants f or hunting l i censes . ( "t ats. 
1953 , c. 662, s . 1) 
~enal Code (Deering ) , Supp . 1953. 
8 . l2000ff . "Dangerous Heapons Control Law" . 
S. 12001. " Pistol" , nrevolver", "firearms capabl e of being 
concealed upon person" defined as firearms having barrel less than 12 
inches l ong • 
...: . 1 2025 . Except as othenvise provided in chapter , person carrying 
concealed fir earms on person or in vehicle under hi s control , ivithout 
a license , guilty of mi sdemeanor, or if previously convicted of fel ony 
or crime made punishable by this chapter , guilty of :felony • 
. , • 12026. Person not lv.i thin excepted classes may mvn and keep on 
mvn. remi ses concealable fi rearm, without license . 
s . 12050 . Sheriff of county, and head of police department of city 
or county may i ssue licenses for carrying concealed iveapons. 
S. 12070 . Penal ty for tml icensed sale of concealable weapons . 
S. 12072 . No person shall sel l, deliver , or othenvise transfer 
c oncealable iveapon to person in any of classes prohibit ed by S. 12021 
f rom possessing such fi rearms, nor to any minor under age of 18 . 
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COLLl{ADO 
Colorado Statutes Annotated 1935. 
Chapter 48 , S. 245. No person unless authorized by chief of 
police, mayor, or sheriff shall use or carry conceal ed upon his person 
any fi rearms, as defined by law, nor any pistol, revolver, or other 
deadly weapon. 
C. 68 , s. l. Firearms defined to mean pistol, revolver, or other 
w·eapon of any description from which any shot, bullet or other missile 
- can be discharged, and length of barrel of which does not exceed 12 
i nches . 
c. 48 , s . 255 . Unlawful for any person (etc . ) to buy, sel l , or 
have in possession any toy pistols or explosive canes for explosion 
of caps or cartridges containing fulminate, dynan1ite, nitroglycerine 
or other similar explosive, or toy cannon. 
C. 73, s . 173. Persons under 16 may hunt small game lrithout 
license; no person under 14 may be issued big game hunting license. 
~~ c. 73, s. 175-l . Child betlveen 14 and 18 must be accompanied by 
pr operly licensed adult when hunting big gan1e . 
CCJNN..-zCTICUT 
Conn . General Statutes 1949 . 
s . 4157 . 
s. 4158. 
Pistol and revolver defined (barrel less than 12 inches). 
Permit for selling or carryi ng . 
s. 4165. No person shall sell (etc.) give or deliver to any minor 
under age of 18 any pistol or revolver . 
S. 4166 . No person shall carry any pistol or revolver upon his 
person, except when within his d1velling house or place of business , 
without a permit. (exception for of ficers of the law, military services, 
carrying f rom or to place of sale or repair, moving household goods) . 
S. 4169 , as amended by Public Acts 1953, no . 205 . (1953 Supp ., 
s . l6l5c) Penalty for having weapon in vehicle without permit . 
S. 4871. Hunting license shall not authorize carrying or posses1?i on 
of pistol or revolver . 
~~ S. 4876 . Hunting by minors . Any citizen over 21 \vho holds license 
to htmt may be accompanied by minor between 12 and 16 . Shall car.ry only 
one gun each and shall not take more than daily bag limit for one person. 
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Cu~~ ~ CTICUT {cont . ) 
if s. 8540, as amended by Public Acts 1953 , no . 205 , s . 2 {1953 Supp. , 
S . 284lc ) Carrying and sale of dangerous 'veapons . .Any person >vho 
s 1al l carry upon his person any ai r rifle , Bl3 gun or any other 
dangerous or deadly weapon without having wri tten permi t , subject to 
f i ne and/ or i mpr i soiLment . 
DELA\{ 1 ~E 
Delaware Code Annotated 1953 . 
Tit le 11 , s . 461. Licens e to carry concealed deadly weapons . 
( a ) Any person of f ul l age and good moral character , des i ring to be 
licensed to carry a conceal ed deadly weapon , for t he protecti on of his 
pers on or property , may be l icensed upon compl i ance 'vi t h certain 
conditions . 
Ti t . 11 , s . 464(a) . Possession or sal e of spring or air \veapon 
or silencer -- penal ty. (b) Does not apply to BB or air rifle , 
s hooti ng pellet or slug not l arger t hru1 l3B shot . 
Ti t . 24, s . 901. License required to sell any pi stol , revolver 
or cart r i dges for same , or other deadly weapon made especi ally fo r 
defens e of one ' s per son . Section does not apply t o toy pi stols. 
Tit. 24, s. 903. Sal e to minors of weapons in s . 901 prohibited . 
Tit . 7, s . 708 . I-Junting or shoot ing f r om motor vehicle or f arm 
machi ner y prohibi ted . 
----- , s . 709 . Loaded firearms in motor vehicle or on f arm 
machinery prohibi ted . 
~H~ ------ , s . 502( e) . Hesidents under 1 5 may hunt w·i t hout l icens e 
when accompani ed by licensed person or one who has lmv-f u...l right t o 
, hunt . 
FLOP IDA 
Flori da Statutes 1953 . 
' S. 790 .01 . Whoever shall secretly carry weapons of any kind on 
or about his person, or whoever shall have conceal ed on or about his 
person any pistol (etc. ) , subject to penal ty . 
s. 790 . 05 ~ Penalty f or carrying pistol or r epeating rif le without 
licens e . 
FLO~{ DA (Cont . ) 
S. 790 .10. If any person having or carrying any gun, pistol or 
other deadly \veapon shall exhibit same in a rude _, careless _, angry or 
threatening manner, shal l be subject to penalty . 
S. 790.11. Carrying fi rearms in national forest prohibjted 
>vithout hunting license or permit to carry (certain exceptions) . 
-::- S . 790 . 17 . \vl10ever sells, barters_, lends or gives any minor 
under 16 any pi stol, or other arm or w apon other than a gun or rifle 
used in hunting , ,,rithout permission of parent or person having charge 
of such minor, subject to penalty. 
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S. 790 . 18 . Unlawful for any dea .er in arms to sell to rr.inors any 
pis tol, springfield rifle, or other repeating rif le . 
/' 790.22 . Use of BB guns and rifles by child under 16; limitation . 
(l) U e of BB guns, air rifles, and 22 caliber rifles by any child 
under age of 16 prohibited , unless under supervision and in presence of 
adult . (2) Any adult responsible for welfare of any child under 16 
who kno;vingly permit s child to use or have in his possession a BB gtm _, 
air rifle or 22 caliber rifle shall be guilty of mi sdemeanor. 
GEORGIA 
Georgia Code 1933. 
S. 26-Sl Ol. Carrying concealed w·eapons , including pistol, a 
misdemeanor • 
• 26- 5103. Carrying pistol or revolver without license unlawful , 
except at home or place of business. ixception for students of nulitary 
colleges when on duty at college. 
S. 26- 5108. ' elling or furnishing pistol to minor a misdemeanor . 
Laws 1937, no . 220 , p . 341 . 
Public Safety may cause lectures 
saf ety to be given in the public 
with the school authorities . 
IDAHO 
The Corrmi o:,s ioner of the Departnoent of 
and demonstrations relating to public 
schools of this State in cooperation 
Idaho Code _\.nnotated 1932 (and supplements) 
~i- S . 17- 3102. Concealed a11d da..11gerous wea ons possession artd 
exhibition - sale to minors . If any person shall carry concealed about 
his person any pistol , revolver, gun or other deadly or dangerous weapon 
>i"ithin limits of any city·, town or village, in any public assembly, 
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IDAHO (cont . ) 
mining, logging(etc . ) camp , public conveyance , or on public highway; 
or sell or deli ver (etc . ) to., nd.nor w1der 16 1vi thout consent of narcnt 
or guardian , sha l be sub ject to penalty . Provided, that permit f or 
carry ing lveapon may be secured from county sheriff • 
• 1 7- 2715 (19 0 upp . ) . Prohibits sale of explosives and 
anumm i tion, except for use in shotgtm or r i fle of 22 caliber or 
smaller , to minor tmder 16 without written consent of parent or 
guard ian . 
S . 35- 401. Unlawful to hunt or carry unc ased s hotgun or rifle 
'tvi thout hunting license - except on own or adjoining premises for 
killing predatory animal s - or for protection of life and property. 
S • .35- 404 . Unlawful fo r any person under 12 to have in his 
possession any shotgun , rifle , or oth r f i rearms , 'tvhile in the fi el d 
or f orest or i n any tent , camp , auto or other v ehi cle . 
ILLI NOIS 
Smith- Ilurd 's Ill. Annotated Sta tutes . 
Chapter 38 , s . 154 . No person shall sell or give to any rninor 
under ag e of 18 ally f irearms of a size which may be concealed upon 
t he person . 
C. 38 , s. 155 . Carrying concealed firear~s - officers and other 
persons ex c epted - carrying in automobile . 
C. 38 , S . 158. . Citizen has r :!_ght to keep in his home or place 
of bu s i n ess any firearm reasonably nec.ssary for protection thereof . 
C. 61 , s . 186 . (1953 Supp . ) . Unla;vful to hunt \vithout license . 
Unlawf ul to issue lic ens e to pers on under 16 without written consent 
of parent or guardian . 
C. 122, s . 27- 18 . 'afety education. School boards may provid e 
i nstruct ion i n saf ety education in all grades, including (l) automobile 
sa:L ty , ( 2 ) sa ety i n home , (3) saf ety in recreation, ( 4) school safe ty , 
( 5) safety in v ocational work . (Lm,rs 1945 , p . 1331 ) 
nmr :L"'-
nur n s I nd . Statutes A.TJ.notated - 933 (1942 replacement) 
;'f S. 1 0- 4702 . Unlm.vful for a . y rerson to sell, barter or giv e to 
any other person under 21 any pistol or other deadly 'veapon that can be 
;v-or n or carried concealed, or any cartri dges f or a pistol or revel ver . 
I!\Dir' A (cont.) 
S. 10- 4703. Unlawful to manufacture or expose for sale , or 
give away any toy pistol . 
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" . 10- 4706 . Person carrying pistol s and other da.."lgerous lveapons 
c oncealed , or openly \vit1 intent to injure, subject to penalty . 
S. 10- 4734. Uniform Fir earms Act , defini tions . 
S . 10- 4736 . No person sha l c arry a pi s t ol in any vehicle or 
about his person, excep t in his place of abode or fixed place of 
busine ss, \d thou t a license . 
10- 4736 . (1953 Supp . ) . I ssue of lic enses to carry i stol . 
,j ;:; . 10- 4739. DeJ.iver y to mi nors under 18 f orbidden . 
IJurn s Ind . Stat . An • 1933, S . 28- 3425 (1948 r e l ac ement) . 
a .. ty education shal l be ta11ght in 8th grade , f or no less t 1an one 
f ull semester . 
rmvA. 
I owa 0ode 1950 . 
S. 110 . 22 . 11Gun11 defined . 
·• 110 . 23 . Ko person , except as permitted ly l aw·, s hall have 
r carry gun in any v ehicle, unl ess gun i s taken dmvn or .in a case , 
a d unloaded . 
S . 695. 2. Unl a1dul , without a licens e , to carry concealed on or 
a bout person , pistol , revolver or oth r dangerous w·eapon , ex cept in 
own dwelling house or place of bus i n e ss or other l and possessed by 
lim . Un alvful to carry in vehicl e conceal ed or otherwise , without 
lic ense . 
S. 695.18 . No pistol or revolver shall be sold to any person 
under 21. 
' · 695 . 26 . o person shall knowingly s ell , present or give away 
any pis tol , revolver, or toy pistol to any mi or . 
'C SiS . 
ot 
o r 
Kan . General tat utes .~-l..lmotated 1949 . 
S . 38 . 701. Any person who shaL L s ell , trade, give , loan 
erwis e fu r ish any pistol, revolver or toy pistol by whic 
caps may be exploded t o any mi nor, guilty of misdemeanor . 
or 
cartridges 
L N.3AS (cont . ) 
S. 38.702 . Any minor who shall have in his possession any 
pis::ol, revolver or toy pistol , guilty of misdemeanor . 
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21- 2411 (1953 Supp . ) . <my person, not officer of laiv, f ound 
carrying concealed on person any pistol or other deadly weapo , guilty 
of misdemeanor. 
KZNTUCI~Y 
Baldivin 's I\y . Revised Statutes 1943 , Supp . 1953 . 
S. 435 . 230 . Any person , not expressly authorized by law, who 
carries concealed a deadly iveapoh, on or about his person, or ivho sells 
deadly \veapon to a minor, shall be confined in penitentiary 2- 5 years . 
LOUISV \fA . 
La. Revised Statutes 1950 . 
14 . 91. Unl aivful sales to minors is the selling, or othenv-ise 
delivering f or value by anyone over 17 of any firearm to any person 
under 21. 
14 . 95 . 
discharging 
14. 96 . 
any fi r earm 
Illegal use of weapons is intentional or criminally negligent 
of any firearm. 
Illegal carrying of w·eapon is (l) intentional concealment of 
on one's person. 
14. 319 . No person shall sell or offer to sell any toy pis tol 
constructed so as to acconm1odate blank cartridges or shells . 
1 4 . 1781. Definitions (apply to sections 1 781- 1790) . (3) " Firearm" 
means a shotgun or rifle having a barrel less than 20 inches in length; 
or any other 1veapon, exc pt a pistol or revolver, f rom which a shot is 
discharged by an ex-plosive , if that weapon i s capable of bei g concealed 
on t he person; or a machine gun, gas gun (etc . ) ; also ruffler or 
s i lencer ••• 
40 . 1783. 
40 . 1.784. 
i egistration of firearms \vi th Dept. of Public Safety. 
Application to possess or transfer . 
40 . 1785. No person shall receive, possess , carry, conceal, buy , 
sell, or transport any firearm which has not been r egistered or 
transferred in accordance with this Part . 
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I1.:' I N,· . 
~fe . R~vised Statutes 1944. 
-:H:- C. 125 , s . 9 as amended by Pub . La\vS 1953, c . 234 . \<Jhoever gives , 
furnis 1es or sells to any child under age 16 any dangerous \veapon or 
fi rcar .. 1 o ammunition , except in cases ,,rhere parents , guardians , 
teachers or instructors of chi ldrGn may furnish ther >vi th such \veapons 
for hu.ati11g or target shooting outside thickly settled portions of town 
or c;_ty, or \vherc such \veapons may be used in any licensed shooting 
gallery , shall be deemed guilty of encourag ·ng , causing or contributing 
to d linquency . 
;f c. 125 , s . 10 . elling or giving air rifle to children under 14; 
penalty . 
C. 124 , s . 18 (as amended by :i...aws 1945, c . 123 ; Laws 1949 , c . 46 ; 
La\vS 19 3 , c . 1G7) . Threat ning display of and carrying concealed 
firear1rs or weapons; certain officers may issue license; exceptions; 
p al.ty . 
C. 131 , s . 12 . Persons going arrr.ed , \\rithout reasonable cause , 
required to find sureties t o keep the peace , and , in case of re 'usal 
may be committed to jail . 
~L-LG 1\ND . 
~fd . Anrwtated Code 1951. 
Art. 27 , s . 491. Unlawful to sell , barter or give away any 
fi r arms or other deadly \veapons exc pt s ot guns, f mvling pieces or 
rifles to minor under 21. 
Art. 27 , s. 44( a) . Every person lvho shall w·ear or carry any pistol 
or any other dea ly or dang r ous weapon concealed upon or a out his 
person , or openly with intent of injuring any person , guilty of 
misdeameanor. 
(b) Rxceptions for officers, etc .; or person carrying as reasonable 
pr ecaution against danger (reasonableness to be judged by any tribt al 
trying any case arising) . 
Art. 27, s. 538- 544 . Pistols . (Provis "ons relating to dealers ' 
r ecords of sale; sale to criminals , etc . ) 
HJ SS C%3~TTS . 
Mass . Seneral Laws (Ter . Ed . 1932) 
/t C. 140, s . 130 (as amended by . cts 1945 , c . 132 and Acts 1951 , c . 
373 , s. 1) . \vhoever sells or furnishes, \vithout the ,,rritten per mission 
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t-Lt\.SS CHU • .ZTTS ( ont.) 
of the parent or guardian , to a minor , except "ng a minor possessing and 
di splaying a license t hen i n f orce to carry a pistol or revolver is s ued 
t o him under s ect · on 131 , any firearm, \vith a mu"zl e vel ocity of over 
400 f t. per second , or other dangerous \veapon or ammuniti on theref or , 
s hall be fined . I nstructors and teachers may f urni sh mi l i tary \veapons 
to pupi l s for i nstruction and drill . 
} C. 140 , s . 131 ( ~s amended by Acts 1936 , c . 302, Acts 1951, c . 201, 
cts 1953, c . 319 and 454) . License to carry pi s tol i ssued to n~nor 
ov er 1 5 only \vhen empl oyment requi r e s it , and \vhen applicati on is 
endors ed by employer . I n general, license to carry pistol or revolver 
issued onl y when it appears applicant is a suitable person to be licensed , 
and t hat he has good reason to fear an injury to his erson or pr o erty . 
Carr yi ng of pistol f or.use f or target practice is proper pur pose . 
C. 140 , s. 1 lA. Permit to urchase (etc. ) pistol , issued to 
applicants f or license , except mi nors. 
C. 1.40 , s . l31C . (as amended by Acts 193 4, c . 246) . No persons 
carr ying a pistol or revolver under a l i cense shall carry t he same in a 
v ehicle , unless pistol (etc . ) is under direct cont rol of such person . 
~~- C. 13 , s . 7 (as amended by Act s 1941 , c . 599 , s . 2) . No sporting , 
hunti ng , fi shi ng , or trapping l icense shall be i ssued to a minor tmder 
ag e of l S, nor as a matter of r ight t o minor betw·een 15 and 18 . 
i~ppl...i cation (except f or fi shing l icense) f rom minor under l E shal l be 
acc ompanied by writt:en cons ent of pare t or guardian . 
-~~--; ~- C. 269 , s . 121 (as inserted by c t s 1951 , c . 263) . W 10ever s el l s 
to a minor under 16 , or w wever , no t being t he parent, guardi an or adult 
teacher or instructor , f urnishes to a minor under 16 an air r ifle or 
s o- call ed Bfl gun , subject t o f ine or i mpr i s OI1ii1ent . 
~H:- ----- , s. l2B (as inserted by Acts 1951 , c . 263) . No minor under 
6 shal l !1ave an ai r ri fle or s o- called BB gun in hi s possess ion while 
i !! any place to \vhi.ch the ublic has a r · ght of access , unl ess he i s 
accompanied by an adul t or is the holder of a sporting or hunting 
license and. has on his person a p r n·.it from chief of police granting 
hi m r ight of suc 1 possession . No minor under 16 shal l discharge an a i r 
r i f le or "9 gun unl ess accompanied by adult , or is t he holder of a 
s port ing or hunt ing icense . 
;,U CHIGi 1 
Hich . Compi l ed Laws 1948 
S . 28 . 421 . Pistol defined a s any f irearm l ess than 30 inches l ong . 
28 . 422. (as amended by Pub . Acts 949, Act. No . 170) . Pistol , 
l i cense t o purchas e ; qual ifications . :.lus t b e 2l years of age . 
HI'"'HIGA!-~ (Cont . ) 
1 . 
..c. l 
S . 28. 426 (as amended by Pub . : cts 1.949, Act . no . 115) . ::iame ; 
ens to carry oncea ed (or i n vehicle) . 
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28 . 4J2 . . ~ceptions : off icers , ar £d for~es , holders of licenses 
f r o ot h r states , carryin f rom place of purchase to hrnne or p ace of 
usine ss, or to l.ace of repai r and r eturn , or when noving goods . 
S . 750 . 2 7 . Carrying conceale 
:1:xcept ion for d\vel l.ing 1ouse , plac 
tveapons wi thout license , pcna t y . 
of business, or other · and assessed . 
S. 750 , 232 . Registration of p rchasers of pistols . 
S. 750 . 243 . (a s amended by Pub 
sa e , possession, transportation pr 
using explosives prohibited, except 
l/4 -grain or less of explosive. 
Acts 1949 , Act . no . 242) . ?ire1-rork s , 
hibited ; exceptions . Toy pistols 
those using pa er caps containing 
S. 752. 861 (as inserted by Pubt Acts 1952 , Act no . 45) . Careless, 
r eckles s or negl "gent use of f irear ts , penalty. 
S . 3 .. 4 . 6 (as amended by Pub . A ts 1952 , .Act no . 252) . 3mall game 
htmting and trapping l icense; carryLng firearms . Unlawful to hunt 
1vithout l icense , except on own r arm l ands \vhere r egularly domiciled . 
Unla\vful to carry or t ransport firefrms in any . area f requented by w· ld 
animals or birds , without hunting 11-cense . iJ ther restrictions are 
rescribed on transportation or possessi an of fir earms during or 
in~ediatel y preceding open 11mting keasons . 
-~:- _ • 314 .7 . ~mall game hunt ing lnd trapping license . Person must 
have passed 17th birt day to rocurE l icense; xcept that child under 
7 ntay get license on applicat i on o"' his parent or guardian . If under 
1 7 must be accompani d , \vhen lmntin~ on l ands where not domiciled , by 
parent or guardian , or person aut orize by hi m, lvho has reached 1. 7 . 
~:- .3 . 31.4 . 17 (as amended y Pub . 1 cts · 949 , 1 ct no . 305) . For deer 
unting icense, mi nor must be 7, ~xcept t hat minor between ::!..4 and 1.7 
may get license upon application of parent, and hunt when accompanied 
( a s in .. . 3 .4 . 7 above) . 
MINNESOTA 
!-linn . Statutes 1953 . 
~~~~ S. 615 . 10 . No minor under age of 14 shal l handle or have in his 
possession or under hi s control , ex ept ,,,hile accom anied by or under 
in~ediate charge of parent or guard·an, any firearm or air gun of any 
kind . 
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AINNES TA (Cont . ) 
S . 616. 41. Bvery person who s all attempt to use against 
another , or ivi th intent to use , sha 1 carry, conceal or possess an.y 
pistol or other dangerous weapon, s1al l be guilty of gross misdemeanor • 
.,, S . 616.42 . (l) No person in ny city in this state shal l sell, 
give , l oan or in anywise furnish an firearm , or air gun , or ammunition 
to any minor tmder 18 \vi thout ivri tt Jn consent of parent or guardian, 
or police off i cer or magistrate. 
# s . 616 . 43. B.lank cartridge fi earms prohibited . 
HISSISSIPPI 
Hiss . Code 1942 . 
s . 60 79 . Deadly weapons 
--
Ca rying of conceal ed (penal ty) 
S . 2082 . Deadly weapons - dea ers to keep record of cartridges 
and weapons sold . 
S . 2083 . Deadly 1veapons - car r idges not so l.d t o minor. 
S . 2084 . Deadly \veanons - fatl er n ot to suffer infant son to have 
or carry (under 1_6) • 
S . 2085 . Deadly iveapons - col .ege students not to have . 
S . 2 . ..,19 . Pistols, toy - sale 
prohibited . 
and cartridges or caps for , 
.3 . 8621 (1950 Supp . ) . Wea pons to be registered . Every person who 
now owns or 1as in his possession o who shall hereafter acquire any 
pistol or r evolver, or any machine any other high poiver rifl e , 
shall be required to register such 
Gen. La\vs 1953, c. 26 , s. 2(e) 
g raJ;u. ar school grades of a l l school 
tHSSOUI I 
Mo . llev . 3tatutes 1949 . 
Safety shall be taught in the 
in the state of Hississippi. 
~c S . 564 . 610 . arrying concea le weapons_ pr ohibited. To sell or 
deliver , loan or barter ivea on to minor prohibited without c onsent of 
parent or guardian . 
S . 564 . 630 . Person buying con ea l able \veal)on must have permit . 
HONTANA 
Canst. Art. III, s. 13. Right o bear arms . Excepts concealed 
weapons. 
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Mont. Rev. Codes 1947, S. 94-35 5, S. 94-3526. Carrying certain 
concealed weapons f orbidden. Includ s pistol, revolver, or other deadly 
weapon. 
s. 94-3527 (13). Carrying arm on one ' s own premises excepted. 
S. 94-3529. Concealed weapons district judge may issue permits 
to carry. 
S. 94-3530 . Concealed weapons ean any wholly or partially ~overed 
by wearinb apparel. 
~~ S. 94-3579 . Firearms - use by hildren under 14 prohibited, loaded 
with powder and lead, in public, exc pt when in company of parent or 
guardian . 
S. 94-35-222. Toy pistols. An) person who shall sell (etc.) or 
have the possession of toy pistols ( tc . ) for use of blank cartridges 
or caus, guilty of misdemeanor. 
# S. 26-205(1953 Supp.) . Class 
not issued to any person under age o 
NEBRASKA. 
Neb. Rev. Statutes 1943. 
S. 28-1001. Carrying conceal ed 
case person accused was engaged in a 
were such as to justify a prudent pe 
of person, property or family . 
(resident big-game) hunting license 
12. 
eapons; penalty . Exception in 
lawful business, and circumstances 
son in carrying weapons for defense 
S • .37-204. Issuance of hunter ' s permit to anyone known to be 
physically or mentally unfit to carry or use firearms prohibited. 
# s. 37-215.(1953 Supp . ) . No pers n shall be issued special pernut 
to kill deer or antel ope unless at le st 16 . 
NEVADA. 
Nev . Camp . Laws 1929. 
S. 10251 . Unlawful for any pers n except peace officers (etc.) to 
wear, carry, or have conceal ed upon h s erson in any tOlin, city or village, 
any pistol or other dangerous weapon, without first obtaining permission 
f r om board of county commissioners. 
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NEVADA (cont.) 
~~ S. lv293 . No minor under 14 . hall handl e or hav e in his possession 
or control, eAccpt accompanied by r under immediate charge of parent 
or guardian , any firearm of any ki d for hunting or target practice or 
for other purposes. 
NE\v HAi'-'IPSHffiE 
N.H. Rev. Laws 1942 
C. 138, s. 16- a (as inserted y Laws 1953, c. 50). Instruction in 
saf e use of firearms. 
C. 179, s. l. Pistol or revo ver means any firearm with barrel 
less than 12 inches (except antiqu s). 
----, s. 4 (as amended by L ~vs 1951, c. 151, s. 1) . No person 
shall carry l oaded pistol or revol er in any vehicle or concealed upon 
his person, except in his dwelling house or place of business, without 
a license. 
------, s. 6 (as amended by L ws 1951, c. 151, s. 3) . License to 
carry issued if it appears that ap licant has good reason to fear injury 
t o his person or property, or has ny props- purpose, and that he i s 
suitable person to be licensed. H• t ing and target shooting considered 
proper purpose. 
------, s. 7. Permit to purc ·ase. 
------, s. 8 . License to sel • 
~~ -------, s. 12. Sal e to minos. Any person 'vho shall sell {etc.) 
or give to any minor any pistol or revolver, subject to fine ru1d/or 
imprisonment. Does not apply to g ving by parent, adnri.nistrator, etc. 
~ c. 4~1, s . 18. 
pistol cr other toy 
with intent to sell 
be fined and liable 
If ru1y person shall have in his possession a toy 
firearms, for he explosi on of bl ank cartridges, 
the same, or a air rifle, with like intent, shall 
for damages. 
~~* C. 247 , s. 2 (as amended by L ws 1951, c. 130) . Provisions in 
regard to hunting and fishing lice ses shal l not apply to resident 
o\vners of f arm l ands and their min r chil dren while upon their own land, 
nor to resident chil dren under 16 hil e hunting \vhen accompanied by 
l icensee 21 or over. 
NE\v JERSEY 
N. J. Rev. Statutes 1937 
2: 176-10. Any person who sha l knowingl y offer, sell, loan, lease 
or give to any person under 18 any firearms or toy pistol in whi ch 
loaded or blank cartridges may be sed or any loaded or bl ank cartridges 
therefor, shall be guil ty of misde eanor. 
Nmv JERSEY (Cont.) 
-l(- 2:176-ll (as amended by Law·s l 
shall purchase, barter or exchange 
firearm or any instrument orleapon 
may be used; nor shall any person u 
i nstr ument or weapon except in the 
or other responsible adult, or for 
under competent supervision. 
2: 176-41 . Carrying concealed 
hereinafter provided, a person lvho 
other vehicl e, or concealed on or 
revolver or other firearm 'vi thout 
be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
2 : 1 76~42. Carrying weapons 
of hunting or target practice, and 
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45, c. 191). No person under 18 
y gun, pistol, toy pistol or other 
n which l oaded or blank cartridges 
der l6 carry, fire or use any such 
resence of his father or guardian, 
ilitary drill or target practice 
veapons; license. Except as 
hall carry in any automobil e or 
out his person (a) a pistol, 
ving first obtained a perrr.it, shall 
ut one 's m-m premises or for purposes 
ertain other exceptions. 
23 :3-2. Minimum age for license to hunt lvith gun or firearm, 14 
years . t 
ih~ 23:3-3 . Board may in its disc etion issue license to citizen of 
U. s., above 10 years and under 14 , when applied f or by parent or guardi an , 
authorizing him to hunt when accompanied by a holder, above 21 years of 
age, of a regul ar license. 
tmW MEXICO 
N. M. Statutes 1941 . 
# S. 41-1701. Any person \vho s 
conceal ed or otherwise, in or abou 
it be in his or her residence or l 
person, family or property , subjec 
all carry a deadl y weapon, either 
the settlements of this state, except 
ded estate, or in lawful defense of 
to penalty. 
S. 41-1707. Deadly weapons i elude any kind or class of pi~tol or 
gun . 
# S. 41- 1708 . Arms may be carr ed \vhile travel ing - Lirnitation on 
carrying arms in settlements. 
S. 41-1712 . (1951 Supp . ) . 
while hunting pr ohibited. 
S. 41- 1714 (1953 Supp . ) 
S. 4l-l714a (1953 Supp . ) 
Ca el ess or reckless handl i ng of fi rearms 
\vit olding of hunting privil eges . 
Cri inal penalty. 
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NEW YORK 
HcKinney' s Consolidated Law·s Annot. 
# Penal Law, s. 1896 . A person who offers, sells, loans, or gives 
to any child under 16 ~1y gun, revolver, pistol or other firearm, or any 
air-gun, or weapon cowmonly known as a toy pistol, or in, on or upon 
which any l oaded or blame cartridges are used, or any loaded or blank 
cartridges or ammunition therefor, is guilty of misdemeanor. (as amended, 
effective Sept. 1, 1952). 
-lH~ --- ---, s. 1897-(3). Possession of weapons by minors under 16 
forbidden with exception: Person not under 12 years, who is member of 
a shooting club or team organized for educational purposes, may shoot . 22 
cal . rifle on range under supervision of adul t. 
---------, s . 1897-(4)(5)(5a). Possessing or carrying concealed 
weapons without license -when a misdemeanor and when a felony . 
Conservation Law, s. 180, subd. 3, par . (d), (as amended, effective 
July 1, 1952) . }tinors under age 21 . (1) A license to engage in hunting 
shall not be issued by any license issuing agent to a person under age 
21 who has not on at least one occasion previously had such a license 
issued to him, unless at time applicati on for license is made applicant 
shall present a certificate signed by a duly qualified and designated 
person whose fitness to give instruction in methods of handling firearms 
has been determined by an agent of the department. 
(2) Who may certify. Conservat i on depar tment may designate National 
Ri fl e Associ ation of America as i ts agent for givi ng instruction and 
making of certificates. In any county or portion thereof where, in 
opinion of department, number of duly qualified instructors designated 
by National Rifle Association is not sufficient, the department n~y 
designate any person it deems qualified to act as its agent. 
(3) Who may purchase licenses . The holder of a certificate issued 
pursuant to this section, who is between ages four t een and sixteen years, 
upon presenting the certificate may purchase a hunting and fishing 
license; if he has attained age 16 years he may purchase also a big game 
l icense. 
-Y<- S. 180, subd. 9-a (effective April 11, 1952) . Minors between the 
ages of 14 and 16 may take wild birds and quadrupeds, except deer and 
bear, and in so doing rr~y possess and use such firearms, except pistols 
and revolvers, as are permitted by this article, notwithstanding the 
provisions of the penal la\v or any other law to the contrary, provided 
that first they shall obtain the hunting license provided for ; and 
provided further that no such person shall hunt unless accompanied by his 
parent or guardian, or a person over 21 years of age, designated in 
writing by parent or guardian, holding a hunting license . 
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NORTH CA..ltOL!NA 
N. C. Gen. Statutes 1943. 
· S . 14-315 . Sale to minor of pi stolf; prohibited. 
S. 14-316. Any parent or guardian of any child tmder 12 who shall 
knowi ngly ermit such child to have the possession or custody of, or-
use in any manner whatever, any gun or other dangerous firearm, loaded 
or unloaded, or any person who shall knowingly furnish such child any 
suc!1 f irearm, shall be guilty of misdemeanor. 
S. 14-269 (as rewritten by Laws 1949, c. 1217). Carrying 
concealed weapons. If anyone, except when on his own premises, shall 
wi fully and intentionally carry concealed about his person any pistol , 
gun or other deadly \reapon, he shal be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
S. 14- 402 . Sale of certain 1veapons (including pistols) without 
permit forbidden (ptrchaser must have permit). 
S . 14-404 • . pplicant for pernrit must be of good moral character, 
and weapon required for protection of home . 
S . 105-80 . Dealers in pistols, blank cartridge pistols, must have 
state license. 
NORTH DAKOTA 
ev. Code 1943 
62 :0105 . No person without a li~ense shall carry a pistol, either 
openly or concealed, in any vehicle or on or about his person , save on 
his own l and, in his own abode or fL~ed place of business, or on a target 
range (usual exceptions f or off · cers , etc . ). 
G2 : 0107. License to carry pistol; to whom issued. 
62:0109 . Regulation of sales of pistols. 
62 :0111 . Sale of istols r ohibited to minors under 17. 
62 :0301 . No _erson, other than a poljce officer, shall carry 
concealed about his erson any of the follmring \veapons, unless f0r a 
l a\vful purpose: (2) Any gun or dangerous firearm 1-rhether loaded or 
unloaded . 
* 62 :0403. Parent or other person in charge must not perrrut n~nor 
under 15 to use loaded firearm except \;rhen in company of parent or person 
authorized by parent or guardian. 
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OHTO 
Page's Ohio Gen. Code . 
~< S. 1432 (1952 Supp .) Person under 16 not all mved to hunt unless 
a ccompanied by parent or other adult. 
S . 12967 (1952 Supp.) 'Vhoever sells, barters, furnishes or gives 
to a minor LJlder 17 an air-gun, musket, rifle, shotgun, revolver, pistol 
or other f irearm, or aw~tmition therefor, or being the o'1~er or having 
charge thereof knowingly permits it to be used by a minor under 17, 
sub ject t o fine and/or imprisonment. Not appl icable to minor hunting 
under provisions of section 1432 of General Code. 
G. 12967- l (1952 Supp .). Possession of firearms for instruction 
purposes. Nothing in secti on 12967 or other sections makes it unlawful 
to po ssess, use, etc. firearm f or receiving and giving instruction and 
training in marksmanship and proper handling, use and care of fi rearms 
on any suitable range under su ervision of competent adult instructor, 
sponsored by organi zation approved by adjutant-general (or provided that 
instn~ ctor i s parent of person receiving instruction ) . 
S. 12819. (bel ow) 
Carrying of concealed weapons prohibited; penal ty . 
S . 12966 . Unlawful t o sell t oy pistols to minors w."'lder 16 year :s . 
C!~!.AHO !A 
Okla. Statutes 1951 . 
Tit . 21 , s. 1271 . Carr ying concealed ' ·rea pons unlawful. 
-------, s . 1272. Carrying pistols, revolvers, any other off ensive 
or defensive weapons on person unlawful (with certain exceptions) . 
-------, s. 1273. Selling t o nunors of weapons designated i n two 
pr eceding sections prohibi ted. 
------, s. 1275 . Arms -when l awful to carry. .:>ho tguns or rifle s 
fo r hunting , having repaired, or kil ling a...'"limal s, or military drill or 
traveling or rer.:oving f rom one place to another. 
O. EGON 
Ore. Rev . Statutes 1953 
s . 166.220 . 
s . 166 . 240. 
Carrying dangerous l·reapon \vith i ntent to use it; penal ty. 
Carrying concealed weapons; penal t y . 
S. 166.250. (l) Any person who carries conceal ed upon his person or 
within any vehicle, ar.y pistol, revolver, or other fi rearm capable of being 
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OREGON (Cont.) 
conceal ed upon the person, without a license, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
(2) Exception for keeping, within place of residence or business, 
concealable firearm without pernut or license . 
s . 166.290. 
s . 166 . 420. 
s. 166 . 430 . 
Issuance of license to carry concealed weapons. 
Register of transfers of concealed weapons. 
Licenses to sell at retail. 
# S. 166.470. Concealable firearm not to be sold to minor under 18 . 
# S. 166.480. Sale or gift of explosives and firearms to children 
under 14 prohibited . 
~~ s. 498 .025. No person under 14 shall be issued hunting license, or 
be permitted to hunt with gun on lands, other than his mvn premises, or 
those of a parent or legal guardian, unless accompanied by parent or 
1 egal guardian. 
PENNSYLVA.1i!TA 
Purdon's Pa . Statutes .~. 
Tit. 18 , s. 4628 (e). (1953 Supp .) No person shall carry a firearm 
in any vehicle or concealed on or about his person, except in his place 
of abode or fixed place of business without a license. 
-----(g). No person shall del iver a firearm to any 
person. under the age of 18. 
Tit . 34, s. 1311 . 316 . Unlawful: 
(b) Under age of 12 to receive hunting l icense. 
~~ (c) Under age of 16 to receive hunting license without written 
request bearing signature of father, mother , or guardian . 
~~ (d) To use firear ms for hunting between ages of 12 and 14 unless 
accompanied by parent or guardian, or member of family 21 years of age 
or more; or between 14 and 16 un_less accorr..pa.l1.ia?t. by adult at least 21, 
except on premises \vhere person resides. 
Tit. 34, s. 1311.806. Possession of loaded rifles and shotguns and 
certain ruTh~unition restricted. 
RHODE ISLAND 
H. I. Gen . Lm-:s 1.938 
c. 254, s. 1. 
c. 254, s . 2~ 
No hunting without license, e:;:::cept on own prerrd.ses. 
No hunting license to person under 15 . 
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~-{RODE ' ISLA.J':D( Cont.) 
C. 404, s. 4. No person shall , without a license therefor, carry 
a pistol in any vehicle or concealed on or about his person, except 
i n his d\ve ling house or place of business or l and possessed by him. 
C. 405 . Regulation of dealers in firearms concealable upon the 
person. 
C. 406 , s. 10. No person shal l sell, or discharge, or use, any 
toy pistol or other device designed or used for discharge of blank 
cartridges. 
Pub. Laws 1950, c. 2452, s. 21. Unlawful to sell firearms to 
minors under 15. 
------- s . 22. Unla\vful to sell ammunition to minor under 15. 
---------, s. 23. Except as provided in s. 24, unlawful for any 
person under 15 to possess and use ~~lli1ition. 
~:-).'- -------, s. 24. Unlalvful for person under 15 to posses s and use 
any firearm unlesshe shall hold permit as provided in s. 25, and only 
in presence of qual ified adul t at regular and recognized camp or rifle 
range approved by R. I . State Police or city or to'vn police; provided 
person under 15 may carry unloaded in suitabl e case, to and from home 
to camp, etc. 
I 
-----, s . 25 . State or l ocal police 
only upon satisfactory proof of being engaged 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
S. C. Code of Laws 1952 . 
shall issue pernu ts (above) 
in course of training . 
S. 15- 1388 . Selling weapons to minor forbidden . Permitting chi!_d 
under 12 to have firearm forbidden to parents or person acting in loco 
parentis . 
S. 16- 145 . Carrying concealed weapons a nrisdemeanor, except upon 
mvn premises. 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
S. D. Code 1939 . 
~~- S. 13 . 1610. Unl awful f or any persoa under 15 to have or use firearms 
without knowledge and consent of parent or guardian. Unlawful for pare rtt 
or guardian to allow nunor to have l oaded fir ear m within mile of city or 
town. 
S. 21.0105. No person shal l carry a pistol in any vehicle or 
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OUTH DAKOTA (Cont .) 
concealed on or about his person, except in hisabode or f i xed place of 
busir:ess lvi thout a l icense t heref or. 
S. 21.0108 . No person shall deliver a pistol to a;.1y person under 
age of 18 . 
~H~ S. 25.0306 (3), as amended by T ... aws 1952, c. 103 , s. 3. Resident 
hunting icense issued only to person over 16 , tu.'11 ess applied for by 
parent or guardian for child under 16, in which case it authori zes 
hunting only when accompanied by parent or guardian. 
TENNESSEE 
}'lichie ' s Tenn. Code 1938 . 
# S. 11010 . Sal e, loan, gift to minor prohibited, except gun for 
hunting . 
S . 11007. (Tenn. Code 1950 Supp . ) Any person who shal l carry in 
any manner lvhatever, w·i th the intent to go armed, any pistol or revolver, 
except army or navy pistol carried openly in hand, or any other dangerous 
weapon, shal l be guilty of misdemeanor . 
TEXAS 
Vernon ' s Tex . Statutes 1936 . 
Penal Code, Art . 483 {as amended by Acts 52d Legis . 1951 , c. 487. ) 
Unlalvfully carrying arms (pistol) - penalty. 
-:~ Penal Code, Art. 489 . Sale (etc.) to minor prohibited, except lvith 
written consent of parent or guardian. 
# Penal Code, Art. 489a . No person may purchase a nistol unless he 
has secured f rom a Jus t i ce of Peace or County Judge a certif icate of 
good character. 
UTAH 
Utah Code Ann. 1953 . 
23-7- 1.3 . 
~H:- 23- 7-14. 
(1953 Supp . ) 
Age for deer hunting license - 16 . 
Persons tmder 16 not all owed to hunt deer \vith weapon . 
*~:- 23- 7- 15. Age f or game bird hunting license - 14. Persons over 14 
and under 16 must be accompanied by a person over age of majority . No 
person under 14 shall htmt for game birds with any weapon. (1953 Supp . ) 
UTAH (Cont.) 
76-23-l. Any person who sells, gives away, or disposes of, or 
offers to do so, any pistol, gun, targetgun or other firearm to any 
person under 14 is guilty of misdemeanor. 
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* 76-23-2. Any person under 14 who carries cr has in his possession 
any pistol, gun, target gun or other firearm, unless accompanied by 
parent or guardian , shall be deemed del inquent . 
76-23- 4. Unlawful for any person, except officer, without written 
consent of peace officer, to carry any revolver or other deadly weapon 
concealed upon his person. 
76- 23-6 . Any person selling or giving away a toy pistol is guilty 
of misdemeanor . 
VERMONT 
Statutes Rev. 1947. 
~~ s. 8278 . Person, f irm or corporation, other thru1 parent or 
guardian, \vho sells or furnishes to minor under 16 a firearm or other 
dangerous weapon or ammunition for firearms shall be f ined not more 
than $50 nor l ess than $10 . Shall not apply to an instructor or 
teacher \vho furnishes firearms for instruction a..'1d drill. 
*~*" S. 8279 . Child under 16 shall not, without consent of parent or 
guardian , have in his possession a pi stol or revolver construc ted or 
desi gned for use of gunpowder or other explosive \vith shot. 
s . 8274 . Person who carries dangerous or deadly \veapon with intent 
of injuri ng a fel low man, subject to penalty. 
S. 8275 . A person \vho, while in attendance upon a school, carries 
or has in his possession a firearm, shall be f ined . 
VIRGINIA 
Va . Code 1950 . 
S. 18-15. I f person go armed with deadly or dangerous weapon 
\vithout reasonable cause to fear violence to his person, family or 
property, he may be required to give recogniza.."l.ce . 
S. 18- 146. Carr ying concealed weapons ; when la,vful . If any person 
about his person, hid from con@on observation, any pistol (etc.), he 
shall be subject to penal ty. Circuit court or corporation court , upon 
written application and proof of good character and necessity of applicant 
to carry conceal ed w·eapons, may grant permission for one year . 
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V:BGINIA 
S. 18- 304 . If any person sell , barter, give or furnish , or caus e 
to ~e sold (etc . ) to any minor under 18 a pistol (etc . ), such person 
shal l be guilty of a mi sdemeanor . 
S. 18- 306 . No person shal l sell (etc.) any toy gun , pistol, rifle 
or ot 1er toy f irearm, if same shal l by means of po\vder or other explosive, 
di scharge blank or ball charges. 
W- !1INGTON 
emington ' s Wash . Rev . Statutes 1932. 
S. 2516-5 . No person shall carry a pistol in any vehicl e or 
concealed on or about his person, except i n his place of abode or f ixed 
place of business, wi t hout a license. 
S . 2516-7. I ssue of license to carry, if applic~~t has good reason 
to fear injury, or has other ~roper r eason f or carrying a istol, and is 
a suitable person to be licensed . 
S. 2516-8 . No person shall deliver a pistol to any person under age 
of 21 . (1940 Supp . ) 
3 . 2517. Carrying conceal ed pistol or other dangerous weapon, 
gross misdemeanor . 
S. 2445 ( 5) . Person "\vho shall sell , or give , or per m.i t to be sold 
or given to any person under 18 , ~~y revolver, pis t ol or toy pistol, 
guilty of gross misdemeanor . 
~"" S. 2560 . Use of fi rearms by minor. No minor under 14 shal l handl e 
or have in his possession or under his control, except whi l e accompanied 
by or under immediate char ge of parent or guardi~, , any f;rearm of any 
kind f or hunting or target practice , or for other pur poses . Any person 
violating foreg:)ing provisions, or a.l ding or knowingly . permitting any 
such n · nor t o violate same, guil ty of rr~ sdemeanor . 
Laws l95l , c. 247, s . 16- 37 . Washington State Saf ety Counci l . 
S. 17. Council shall study ways and means for prevent i on of 
accidents on str eets and highways, in homes, on f arms, at schools, in 
industrial and commercial plants, and publ ic places; plan and execute 
saf ety programs, incl uding educational campaigns ; shall advise \\ri t h state 
departments having responsi'.:;ility for safeguarding people against 
accidents, and especially w"th director of highways, chief of state 
patrol, chairm~n public service commission , dir ector of licenses, 
superintendent of public instruction, and director of labor and 
industries. 
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1V'~S T VffiGINIA 
W. Va. Code (ann.) 1943 . 
S. 2281 (20-7-8). No person shall carry uncased gun in any of 
t1e woods of state except during open hunting season unless he holds 
a permit. Section shall not prohibit O\Vller of any land, his child or 
children, tenants or lessees from carrying uncased gun on o\Vll premises. 
S. 6043 (G l -7-l) . Carrying dangerous or deadly weapon without 
license a misdemeru1or; second offense a f el ony. 
# S. 6044 (61- 7- 2) . License to carry w·eapons; how obtained . Must 
publish intention to apply in newspaper 10 days before appl ying to 
county ci rcuit court for l icense. # Applicant m"~.rst be 21 , and a 
person of good moral character and temperate habits. 
S. 6045 (61--7-3). Nothing in this article shal l prevent any 
person from carrying any such weapon as mentioned in S. 6043, in good 
faith and not having felonious purpose, upon his O\m premi ses. 
S. 6052 . (61-7-10). Unlavful f or any person armed \vith a pi stol, 
gun or other dangerous or deadly weapon, 'vl1~ther licensed to carry the 
same or not, to carry, expose, brandish , or use such weapon in a way or 
manner t o cause , or tlrreaten, a breach of the peace. 
WISCONSIN 
l.Yi s. Statutes 1951. 
->~ S. 29 . 09 . Hunting, trapping ru1d fishing licenses. (l) Hunting 
without a l icense prohibited . No hunting license shall be issued to 
any person under age of 12 years . Any person between the ages of 12 
and 16 years may hunt only when accompanied by parent or guardi an. 
S . 340.70 (as amended by Laws .953, c • . 334) . Fireworks r egulated . 
Includes prohibi tion of sal e, use, etc. of toy pistols. Does not a . ply 
to toy pi stol s (etc.) us ing paper caps manufactured in accordance with 
I . C. C. r egulations. 
S • .341.22 (as amended by aws 1953, c. 623) . ' Possession of pis t ol 
by minor, (l) Hinor armed with pistol or any person who i ntent i onal ly 
transfers pistol t o minor may be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned 
not more than 1 year or both. 
(2) Does not apply 1rhen such pistol i s being used in targe t 
practice under supervision of adul t . 
S. 341. 23 (as amended by Law·s 1953 , c. 623) . 
weapon. Any person except a . eace officer who is 
and dangerous weapon may be f ined, imorisoned , or 
Carrying concealed 
armed 1.vi th conceal ed 
both. 
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W'lOHI NG 
\vyo. Camp . Statutes 1945. 
9-1203 . Carrying dangerous wea ons. Person, not being a traveler, 
who shall wear or carry any pistol or other dangerous or deadl y weapon 
conceal ed, or openl y w·ith intent of injuring fel low man, shall be f ined. 
9-1204. Unlawful to sel l (etc.) to any erson under 21 any 
pi stol , or other deadly weapon that can be worn or conceal ed upon the 
person, or to sel l (etc.) t 0 a..'ly person uader 16 any cartridges 
manufactureci. and desi gned for use in a pistol. 
9- 1 207. 
9-1208 . 
Dea- ers required to keep firearms register. 
Purchasers required to sign firearms register. 
~~ 47-201. Unlaw·ful f or person under 14 to hunt game anjmals • 
.;:- 47,-202. Unlaw·ful for person under 12, unl ess accompanied by an 
adul t, to hunt game bi rds. 
67- 1411. Safety instruction in publ ic schools. I n any school 
di stri ct i n \vhich the Boards of Education, school directors, or trustees 
shal l el ect to adopt the provisions of this act, it shal l be the duty 
of each teacher in any publ ic school in s1ch district to devote not less 
t han 60 minutes in each month to instructing pupils in ways and means 
of preventing accidents . 
47-1412. State Superintendent of Publ ic Instruction shal l prepare 
and publish a safety instructi on textbook. 
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There are ~lvo :f _c.eral f irearms l aw·s, both of which are administered 
by the Treasur y enartment thr ugh the Al_cohol Tax Division : 
l. Nationa Firearms Act (1934) 
Th · s i s a i;::ax aw· 1vhich carries heavy - enalties for 
possession of certain types of guns which ar e not registered with 
the Un:.ted States Treasury De artment or on \vhi ch a $200 transfer 
ta.-x has not been aid to the Treasury Department . These guns 
include : 
A. Machine guns - including any gun \vhich is capable of 
full aut matic fire (sporting arms are sometimes r eferred 
to as automati c - actually, they ar e semiautomatic and 
are not considered as machine guns ) . Any gun which has 
been a. tered to make i t fully automatic or some for eign 
handguns that have a lever tha t can be swi tched t o ful l 
automatic are considered as machine guns . 
B. Short barreled le t hal devices (no t including pistols or 
revolvers) . This class of wea ons includes a sa\ved- off 
shotgun or. a rifle \vi th a barrel less t han eighteen inches 
in l ength . I n other lvor ds, any gun having a butt stock 
must have a barrel eighteen inches or more in l ength . 
One excepti0n is made in t he case of the . 22 r i mfi r e 
rifl es \vhich have barrel s a s short as sixteen inches . 
l Sports Afield, "Firearms Legi sl ation" (January, 1 954) . 
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Any istol or revolver lvith a detachable butt stock comes 
under t e law u.nd n:u~ t be registered . In this case, the 
attaching litg must be gr ound off or othenri:::>e r.-.ai~ 
perr.:anently inoperative to avert having to reg "ster the 
gun. 
2. Federal Firearms Act {1938) 
This law controls interstate con:merce in firearms of all t ypes 
and in glli1 ammunition . From the sportsman ' s sta..""ldpoint, t he most 
important provisi on in this la\•T is one which makes it illegal to 
r~ceive, possess or dispose of any firearm f rom which the serial 
number has been obli terated . Not all models of guns are marked 
\vith a serial number by the manufacturer , but if a gun once had a 
ser ial number t hat has been obliterated , it i s best not to buy it . 
These two federal l aws have been usef ul against criminals ~v-i thout 
handicapping the sportsman . 
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APPENDIX D. 
WORKSHOP MATtlUALS 
School Survey Form 
TO: Superintendents and Principals of Secondary and junior 
High Schools. 
FROM: jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State 
Department of Education, Concord, New Hampshire. 
SUBJECT: SURVEY - FIREARMS SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM 
PLEASE RETURN AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE 
Information derived from this survey will be used to 
improve the total firearms safety education program. 
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In preparing materials for a better program, we are anxious to have 
your answers to the following questions. Would you please complete 
the survey form and return to the above address. 
1. Our school has, within the last two years, or, is now 
making use of the following techniques for carrying on 
a firearm safety education program: (Please check). 
Assembly programs 
Movies 
Speakers 
Firearms instruction as --
a short or co-curricular course or 
special activity (describe briefly) 
Fish and Game Conservation Club 
Use of resource people 
Instruction i n fishing and hunting laws 
Others (please describe) Use back of paper 
if necessary. 
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2. Of the above techniques, we believe that the following were most 
effective: (Please list in order of effectiveness.) . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
3. We would welcome assistance in initiating or improving our Firearms 
Safety Education program as follows: (Please check) 
A recommended program 
Printed materials and pamphlets 
Visual aids 
Specialists as speakers and consultants 
Specialists as instructors 
A brief training school to qualify personnel to instruct 
in this program 
Other (Please describe.) 
4. We feel that students should have the opportunity to receive 
firearms safety education training in our school. (Please check) 
Boys 
Girls 
5. Please note the approximate number of boys and girls included in 
your program. (To be answered by the principal only). 
1952 - 1953 1953 - 1954 (your estimate) 
Boys Boys 
Girls Girls 
6. Please list personnel and resource materials which you have utilized 
to advantage in your program. (Use back of paper if necessary.) 
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7. Please make any additional comment which will assist us in this 
program. 
(Signed) 
(Principal or Superintendent) 
(School) (Union No.) 
(Address) 
Preliminary Letter to School Superintendents and Principals 
TO: Superintendents; attention--secondary school principals 
SUBJECT: Firearms Safety Education Workshop for Teachers March 29-31,1954 
FROM: jack F. George, Director of Physical Education 
During the last superintendents' meeting in Concord, at least thirty-five 
superintendents indicated an interest in a Firearms Education Workshop 
for teachers. We have made arrangements to conduct this workshop at the 
University of New Hampshire on March 29, 30 and 31. Pertinent information 
follows: 
Length of workshop. The entire workshop will be administered in one day. 
Purpose of the 
workshop. 
Instructional staff. 
Your teacher will attend only one day. It is 
necessary to schedule three full days at the 
University for the purpose of maintaining small 
groups for better instruction. 
To assist your teachers in administering a firearms 
safety education program early next fall. This 
workshop will be action-centered with live 
demonstrations of all phases of the program. 
The same staff which conducted a similar workshop 
for all New Hampshire conservation officers last 
january will be utilized to standardize essential 
procedures. 
If you are interested, please return the attached coupon with the desired 
information. PLEASE RETURN BY WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 
24, 1954. 
Superintendents, principals and teachers, as 
designated on the coupon below, will receive full 
information concerning the workshop later. 
(Tear off here) 
Return to: jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State 
Department of Education, Concord, New Hampshire 
Secondary school principals: Please suggest names to your 
superintendent. 
Superintendents: Please complete coupon and mail. Thank you. 
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The following people will represent my union at the Firearms Safety 
Education Workshop at the University of New Hampshire March 29 - 31, 
1954. (Superintendents and principals planning to attend, please include 
your name.) 
Date Desired 
Name Address (Please check one) 
29 30 31 
() () () 
() () () 
() () () 
Superintendent Union 
Address 
Letter to Conservation Officers 
january 6, 1954 
FROM: Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd 
Director, N. H. Fish and Game Department 
SUBJECT: Firearms Safety Education Course 
TO: All District Chiefs and Conservation Officers 
On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, january 19, 20 and 21, 
each officer will attend the Firearms Safety EdU&ation Course which 
is to be given at Durham. The Course will start at 9:00 a.m. and end 
at approximately 6:00 p.m. The course requires one full day. 
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Men will be told which day you are to attend, and should come 
in regular working uniform, trousers, red coat with green patches, with 
the last issue of the uniform shirt. 
Within a few days each of you will receive from jack F. George, 
Director, Physical Education, State Department of Education, Concord, 
a packet of basic materials which you should thoroughly familiarize 
yourself with, and should bring these to the course with you. In 
addition, you will receive a registration card to fill out and bring 
along. At the end of the course, we will expect that each one of you 
will have passed it, and you will then receive the proper credentials.-
We feel that this will be a big milestone towards our Hunting 
Safety Training Program. 
Best wishes for 1954. 
Letter to State Police Officers 
FROM: Colonel Ralph w. Caswell 
Sincerely yours, 
Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd 
Director 
january 12, 1954 
State Police, Concord 
SUBJECT: New Hampshire Firearms Safety Education Course 
TO: (Individual Officers) 
You are assigned to attend a one-day session of the New 
Hampshire Firearms Safety Education Course for Conservation Officers 
and State Police at the University of New Hampshire, Durham, on january 
21. 
The session will open promptly at 9 A.M. in the Organization 
Room second floor of the Freshman Commons Building and will close at 
6 P.M. 
Enclosed is a program of the course. 
Full uniform, including blouse will be worn. 
COLONEL RALPH W. CASWELL 
Superintendent 
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Letter to Workshop Participants 
TO: 
FROM: 
All participants in the Firearms Safety Education Clinic for 
Secondary School Teachers, Principals and Superintendents 
jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State 
Department of Education, Concord, N. H. 
SUBJECT: Information concerning the Firearms Safety Education Clinic 
for which you are scheduled. 
MATERIALS: 
YOUR DAY 
AT THE 
CLINIC: 
Under separate cover you will receive a kit of study materials. 
In this kit you will find publications which should be read 
before coming to the workshop. Be sure to bring these with 
you. The examination is included. All participants should be 
well prepared! This examination wiil be ~itten at the end of 
the workshop on your scheduled day. Please bring entire kit 
of materials with you. 
It has been necessary to change many of the requested days for 
attendance at the workshop. It seems as though almost everybody 
wanted to attend March 29th, the first day. You have been 
scheduled as follows: 
DAY 
DRESS: Please dress comfortably. It is suggested that sports shirts 
might be appropriate. We will not be working outdoors. 
WHERE: Please report at the Commons Building, Organization Room (second 
floor), University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. 
PLEASE: Clear your date with your principal and superintendent 
P.S. If it is absolutely impossible for you to come on your scheduled 
date, please contact jack F. George at once. 
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Scheduling Letter to School Administrators 
TO: Superintendents and Principals 
FROM: jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State Department 
· of Education, Concord, N. H. 
SUBJECT: Information concerning the attendance of your representative at 
the Firearms Safety Education Workshop, March 29-April 1, 1954, 
University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. 
REPRESENTATIVE(S) 
FOR THE FIREARMS 
CLINIC FROM YOUR 
UNION ARE: 
Address Date to Attend 
These people have been notified by this office of the date they are 
to attend the workshop. Will you please confirm the above dates with 
them? It has been necessary to change many of the requested dates in 
order to equalize the numbers of participants each day. Please inform 
·us at once if your representative cannot make this scheduled day. 
Our enrollment has surpassed our expectations. It will not be 
possible to accommodate any additional participants at the workshop. 
However, we do invite superintendents and principals to come and visit 
our sessions as an observer. If you think you might visit at some time 
during the workshop; please inform me when you will attend. 
Thank you for your cooperation and support of this project. 
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Pre-Workshop Information Letter to Participants 
TO: All participants in the Firearms Safety Education Workshop 
for secondary school teachers, principals and superintendents -
March 29- April 1, University of New Hampshire 
FROM: jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State 
Department of Education, Concord, N. H. 
SUBJECT: National Rifle Association publications and study materials 
Enclosed, please find National Rifle Association materials. The 
following are included: 
Brochure - NRA Hunter Safety Course 
NRA. Hunter Safety Course registration card 
Order Blank - Instruction materials 
Application for certification as NRA Hunter Safety Instructor 
(examination) This will be completed at the Workshop 
NRA Hunter Safety Handbook 
NRA Hunter Safety Course - Instructor's Guide 
These materials have been made available through the courtesy of the 
National Rifle Asso~iation. Please bring all materials to the Workshop. 
These publications have been sent to all participants in the firearms 
clinic for the purpose of study. They will give you an idea of our 
objectives in our work at Durham March 29- April 1. 
Post-workshop Letter to Participants 
FROM: 
TO: 
june 14, 1954 
jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, 
State Department of Education, Concord 
Firearms Safety Education Workshop Participants 
SUBJECT: Certificates and Small Bore Instructor Course 
We take pleasure in sending you your certificate from 
the National Rifle Association, signed by Major General Edson, 
Executive Director of the National Rifle Association, and the state 
department heads concerned, certifying that you successfully 
completed one of the workshops held last january and March to assist 
in preparing you for introducing Firearms Safety Education in New 
Hampshire schools. 
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To those of us who have been in the field and have contacted 
many schools where the program is already well launched, results 
have been highly encouraging. We have, however, received the same 
comment from enough individual teachers of the program so that we 
now need your guidance on an important matter relative to future 
procedure. These teachers have all indicated that they feel the need 
to obtain further range training before attempting to set up those 
aspects of the program which involve actual firing • 
. Will you, therefore, please return to jack F. George, at 
your earliest convenience, the attached slip indicating whether you 
welcome a three-day course at Durham next fall to qualify you as a 
Small Bore Instructor under National Rifle Association standards? 
PLEASE RETURN . TO: 
Jack F. George 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Please check: 
I would ___ would not ___ like to attend a three-day course 
of instruction next fall, which will qualify me as a 
National Rifle Association Small Bore Instructor. 
Comment: 
Address 
Workshop Program 
NEW HAMPSHIRE FIREARMS SAFETY EDUCATION WORKSHOP 
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 
University of New Hampshire, Durham 
March 29, 30, 31, 1954 
PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOP 
This workshop is designed to train high school teachers to serve 
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as instructors in the Firearms Safety Education Program for New Hampshire 
schools and to assist in the development of materials for a course of 
study. 
It is being conducted b¥ the New Hampshire State Department of 
Education in co-operation with the State Fish and Game Department. These 
two sponsoring departments gratefully acknowledge the resource materials 
and consultant service afforded by the National Rifle Association of 
America, and by arms and ammunition manufacturers. 
Director: 
Co-ordinator: 
STAFF 
Jack F. George, Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education, Concord, New 
Hampshire 
John E. Dodge, Conservation Educator 
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department,Concord, 
New Hampshire 
Instructors 
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Floyd B. Cole, District Chief Conservation 
Officer, New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
jim Dee, Field Representative, Winchester 
Repeating Arms Company 
Delwyn Main, Approved National Rifle Association 
Instructor 
Steve Stanton, Field Representative, Remington 
Arms Company, Inc. 
Range Instruction by Captain Louis Broad and 
members of the ROTC Staff of the University of 
New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire 
* * * * 
Invited Consultants: Russell B. Warye, Washington Staff of the National 
Rifle Association 
MORNING SESSION 
8:15 - 8:45 a.m. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. 
9:00 - 9:45 a.m. 
1 9:45 - 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m • 
. 10:45 - 11:30 a.m. 
Members of New Hampshire State Police 
DAILY PROGRAM 
Organization Room, Second Floor, Commons Building 
REGISmATION 
ORIENTATION - john E. Dodge, Conservation Educator 
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department 
KNOWLEDGE OF GUNS - Delwyn Main, Approved NRA 
Instructor 
KNOWLEDGE OF AMMUNITION - Steve Stanton 
Field Representative 
Remington Arms Company, Inc. 
PROPER GUN HANDLING - jim Dee, Field Representative 
Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company 
COFFEE BltEAK 
HUNTER'S RESPONSIBILITY - Floyd B. Cole, District Chief 
Conservation Officer 
New Hampshire Fish & Game 
Department 
11:30 - 12:20 p.m. 
12:20 p.m. 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
1:15 - 3:45 p.m. 
3:45 - 4:15 p.m. 
MOTION PICTURE - "Trigger Happy Harry" 
LUNCHEON - Cafeteria, Commons Building 
GOOD SHOOTING - Captain Louis Broad, ROTC Staff 
(University Rifle Range) University of New 
Hampshire 
TESTING - Organization Room, Commons Building 
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4:15 - 4:45 p.m. SCHOOL PROBLEMS AND POLICIES - jack F. George 
Director of Physical 
Education 
4:45 - 5:00 p.m. 
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
I Nomenclature 
N. H. Education 
Department 
YOUR FIREARMS SAFETY PROGRAM IN SCHOOLS - Kodachrome 
Slides 
HIGH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES - Panel 
Discussion 
KNOWLEDGE OF GUNS 
A. Different kinds of guns involve somewhat different safety 
conditions. 
B. Each has four major parts -- stock, barrel, action, receiver. 
c. Difference between shotguns and rifles. 
II Types of Guns 
A. Guns are distinguished and named by their action design. 
(Explain briefly types of actions) 
B. Federal game law control, plugged guns. 
c. Statistics show most hunting accidents happen at short ranges. 
D. All guns are potentially dangerous, from BB guns on up. 
E. Knowledge of their types and functions is important. 
III Sights 
A. Sights fall into three classes (expl ain types and uses, plus 
uses on rifle and shotgun) 
1. open sights 
2. apertune or peep sights 
3. telescopic sights 
B. Sights are very important attachments to the hunting gun. 
IV Safeties 
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A. The safety is a most important device on all types of firearms. 
(Location, operation, and function) 
B. No hunter should depend entirely on his gun's safety to prevent 
accidental firing. The safety should only supplement proper 
handling of the gun. 
V Cleaning 
A. Every hunter should keep his gun clean. 
B. Make only minor repairs, above all never alter trigger pull. 
c. Keep barrel free from obstructions. 
D. Guns fired with an obstruction in the barrel can cause serious 
injury and will ruin gun. 
KNOWLEDGE OF AMMUNITION 
I Manufacture of ammunition 
A. Shotgun shells, rim and center fire cartridges: components, 
assembly and precision of manufacture. 
B. Illustrate above with NRA charts and samples of ammunition. 
c. Describe manufacture of shot in shot tower as perhaps the most 
interesting step in shotgun shell production. Chemical 
composition of shot. 
D. Ballistics and 
1. Velocity 
2. Accuracy 
3. Pressure 
4. Function 
tests: 
s. 
6. 
7. 
Heat, Cold, Moist, Dry Conditions 
Sensitivity of primer 
Pull test 
II The shotgun, and ammunition for it . 
A. Gauges in common use, unit of gauge measurement, shell length 
and how it is measured. 
B. Co~mon loads -- heavy, light, trap, skeet, magnum. 
c. Sizes of shot and uses, including buck shot and rifle slugs. 
D. Shotshell pattern, degrees of choke boring, how does barrel 
length affect shooting qualities. 
E. Powder measurement 
III The rifle, and ammunition for it 
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A. Rifle twist, lands, grooves: compare spiral throw of football. 
B. calibers and cartridge nomenclature -- uniformity of measurements 
used by all manufacturers. 
c. Rimmed and rimless cartridges: for example 30-30 Winchester and 
30 Remington sizes. 
D. Bullet types: lead, metal jacketed, soft point, hollow point. 
Use samples to illustrate. 
E. Rifle ballistics: Velocity, energy, trajectory. 
IV Research and development 
A. Laboratory equipment: ranges, high speed photography, physics, 
and chemical departments. 
B. Examples: Core-Lokt bullets, Silvertip bullets, Flat Top Crimp, 
Cupped Wads, Wadcutter bullets. 
PROPER GUN HANDLING 
I General Principles 
A. The way a gun is handled is the key to safe hunting. 
B. Most gun accidents could be avoided if more people knew the 
principle~ of holding and pointing a gun. 
c. Observing three rules will eliminate most tragedies. 
1. Treat every gun as if it were loaded. 
2. Always point the muzzle in a safe direction. 
3. Be sure of your target. 
· II Carrying the Gun in the Field 
A. Demonstration of safe carries 
for use. 
piece safe yet always ready 
1. Grip held, cradle in crook of arm. 
2. Point of balance over wrist 
3. Grip in one hand, stock in other 
4. Shoulder carry 
5. Sling carry 
B. Demonstration of safe gun handling in field 
1. Using volunteers from student group, show good gun habits 
on an imaginary hunting trip in classroom. Practice by 
entire class. 
c. Demonstration of safe target identification and zones of fire 
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1. Using student volunteers to show conservative practices in 
limiting radius of fire and targets on imaginary hunting 
trip in classroom. Practice by entire class. 
D. Practicing self-control 
l. Demonstrate and require students to practice while others 
watch. 
E. Gun storage 
1. Inspection and storage 
HUNTER'S RESPONSIBILITY 
I Responsibility for safety 
A. Hunter and everyone in woods. 
II Laws for safety 
A. Importance of safety and conservation laws. 
B. Loaded guns in or on cars. 
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C. Shooting on or near highways. 
D. Improper persons to handle firearms. 
E. Persons under sixteen must be accompanied by licensee twenty-
one or over. 
III Safe Clothing 
A. "Death is a Careless Hunter" film. 
IV Game Identification 
A. Sight and sound, identifying movements. 
B. Projects: Wildlife photography and stalking without gun, bow 
and arrow -- wildlife film, etc. 
V Getting Lost 
A. Equipment and behavior 
VI Landowner-Sportsman Relations 
A. The farmer 
B. The hunter 
GOOD SHOOTING 
Schedule of Instruction 
Preliminary Rifle Marksmanship 
and 
Safety Regulations 
lst Hour 
Introduction to course. Sighting and aiming. Proper sight 
picture. Sighting bars and triangulation exercises. 
2nd Hour 
Loop and hasty sling adjustments. Prone, sitting, kneeling and 
standing firing positionsi Proper breath control and trigger manipulation. 
Sight changes. "Clock" method of calling shots. Zeroing the rifle. 
Safety regulations in the home, in the field, and on the range. 
3rd Hour 
Range firing. Each student will fire fifteen rounds from the 
prone position - five rounds to zero the rifle and ten for scoring. 
SCHOOL PROBLEMS AND POLICIES 
I Regulation vs. recommendation 
A. Local control 
1. Suggested procedures by State Education Department 
II Specific problems resulting from the initiation of the program: 
A. Transportation of guns to schools 
1.- Guns on school buses? 
B. Insurance 
1. Check policy for coverage 
C. Inspection of firing ranges. By whom? 
l. Storage of guns and ammunition 
D. Relationship of conservation officers and state police to 
schools 
E. Use of local resources 
l. By school administration 
2. Standardization of instruction 
F. Implementation of program when need arises 
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1. Administration of workshop to interested school personnel 
G. Age of participants 
1. NRA Regulations 
H. Parents' permission to participate in the program 
I. Time of instruction 
1. Extracurricular activity 
III Clarification of objectives 
A. Not a military training program 
B. Special phase of the total safety education program 
IV Regional workshops 
A. Local work teams 
l. To administer local workshops for school administrators 
of the program 
V Assembly programs 
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APPENDll E 
PILOT PROGRAM MATFlUALS 
APPENDIX E. 
PILOT PROGRAM MATERIALS 
Letter to Superintendents 
TO: Superintendents 
FROM: jack F. George 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
SUBJECT: Firearms Safety Education Course of Study. 
Enclosed please find: 
1. A copy of the recently completed Firearms 
Safety Education Instructors Course of Study. 
2. A copy of the principal's letter relating 
to the suggested firearms safety education 
program. 
Your comments concerning the Course of Study will be 
appreciated. 
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Letter to Secondary School Principals 
TO: 
FROM: 
Secondary School Principals 
jack F. George 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
SUBJECT: Firearms Safety Education Course of Study 
Enclosed, please find your copy of the recently completed 
Firearms Safety Education Course of Study. 
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During the past year, the State Department of Education, in 
cooperation with the Fish and Game Department, the State Police, the 
National Rifle Association, arms and ammunition representatives, 
teachers, administrators and interested New Hampshire citizens, has 
spent many hours in evolving New Hampshire's Firearms Safety Education 
Program. 
In order to produce this Course of Study, workshops were 
administered to train consultants and teachers for the project. All 
conservation officers, many of the State Police and seventy-one 
teachers and administrators participated in these workshops. The 
materials and discussions which resulted from the workshops, in 
addition to a review of existing information and pertinent literature, 
have been organized into a program for secondary schools. An effort 
has been made to write this Course of study in such a manner as to be 
of greatest practical value to the teacher of the program. 
The lesson plan suggestions have been outlined in order that 
the teacher will be able to make his comments, suggestions and additions, 
as the course is taught. It is hoped that these suggestions will be 
available after the course has been completed. The teachers' comments 
will be considered for improvement of the program. 
Will you please complete the attached post card and return 
promptly? Upon receipt of the card, a copy of the Firearms Safety Educa-
tion Course of Study will be mailed to the teacher who will administer 
the course in your school. 
Your comments concerning the Course of Study will be 
appreciated. 
Principals Return Post Card 
Please 
Check 
We plan to give instruction in firearms 
safety education this fall (1954) 
Our instructor will be 
Yes No ~--~~~----~---(teacher's name) 
(school) (school address) 
We expect our firearms safety group to be 
approximately --~--~--~----~--~-----­(number of students) 
(signed) 
~(p_r_i~n-c_i_pa~l~)~------~(-s-ch~o-o~l~)----
(address) 
Letter to Teachers of Firearms Safety Education 
TO: 
FROM: 
Teachers of Firearms Safety Education 
jack F. George 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
SUBJECT: Firearms Safety Education Course of Study 
Enclosed, please find your copy of the recently completed 
Firearms Safety Education Course of Study. 
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During the past year, the State Department of Education, in 
cooperation with the Fish and Game Department, the State Police, the 
National Rifle Association, arms and ammunition representatives, 
teachers, administrators and interested New Hampshire citizens, has 
spent many hours in evolving New Hampshire's Firearms Safety Education 
Program. 
In order to produce this Course of Study, workshops were 
administered to train consultants and teachers for the program. All 
conservation officers, many of the State Police and seventy-one 
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teachers and administrators participated in these workshops. The 
materials and suggestions which resulted from the workshops, in addition 
to a review of existing information and pertinent literature, have been 
organized into a program for secondary schools. An effort has been 
made to write this Course of Study in such a manner as to be of greatest 
practical value to t.he teacher of the program. 
The lesson plan suggestions have been outlined in order that 
the teacher will be able to make his comments, suggestions, and 
additions as the course is taught. It is hoped that these suggestions 
will be available after the course has been completed. The teachers' 
comments will be considered for improvement of the program. 
A return post card may be found in the organization and 
administration materials in the Course of Study under testing. If you 
plan to give the pre-tests described in Uni~ I, please fill in the card 
and mail. 
I hope to visit many of the schools which are making an effort 
to do something about firearms safety education. If I may be of 
assistance to you in your program, please notify me. 
Your comments concerning the program will be appreciated. 
Letter to Conservation Officers (State Police) 
FROM: 
TO: 
September 15, 1954 
Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd 
Director 
All District Chiefs and Conservation Officers 
Enclosed is the Course of Study that jack George is sending 
out to all school superintendents, secondary school principals, and to 
the teachers of Firearm Safety Education. 
I think jack has done an excellent job. jack wanted each of 
yo~ to have a copy. 
Sincerely yours, 
Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd 
Director 
(Note: - a similar letter was sent with the Course of Study to ·all State 
Police from Col. Ralph Caswell, Superintendent of State Police.) 
Letter with reference to Source Materials 
TO: 
FROM: 
School Administrators and Teachers of FIREARMS SAFETY 
EDUCATION 
jack F. George 
Director of Physical Education 
State Department of Education 
Concord, New Hampshire 
SUBJECT: Source materials - Kit No. 2 - Firearms Safety Education 
program 
Enclosed please find Firearms Safety Education program reference 
materials - Kit No. 2. We hope these publications will assist you 
in your Firearms Safety Education objectives. Additional materials 
will be mailed to you as we procure them. 
(Note: These materials may be found listed under Kit 2, Reference 
Materials in the Course of Study.) 
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Evaluation letter to Superintendents, Principals and Firearms Safety 
Ed~cation Teachers. 
To ; 
FROM: 
February 14, 1955 
Superintendents, Principal s and Firearms Safety Education 
Teachers 
jack F. George, Director of Physical Education, State 
Department of Education, Concord, New Hampshire 
SUBJECT: Evaluation of your firearms safety education program. 
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If your school (s) participated in a firearms safety education program 
during the present school year, will you please check your evaluation 
of the program below and return in the enclosed self-addressed envelope . 
Key: l - none 
2 - slight 
3 - some 
4 - moderate 
5 - considerable 
l. The need for a firearms safety education program for 
students in your school (s). 
Comment-
2. The firearms safety education program has student 
approval. 
Comment -
3. The firearms safety education program has parental 
approval. 
Comment -
4. The value of the firearms safety education Course of 
Study issued by the State Department of Education. 
Comment -
s. The program changed student attitudes toward the safer 
handling of firearms. 
Comment -
Check here 
l 2 3 4 5 
Please circle the grade or grades in which you think firearms safety 
education should be taught. 
7 8 9 10 ll 12 
It is not necessary to sign this evaluation but please check your position:-
_____ Superintendent __ Principal Teacher 
-----
, . 
KNOWLEDGE TEST 
(name last first) 
(school) 
Student Information: (please complete) 
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. Student .answer form 
(grade) {sex) 
(school address) 
(yes) TnO) 
If you do own a gun, what kind? _____ _ 1 . Do you own a gun? 
2. If you don't own a gun, do you have access to a gun? 
(yes) (no) 
If you do have access to a gun, what kind? 
3 . Have you ever hunted? 
(yes) (no) 
4. If you have hunted, how many years? 
-------
(approximately) 
'.': . Do you do any target shooting of any kind - plinking, tin cans, target range etc . 
(yes) (no) 
- 1 -
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Instructions : 
This is a multiple choice and matchinsj lypo ·:· ~ s~. 
Lo e ach of the statements below' the re a re s ;-.N,J r~ l possible choices " Onl y one will make the 
statement correct , Mark the correc t a nswer by placing an (X) in fron\· of the proper phrase . 
For example : 
The safe hunter shoots at 
0 s ound in the brush 
0 coror in the brush 
@ positivel y identifies target in the brush 
The thirc.l phrase is correct - indicated by {X) in the box before it . 
Read each question carefully 
1 . You are in the middle of a hunting party, three abreast , Your gun should be 
0 pointed to t·he left 
0 . pointed to the right 
® poin ted ahead 
2 . You are in the middle of a single fil e hunti ng pa rty of three people . Your gun should be 
0 over your shoulde r 
®pointed to the left 
Opointed down and ahead 
3 , In removing the gun from the back seat of a ca r 
0 the barrel should come out first 
00 the stock should come out first 
4 . While hunting, the gun safety should be pushed off 
® just before fi ring 
0 several minutes before firing 
0 an·ytime before firing 
5 . You are bird hunting, th ree abreast , A flushed bird flies back over your head 
0 man on left shoots at bird 
0 man on right shoots at bi rd 
® nobody shoots at bird 
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6 . A safe hunte r when stumbl ing or falling 
0 throws his gun so as not to fall on it 
® holds onto gun to control muzzle 
0 keeps hand on safe 
7. Your companion has fallen and called for help 
Q you run to him with gun in hand 
0 drop your gun down and run to help 
® lay your gun on pround and run to help 
8 . A good hunte r, on picking up a J un, will first 
0 look to see if the safety is on 
® open the action and check the barrel 
0 point the gun in a safe direction 
9 . Any gun can be safely carried in a car or boat if 
® it is unloaded before being put in 
0 the safety is put on 
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Q the gun is carried vertically so any accidental discharge 
wo uld go up in the air 
10 . When carrying a gun in the field, the trigger finger should be 
0 inside the t rigger guard 
0 on the safety 
® near the safety 
11 . When a shell is fired, the powder 
® burns 
0 explodes 
0 expands 
12. By acting as though every gun is loaded until you personally examine, you are 
0 
~ 
acting I ike a "sissy" . 
showing that you have sense enough to handle firearms 
unnecessarily delaying your shooting 
13 . The primary purpose of the shotgun is to 
® enable the charge to cover a wide area 
0 kill big game 
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14 . The receive r of the ri f le - 272 
0 supports the barre I _ .
0 th~ place where cartridges or~ iryserted for firing 
® the 'ichassis" to ~hich the major parts of the rifle are 
asse mbled 
15 . The breech of the gun is 
0 the front end of the barre I 
~ . -the rea r end 'of the ba rrel the pump action of the gun 
16 . The action of the gun 
0 contains the safety 
(i) contains the fi ring pin · 
0 does not contact the shell 
17 . The New Hampshire law regardi ng ai r guns states that 
® ai r guns ca·rmot be sold in New Hamp$hire 
0 .ai r guns ca nnot be fi red in New Hampshire 
0 .· ai r guns cannot be sold or fired in New Hampshire 
18 . The safety on a gun dire:ctly controls the 
0 fir ing pin 
® the t rigge r 
0 the sea r 
' 19 " It is well known that some calibers of rifle cartridge are so nearly identical in 
measurements that they can actuall y be placed in the chamber of a rifle designed 
for another cartridge , Would you say that this 
0 
0 
® 
would produce inaccurate results 
would make little or no difference if the cartridge fits 
. well enough to fire 
would be dange rous due to the possibility of creating 
excessive chamber pressure for a particular gun 
20 . The safety on a bolt action ri fle is usall y located 
0 
~ 
near the trigger guard 
nea r the rear of the bolt 
_inside the t rigger guard 
21 . The half-cock safety is located on a gun with 
crJ an outside hammer 
0 an ins ide hammer 
0 a bolt action 
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22 . The safesl gun h; one 273 
0 with the safe on 
@ with the ac t ion open 
0 pointed in a safe di rection 
23 . The basic rule for sight adjustment is to always 
0 
® 
find out from some older shooter what the proper sight setting 
is fo r that partic ular day 
take as ma ny sighting shots as possib le 
move the rea r sight in the d irection that you want to move 
·your hits on the target 
24 , Under the Fede ra l MisJratory Bird Act; a hunter may use 
0 
( ·-_ ) 
a rif le; .. 22 calibre or la rge r to shoot at waterfowl a long way off 
i:iil}i s~1 otgun 
® a shotgun capable of firing not more than three shells before reloading 
25, A spirally grooved ba rrel is associ at·ed 
0 wi th a magnum shotgun 
~ with a rif le 
0 with all pisto ls 
26 , Afte r cleaning a gun 
0 it shou ld be heav ily o i led 
0 rags should be placed in muzzle to keep out moisture 
(i) it should be I ightly oiled 
27 , The sea r on a gun is d l' rectl y related to 
0 the ba rrel 
® the trigge r 
0 the bolt 
28 .. The wea ring of the sear may cause 
f/; a hair trigge r 
0 less head space 
Q a blow-back 
29 . When you have the correct sight pic ture you see 
~ 
0 
0 
the top ofthe front sight in the exact cente r of the rear ape rture with 
the bullseye squarely on top of the front sight 
the b ulls£ye exactly in the center of the rear ape rture and balanced 
o ..... top ~b3 front sight 
the front sight exactly centered in the center of the bullseye 
30 . "Zeroing in" re fers to 
Q shoot ing 5 rounds in the bullseye 
95J adjusti ng gun sights for accurate shooting 
O the positiors of the sights when the gun came from the factory 
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31 - 40 
In the two columns below, you will find phrases or words in column number 2 
which are closely related to phrases or words in column number 1 . On the line in 
front of the numbers of column number 1, place the letter of the phrase or word in 
column number 2 which is most appropriate . 
,F 31. Loading 
):::> 32. "Leading" 
E 33 . Gauges 
g-C. 34 . Making a gun inoperative 
tc 35. Lands and grooves 
11-J 36 . Closed action 
/1 37 . High base shell 
£) 38 . Causes of guns blowing up 
I 39. Ricochet 
G 40. Low base she II 
41 -50 
Please follow directions as in questions 31-40 . 
,P 41. . 22 rifle dangerous range 
E 42. High powered rifle 
' 
43 . Range fir ing 
L 44 . Trigger squeeze 
I) 45 . Treat every gun as though 
it were loaded 
r 46. Vital hunting equipment 
A 47. Good hunter-landowner 
relationships 
/ 48 . Basic cause of accidents 
F 49 . White topped socks 
8 50 . Safe carry in group hunting 
- .6: -
A. To speed the bullet through the 
barrel 
B. Plugging the muzzle 
C . Removing the firing pin 
D . Distance allowed for shot to travel 
to the target 
E. Bore diameter 
F . Muzzle pointed away from hunting 
companions 
G . light load 
H . Heavy I oad 
I . Prevents escaping gases 
J. Glancing bullet 
K . Spiral grooving in barrel 
L. Wi II fit the chamber better 
M. Safety should be on 
N . Too much use 
0. Obstruction in barre I 
A . Asking permission to hunt 
B. Pistol grip and forend 
c . Poor ammunition 
D . Basic rule of safety 
E. 3 miles 
F . 11 Fiag" of a deer 
G. Strict disci pi ine necessary 
H. 1/2 mile 
I. Compass 
J . Carelessness 
K. Perform in a fast manner 
L. Important for accurate shootino 
M . Gun over the shoulder 
N . 5 miles 
0 . Warm underwear 
P. 1 mile 
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Student ans\ver reco~ding f orm 
SKILL TEST 
first) (age ) (gr ade) (sex ) 
(sch0ol) (school addr esS)- - ·-- ·---- --·-
Instruc tions: __ ... __ .__ ..__ 
The ins true tor \vill check ( ) the i te:m. Pass or Fail according t o the student 1 s 
rcs ·rDnsc. 
Pass Fail C0rmnent 
(Identification of shells) 
(Saf ety on t he , 22 rifle) 
(Pr ocedure - ~ic:king up gun) 
( ·u d " ) r.an 1ng a gun 
s. (Hunting in 2is) 
---- -- -----
(Hunting in 31 s) 
(C~c ssing a fence) 
s. (Cr ossing a stcne\vall) 
(Running when hunting ) 
10. {~eruoving gun from automobile ) 
11. (?l acing gun in automubile) 
(Simulated l oading) 
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APPENDIX F 
KODACHROME TRANSPARENCIES -
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE OF STUDY 
.. 
Page s 2'77 , 278, 281, 283 and 285 have 
a series of Kodachrome slide s . We have 
done t he be s t we can wi t h thi ~ t ype of 
ma terial. 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
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APPENDIX F. KODACHROME TRANSPARENCIES - DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE OF 
Transparency 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
STUDY 
Description 
New Hampshire state officials initiating program 
National and state officials attending first workshop 
Shotguns and rifles at workshop 
Instructor checking gun 
Structure of ammunition 
Defective barrels 
Workshop - fence crossing procedures 
Conservation officers learning fence procedures 
The a~y teaches proper sighting techniques 
Learning to use the sighting bar 
The sitti ng position 
The kneeling position 
(continued on next page) 
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1 2 3 
·, 
6 
7 8 9 
10 11 12 
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APPENDIX F (continued) 
Transparency 
Number 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Description 
Prone position 
Workshop - State police and conservation officers on 
firing range 
Guest Governor Gregg trying triangulation 
Workshop - Teachers on firing range 
Cover - course of study 
A high school principal and firearms safety education 
teacher e~mining the course of study 
Four high school students preparing for a firearms 
safety education class field trip 
A fish and game club assisting in the program 
Instructor giving some advice in the field 
Instructor assisting student in standing position 
Students and instructor practicing fence procedures 
Proper fence procedures 
(continued on next page) 
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• 
13 14 1.5 
17 18 
19 20 21 
22 23 24 
• 
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APPENDIX F (continued) 
Transparency 
Number 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
Description 
Proper group alignment in the field 
Proper gun position - three abreast 
Learning to crossover a stonewall properly 
Two students - learning proper procedure in crossing 
an obstruction 
Instructor and student checking the action of a 
shotgun 
Proper kneeling position in the field 
School administrators, state officials, consultants 
and teacher reviewing the course of study 
Instructor explaining nomenclature of gun to school 
officials 
Conservation officer lecturing on safety rules to 
high school class 
A bullet trap constructed in a high school shop for 
firing purposes 
Sideview of the bullet trap 
Students using the one point firing range in the 
basement of a high school 
(continued on next page) 
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.APPENDIX F (continued) 
Transparency 
Number 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Description 
Eighth grade students firing in the field 
Proper standing position 
Proper method of removing firearms from boats 
Organization of skill test items in a school class 
room 
Skill test #1 - identification of ammunition 
Skill test #2 - identification of safety device 
Skill test #3 - demonstrating correct procedure in 
picking up a gun 
Skill test #4 - demonstrating correct procedure in 
handing a gun 
Skill test #5 - correct carrying position when 
hunting in twos 
Skill test #6 - correct carrying position when 
hunting in threes 
Skill test #7 - proper fence procedures 
Skill test #8 - proper stonewall procedures 
(concluded on next page) 
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37 38 39 
40 41 42 
43 44 45 
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APPENDIX F (concluded) 
Transparency 
Number 
49 
50 
51 
52 
Description 
Skill test #9 - correct running procedures when gun 
is loaded 
Skill test #10 - correct method of removing firearm 
from automobile 
Skill test #11 - correct method of placing firearm 
in automobile 
Skill test #12 - correct method of loading and 
unloading firearm when other people are present 
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• 
